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I am pleised to share with you the inaugural issue of IN *SIGHT,

- a n annual publication focusing on promisihg new and emerging

technologies and what they might mean to the future of K-I2

schools.. My tearmand I spent a great deal of time thinking about an

-appropriate title for a publication that would provide a forum for

ideas about how technology might, in the not-too-distant

future, impact our classrooms while providing a glimpse of

what is currently possible. INOSIGHT, then, is intended to be Iff^

both the presentation of thought-provoking articles by

indiViduals who discern the true nature of some key

technologiet and the presentation of related work

currently under way in schools arid classrooms, work

that demonstrates that these ideas are ih sight o'f--

mainitream education.

We at AEL are proud to hold a' national
1

leadership designation in educational technology for

the U.S. Depai-tment of Education's regional

educational laboratories. IN NSIGHT is anjmportant

vehicle for our leadership efforts, and we are

committed to helping educators understand and plan

for the purposeful use of new and emerging

technologies in schools.

We believe that vision and leadership are

inextricably linked, and we hope our publication

corfveys this belief. Perhaps, no one understands this

concept better than M.C. Escher, and we are grateful

to Cordon Art B.V. Baarn Holland for permission

to use Escher's Fish and Boats to express this idea

so beautifully.-

Dr.Tammy . McGraw

Chief Executive Offic' er

IAETE at AEL

mcgrawt@iaete.org

Pittured from bottom io top Tammy McGrOw, Editor in Chief Krista Burdette,

Managing Editor; Carla McClure, Senior Writer; Virginia Seale, Copy Editor;

Sara .Marchio, Copy Editor; and John Ross, Web Producer. Not pictured:

Mardell Raney, Executive .Editor, and Richard HYpe, Art Director
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CUSTOMIZABLE CONTENT
Walter Koetke, MA.

Walter Koetke gives hope to educators who wonder how it is possible to

provide individual instruction for all children. One key element necessary to

meet the individual, needs of children is the ability to customize content for a

wide variety of users. Over the last several months, we have been exploring

the idea of electronic textbooks. We invite you to look at the Leadership

section to see how we have applied imperceptible digital watermarking

technologies to a promising model for an interactive textbook
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_ki7Walter Koetke, M.A.
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ath teachers excited about the presentation

,crowded the classroom. All were attending on their own time after a full day of

teathing. The\ presenter began by showing how he used a Teletype time-sharing

terMinal as a-particularly effective way to teach graphirig to beginning algebra

students. The Teletype could print only text characters, and it did so very slowly.

The special overhead projecior (which displayed the output on a screen as it

;was printed) created io Much heat that teachers sitting near the projector were

_uncomfortable. But-the teachers' enthusiasm grew. They understood what they

saw, and they immediately started suggesting additional topics that might be

better taught with this technology. They had no doubt that doing so would

iricrease students' understanding of graphs and their applications.

The time of this presentation was the late 1960s. History shows thatthe

exemplary teaching deMonstrated that evening was never implemented in many

-classrooms. The-cost of a time-sharing terminal was high. A single terminal in a

crass of 35 students limited use to demonstrations; students could not really use

it on their own unless they spent time before or after school. Teachers had to

create their own materials on their own time because none had been published.
-

The slow speed of the Teletype required several minutes to print each graph.
1

One could add several additional good reasons why this technology was never

widely used in 'schools.

Ten years later, the same demonstration wal given using a personal

computer rather than -a time-sharing'systern. Speed had improved and the cost

I No>e) Ica KTI20011VOL I IVISION7



The point of this

bit of \history is

not that schools

, resist change,

but that the

dóvelopment of

effective new

iechnology is not

,enough to

gUarantee

change. That

technology must

also be

affordable,

widely available,

supported by

teaching

materials, and

accompanied by

appropriate'

teacher training.

\.

had dropped. Monitors had replacedthe Teletype, but they were still text-based.

Most of the other reasons that math /educators had not adopted a better`way of

teaching graphing continued to be valid:

In the late 1980i, after another 10 years had passed, the demonstration

was given again. User interfaces on personal computers were graphic rather

than text-based, processing speed was much faster, and costs were lower.

Mathematical programs like Derive and Mathematka made it easy to create very

effective_teaching tools. 16 fact, such programs caused mathematici,ans to

reexamine the priorities of what was important for students to learn in '

mathematics and when. Once again, however, math teachers did not...rush to

adopt what appeared to beso useful. Why? Cost remained an issue'. A tool

available only in school andnot at home did not give students sufficient

opportunity to explore and practice. Classroom sets of persOnal computers

were rare, and teaching students in small grdups-did not fit the model _of the

mathematics-classroom in a traditional school. Teachers were given no training

or support if they wanted to be innovative. tnd the list goes 'on.
)

,

Finally, in the 1990s, more than 20 years after desirable change became

posSible;the relatively inexpensive graphing calculator became available. Student
,

materials were written. Teachers attended in-service classes-or learned on their.
own time. The calculator was portable; it could be-used in ichool and at home..

-
The innovation of the Teletype workshop presented-in the 1960s coulcifinally be

replicatedin,public school. classrooms. Today, students who study algebra

without using-a graphing calculator are at a significant disadvantage when

compared to those who do.
r

The point of this-bit of history is not that schools resist change but that

the development of effective new technology is not enough to'guarantee change.

That technology must also be affordable, widely available, supported by teaching

materials, and accompanied by appropriate teacher training. Perhaps most

important, technology must have a major-demonstrable impact on the education '

of the majority of studentl.
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When people discuss educational change, there are two problems that

just won't go away. First, the political and sometimes personal viewpoint that

approaches education on a "We're right and you're wrong" basis. Two examples

are the ongoing debate in early childhood education over the value of an

academic curriculum versus a developmentally appropriate curriculum and the

constant bickering between advocates of phonics and advocates of whole

language about the most effective way to teach reading. Second, when one is

teaching children, one size doesn't fit all and never will.

When looking ahead at technology's ability to customize content, one

should not assume that what is possible and desirable will necessarily happen.

World peace is possible, desirable, and certainly beneficial to the majority of

people, but we are not likely to experience it in our lifetimes for even a single

day. The capabilities of technology are growing exponentially, and there are good

reasons to believe that growth will continue. However, history does not suggest

that people and societies change exponentiallya handful of individuals, maybe,

but only a very small fraction of the population. Our fundamental needs as

humans remain as they have been for many hundreds of years. Technology will

be widely and wisely used when it helps to meet one or more of those needs.

The need to nurture and teach our children is one such fundamental need. Many

people believe technology can help in this endeavor, yet very few are working to

create new technologies that will nurture and teach. Instead, educators are

expected to adopt and adapt technologies created for other purposes. Certainly

parents have a sincere desire to nurture and teach their own children; but in our

culture, that desire rarely broadens to include the children of others. I suggest

that the technologies we will adopt most readily are those we see as iniportant

to usat home, at school, or wherever the use of those technologies is

appropriate.

The difference between education research and scientific research is

worth noting when we discuss educational change. A basic principle of scientific

research is control of all variables in an experiment. Replicability and

consistency are critical. ,When a researcher goes home from work, he must be

able to return in the morning knowing that none of the variables in his
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experiment has changed. He can resume work precisely where he stopped the

previous evening. How does this compare with education research? I suggest

that we do not even know what all the significant variables are when two people

interact. As for replicability and consistency, suppose a teacher and student had

an effective, po-sitive interchange during the last five minutes of the school day.

Will the morning begin exactly as the day ended? The teacher may come to

school with a headache. The student may have spilled his cereal and been

admonished by his mother just before coming to school. There is no way

consistency can be maintained.

Because education research is different from scientific research, it is open

to much broader interpretation. If there are two conflicting ideologies in

education, both are supported by a great deal of research. Pick a point of view,

and you will be able to find research to support it. Because education research

is so open to interpretation, the results of a specific research project often

reflect the beliefs of those funding the project. Even when those results are

reliable and valid, they are naturally the subjects of considerable skepticism.

An additional obstacle to education research is that, unlike research in

science or medicine, failure is rarely tolerated. Failed scientific research is an

expensive learning experience. Failed medical research is also an expensive

learning experience, and it could even lead to the deaths of laboratory animals.

Failed education research is less expensive, but it might mean that a class of

students did not learn the subject. What then?

Before looking ahead, look at what already can be done with existing

technology. To what extent is customized content a real possibility when school

starts next year?

Suppose you are about to register your daughter in fourth grade at a

new school. You have looked at the school's curriculum, and you are pleased that

the objectives for each subject in each grade are expressed in terms you can

understand. They tell you exactly what your daughter will be taught. There are

some objectives in the history course that look like they are beyond her reach,

but those in music look like things she learned at least two years ago as part of

INseem TI 2001 IVOLIIVISIONII
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her dance lessons. The school registration process consists of a few forms for

you to complete and an online, adaptive placement test for your.daughter.,The

placement test-determines exactly wiiich objectives she already has Mastered in

each subject.The results are available as soon as she finishes the test. In this)

, way, the school will be able-to provide her with a truly individualized curriculum.

She Will start exactly where she'belongs in each subject. Your concern about the

,histo'ry course was validthe plaCement test shows she should begin hiStory

about, 10 weeks into the third-grade histOry curriculum. Her knowledge of

music is also as you thought. She will begin her music lessons at roughly the'
- ,

middle of the sixth-grade music cürriculum. Her reading is excellent; that too

will begin at the sixth-grade level. In fact, mathematics is the only subjeet that

she will actually start-at the beginning Of fourth grade.

Impressed with thenotion that she will have an individualized curriculum,

,you ask to see her classroom. What you find-is not at all unusual. There is a

whiteboard, several shelves of books, a closet full of art supplies, and brightly

colored decorations to celebrate the opening of school. There are foui- 'personal

computers notable only because they ire in different parts othe room rather
,\ ,

than lined up on\a table. One section of the room has a triaditional arrangement

of siudent desks and another has tables'and chairs for group work.

Upon meeting the teacher, you ask how she can really provide

individualized instruction to 24 students. Just the daily record keeping of where_

each-child is in each of six subjects seems overwhelminigand that does not

count providing instruction. Six subjects for each of 24\students sounds as if it

requires 144 lessons plans each day. In fact, it doeS!The)teacher then explains'

that she does have some nonprofessional teaching irlp; as well as a great deal of

suppdrt from the computer.

In addition tO the teacher, there are three nonprofessionaladults (usually

volunteer parents) who-Kelp with the children. Althbugh there is only one

teacher in each of the school's classrooms, the principal has committed to a

ratio of one adult for every six children in each classroom: th'us the three helping
)adults for this fourth-grade class. The computer provides lesSon plans and

I Ns>ts I TIOIDI IVO .1 'VISION 12
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record-keeping assistance. There really are 144 unique lesson plans needed each

day; a cpmputer provides the plans, but the teacher and adult helpers provide

most of the instruction. That instruction includes all,of the traditional methods

of teaching and learning, as well as occasional computer use by the students.

When school starts and you see the class in action, you really appreciate

the benefits of truly individualized instruction. Your daughter likes to do

mathematics first. It is her least favorite subject and she wants to get it over

with. The lesson plan from the computer asks her to arrange some

manipulatives to represent repeated addition and then to do a paper-based

problem set with repeated addition problems. She is about to be introduced to

multiplication, but that is still a lesson or two away. Today's lesson seems easy,

but when she takes her problem set to the teacher, they spend a few minutes

disCussing the two problems for which she has the wrong answers. The teacher

uses the computer to print a second set of problems and asks your daughter to

complete it before going on. This time, all the answers are correct. Your

daughter then takes a:short online test to confirm that she has achieved the

objectives of the lesson.

The online test is a critical part of the individualization of your

daughter's instruction. The test not only evaluates her work on today's lesson, it

also tests some of the most important objectives from earlier lessons. All

results are accumulated in the computer. There are always several alternatives

for the next lesson. If she does very well on the test, then her next math lesson

is the next lesson in the curriculum sequence. If the test shows she has not yet

mastered today's objectives, then the next lesson will be an alternate lesson on

the same objectives. The system has several alternates for each objective or set

of objectives so students do not have to repeat a lesson to revisit material. A

third option is that the student shows mastery of today's objectives, but the

accumulating review of earlier objectives shows that your daughter's skill at

adding sets of three-digit numbers is not up to par. In this case, her next math

lesson will be an alternative lesson that reinforces this earlier objective. The

system will not let her move forward when there appears to be a gap in prior

IGHT 12001 'VOL I IVISION 13
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'What .eise ean knowledge that should be filled. tumulative tests are given when al). propriatee

be done with. and the results are used-to further-individualize future lessons.
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lesson especially interesting. Lessons might be extended by challenging problems-
in mathematics, a second experiment in science, a book to read that is related to

tlie history lesson, and so forth.

By tracking your daughter's success with each ,lesson, the computer is

able to determine which learning style seem's most effective for her. For
-

example, if the math lessons with, mostly visual presentations are almost always

Successful; wh,ile the math lessons with-mostly text presentations are muCh less

successful, then the system will adjusts° that s,he is usually given a lesson based

dn visual presentations first. In addition to a custom curriculum that provides

exactly what she needs, the system, presents that material-in the way.she is most

likely to learn it.

With the exception of the alitomatic learning style selection, the system_ _
discribed is available already and is an excellent example-of technology used to

,

support education. The technology does not take sides; it does not require that

a partiCular prricidurn be taught, and it does not require that a student spend a

great deal Of tinie at a keyboard. For those educators who believe that

calculators are detrimental and should be reserved-for high schdol students, this

system will work._ For those who want first graders to have access to

calculators, this system will work. For those, school districts with administrators

who feel their curriculum is best for their childi.en, the system will work with

their-curriculum. The system does require well-defined objectives, lesson plans

to support those objectives, a testing algorithm that verifies the student learning,

and a lessori-sequencing algorithm tha assures mastery of all objectives. None

of the requirements presupposes a particular theory of learning. Traditiorialists;

constructivists, and all others can be accommodated. the system will help

manage a student's education, and a teacher remains responsible for delivering
_

that education.

Nca I 0 H T1 2001 Iva_ 1 IVIS1ON 14



Given the almost certain sucCess of such a system, why is it not already

in widespread use? The system described conflicts with-several deep-rooted

administrative practices in oui- public schooli. In this system, the Patio of

' students to adults is smaller. Even though the additional adults need not be

certified teachers and may even be volunteers, the need-for them raises the cost

-Of persOnnel orpersonnel'Management. When students are free to work at

their own pace; the notiOn of_grade lexel rapidly disappears: In fact, the notion

orcornpleting six grades -in six years rapidly disappears. A significant number of

students Might need longer, and -a significant number may proceed more quickly.

Those who proceed rapidly will require sadditional skills on the-part of.their

teachers. A typical sixth-grade teacher may not adequateri serve a "sixth-grade"

student doing mathematics at the ninth, or tenth-grade level, and such disparities

may be more the rule than'the exception. True individualization is possible, but -

using it wiil place new demands on our puOlic schools. The public needs to'-
,

balance a desire for b'.etter education with the cosi and risk of changing

tradibonal ways of managing and funding schools.

What else can be done with technology that is alreadravailable? A\

great deal! ksuggest that tecimology development could,stop_today, and we

would continUe to see innovative uses of what we already have for the-next 30

years. For example, students can use an inexpensive digital camera in all subjects

- at almost any grade. Their photos can document their workslone in or out of

,school; be shared With-other students, parents, and relatives as attachmen-is to

e-mail; illustrate a story they write; add'interest to an 'oral presentation; report

on a scavenger hunt in Which they found items related to a specific lesson such

as geometric shaks, land formatiOns, or histOrical buildings; and so forth. The

digital camera can help students learn sequencing, maintain their portfolios, and
,

learn about visual composition. Students can create large' prOjects;'such as a

360-degree panoramic view or a wall mural of 'pictures related to the history

they are studying. The cost and time 'delay for filni processing prohibite'd many,

of these possibilities a few years ago, but now the One-time cost of an

inexpenSive camera iS the largest eXpense:
)
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The speed of Internet access continues to increase. Many homes and

most schools are now served by digital cable,IJSL lines, or T I linesthe slowest
,

of /which is'-50 times faster than a 56K modeni. 'What can we do with a faster

Internet besides doing things we already do, but faster? .

Thanks to faster access, the ability to transmit motion video and sound

over the Internet is improving rapidly. The speed is already acceptable for many

applicatiorfs if _one is usino connection at least as fast as a 'cable-modern.'

According to recent statistics, that includes most schools. Suppose we put an

,inexpensive_Web cani in a classroom. -Students wOuld love it. They-could see

themselves on- the Internet So could their parents. Do you wonder what your

.child is,doing in class? Turn on your computer and take a lookfrom the office,

from home; or Whereverand you can see her in real time. If a student

continually misbehaves, a teacher need only call home and ask Mom to watch the-

class for a \while.

The Web cam alio could,serve other functions. It is far from ideal, but-a

student who was home sick for a few days could keep uri'With some aspe'cts by

watching that class via the Internet. Parents unable to attend "back-to-school"

night could see and)hear the presentations, and.an out-)af-town working parent

or grandparents who live far away could attend an elementary school play. Many

things are already 'possible, and the list will getmuch lOnger as multimedia

technology and the-speed of the Internet continue'to improve.

Cell phones have enjoyed more sales than any other form of recent

technology. Analysts attribute this to their ability to work anytime, almost -

anywhere, for anyone. They work kir a salesman driving through Montana who

must contact the home office in New York, and they work for the junior high girl

at the' inall whO must call home to see if she can stay out 30 minutes later than
-

promised. OnCe cell phone technology worked well and the price reached ,a

point the public could afford, use exploded. The current state &Computer

communications 'resembles the state of the telephone just prior to cell phones.

Remote communication with a laptop computer is possible, but a laptop is bulky

fragile, and often inconvenient.- The salesman would have to stop to find a phone'

<>
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to connect his laptop, and the junior high girl is not likely to have carried her,

laptop to the mall. Current laptop technology does not quite fit the way people

live. Simplifying computer connecthiity to the level of using a cell phone is

predictable technology.

There are many stories in the press regarding the "war" between,

wireless communication technology and, broadband communication technology.

Which technology will dominate? For the next several years, a combination of

the two seems most probable. T,iis prediction seems safe; Bill Gates, former

CEO of Microsoft and now its Chief Software Architect, and Lou Gerstner,

Chairman and CEO of IBM, have'made the same prediction. Because large

corporations heavily invested in one or the other do not change easily, both

forms of communication will continue for awhile. However, I suggest that within

10 or more-years, wireless technology will dominate. That prediction is not

based on a deep technical analysis of which is most cost effective. Rather, it is

based on the fact that people fihd wireless more convenient, and people's

acceptance is what eventually makes an application of technology successful or

just another neat idea. Remember videodiscs? Neat idea. Cell phones are

wireless, and that is what makes them so convenient. People can use them when

there are nO wired phones. Similarly, wireless computing technology can be used

where there are no wires: in underdeveloped countries, in old school buildings,

and in your daughter's room.'

There are already impressive applications of both communication

technologies. Timex recently introduced a watch that receives e-mail messages

from the Internet. The messages are limited to 100 characters on a 12-

character, single-line, scrolling display, but that is enough for paging, phone

numbers, stock quotes, and a host of other short messages. AT&T Laboratories

in Cambridge, England, offers a free download that places the display screen of

your Internet-enabled PC into the browser window of any other Internet-

enabled PC. The software allows you to actually operate the PC that is on your

desk at home or in the office from wherever there is an Internet connection.

No more sYnchronizing between a portable computer and a desktop computer:

1 8
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An e-book with

significant_
memory could,

in fact, coniain
several books

all of a student's

textbooks along

with a few

books checked

out from the

library.

Goodbye, \keavy

backpacks.

f

just operate the desktop from the portable. If this technology catches,on, the
,

, capabilityand hence the-priceof a-portable PC might drop considerably._

Which technology is likely to have the greatest impact on education-over

the next five years?. I believe the-answer-is PDAspersonal digital,assistantt.

These are typified today by graphing calculators such as the TI-83, by organizers

such as the Palm Pilot Illc, and_ by handheld cbmputers such as Compaqi iPAQ.
- r

The capabilities of all three tYpes ot devices are beginning to 'converge. They can

all access data remotely a-rid connect to the Internet foil large updates. They can

-connect to remote sensors to cbllect data directly from the physical world as

well as from their keyboards. They can all download programs from the Internet

and they are, or soon will be, able to communicate wirelessly. Relative to

,current computer technology, they are ail notably inexpensive.. And, most

important, educational programs are being written for all of them.
_

I believe PDAs are the step that will really make computing technology

accessible to all students, just as the graphing calculator in the earlier example_ ,

allowed all students access to a better way of learning mathematics. In addition

to an affordable price, PDAs restore the "personal" aspect of personal

coniputers. When the term "personal computer" was introduced, it,was because
-

, a user had a computer that was connected only to the wallit was all his or

hers. The PC was intended to replace a time-sharing terminal that required you

to Share a computer with several others. Today the name remains, but we,have

lost the "personal." Today's f) connected to the Internet is very similar to a

terminal connected to. a time-sharing system. It is far from personal. I suspect

that if most home users really understood'how much information was going

from their computer to the computers of, businesses on the Internet, they-would'

unplug their Internet connection 'and never use it again. With PDAsyou are

back to having a personal device: one that fits in your pocket' or purse and one

that connects to other devices only when and for-as long as y6u choose to-have

it do so.

A little.further out in time, the technology of electronic paper will begin
,

to have_a ,major impact..There has been talk of e-books for many years. They

L
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are available today but a market for them has not developed. In spite of some

conveniences provided by the e-bdok, people do notyrantito read a,book ona

screen. There-is something satisfying about holding a,book in your hand, about

turning a pagew,hen you have finished, about the way a page feels and looks and
. ,

'smells. All of this is lost when yoir use today's etooks.- But electronic paper is a

different story. Electronic paper, is a display device much like a computer

monitor 'or PDA sceeen. Electronic paper displays whatever the cOnnputer
\-

transmits to ii..But electrOnic- paper looks and feels like paper. It can be made

into a book, with pages that look, feel, and turn like book pages. Electronic

, paper already exists in the lab, and efforts to commercialize it have just begun.-)
The monitors that manythought would replace paper may themselves be-,

replaced tiy a new kind of paper, and the long-anticipated e-book'might become

a reality.-

Perhaps we shOuld think of the e-book not as an ordinary bdok, but as

a'stack of ordirtary books. - An e-book contains' a cOmputer chip, a large,

memory, an index display on its spine, and many pages of electrOnic paper. An

, e-book -With slinifiCant memory could, in fact, contain several booksall of a

student's textbooks aldng--with a few books checked out from the, library.

Goodbye, heavy backpacks. What do you see when you turn to the first page? --
"Whatever book you choose frOm selections listed on the spine. When you

finish with the selection, just choose another and the contents of the

electronic pages all change. When the loan periodfor the books you checked

out at the library expires, the book'simply dele,tes the choices from the-spine.

There's nothing to return.

SChool libraries and other libraries that provide electronic books can be
_ -

much smaller thah today's,conVentional libraries. Libraries could,in fact, be

available over the Internet. Copyright's can be enforced at least as'well as they

are today. If a library owns rights to two electronic copies of a book, then,more
_

thahtwo users cannot simultaneOuslY check out that book. Since the book
-

automatically deleted-from the user's e-book on the expiration date, there is no

need for library fines. The next user can then have immediate a,ccess to the
,

book or may eien have\downloaded it earlier, knowing that it would not be

_
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viewable until a certain date. Readers who like to ,browse through library stacks

would be disappointed. There would no longer be any of those familiar stacks.

Readers who mcist often just want to find a specific bo,ok and check out a copy

would be delighted with the convenience of e-books using electronic paper.'

Further out on the timeline ire transmitters the size of a grain of rice

that can be read by an appropriate computer "in the area." The familiar bar

codes used in supermar'kets and department stores are the forerunners of this

new technology. Current bar codes identify a type of producta Lexmark

Model 7000 printer, a jar of Del Monte applesauce, and so forth. Transmitters

uniqUely identify each individual ite'ma Lexmark MotIpl 7000 printer, §erial -

#123456-789; a-I2 oz. jar of Del Monte applesauce packed 4/5/2015 in carton

'#A I 2345. When a.transmitter is near a cOmputer equipped to dethct it, the

item containing the transmitter sari be identified. The'rnore you think about

tkse trinsmiiters, the more us,eful they mightbecome. With a transmitter on

every piece of electronic equipment, theft would be very difficult-because eich

piece of stolen equipment Would keep reporting where it was. If students had a

transmitter built into their school ID cards, they could check out books in the

library/get on a schbol bus, have their attendance reported for each class, arid so

forth, all by just being there. When theyizhose to skip'school,theirlD cards,

would report where they were. When a student walked up to a sckool

computer, it would know who the student.was and immediately load all that

student's vifork from the network. No, more login, logout, and set-up time. The

mo-re you think,about these transmkters, the more you alsó begin to wonder

about protecting your privacy as well. If my new belt and shoes, can both be

uniquely identified, then it would be very easy to track mY whereabouts at\all

times.

Whit new technology will be aV.ailable in two or three decades? 1

believe we will be in amorld in which computers are np longer seen. They will

.,still be with us, bucthey will be very small and'pervasive. Most electronic

devicesyour furnace, refrigerato coffeepot, car, cell phonewill be wirplessly
--

connected to the Internet, or whateyer the network is called' by then. YOu might

check your PDA before you leave work. If you indicate that bacon, eggs,,and
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toast is all you want for dinner, the refrigerator and breadbox will check that

they contain the needed-ingredients. Your PDA will li:st the needed ingredients,,

flashing "jelly" in red to indicate yoU- are out of jelly. As -long as you had to stop ,

at the market, you could_ask the refrigerator what other regularly used items are

'needed. The r:efrigerator 'ca'n detect the transmitters notedearlier; eyery item",

you-put in the'refrigerator has one. When you are on a ,trip, you can verify that

the coffeepot'is turned off and adjust your thermostat. You are not worried

about robbery or fire because the entire house is connected to alert po- lice and

fire departments:Anything out of the ordinary will bring help-immediately.0,

What will this mean to K-I 2 education? Schools will, be-decidedly safer,

and far less student and teacher time will be consumed by administrative tasks.,

that do not contribute to learning. An individually c' ustomized, dosely

monitored, arid frequently evaluated-education should finally be' available for all

studens.

As technology offers educators new abilities-to help deal with old

-, problems, I suggest that sortie thinks will remain the same. The_publicschool

model may-or mar not Chanke, but the need for a carifig adult as an active-

participant in the education of a child Will not change. Kids haire many needs

beyond the academic, and to be sucCessful, an academic program must deal with

many of those needs. Students learn from' the behavior and values modeled by

, caring adults, and that learning cannot be separated from them. Technology Will

provide some extraordinary rfew tools to support education, but the need for a
,

caring adult to work with each child will remain as the most important element.

_

There is one' lessOn from my early/ears of teaching that I have never
/

forgotten. I had an eighth-grade class to whoni I was teaching algebra. The topic

for the next class was to be the derivation of the quadratic formula. I prepared

very carefully. I developed what I consideredthe best possible presentation.

When"l gave.the presentation, I really felt that all the students were paying'

attention and understanding, As I finished, a girl with long flowing hair WhO

rarely eontributhd in class was frantically,waving one hand for attention while

holding her- hair with the other, I was delighted. I thought even she had become

-/

2
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--

involved-in the' presentation.'When I called on her,-she frantically asked,"What

- should I do? What should I do?" lasked,"About What?" She responded with

sincere concern,"All my ends are split!" Although the question was unrelated to

the 'content of the lesson, it reminds us that students bring many concerns to _

- class. Teachers must attend to the needs and concerns of their students to

ensure that learning can occur. Caring adults, not tedinology, are the keys to

successful education: It would take a powerful technology indeed to deal with

split ends and the-quadratic formula in a single lessonbut people can do it, and

'they do sO on a regular basis. That is what customized Content is all about.

I.

2 3
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EXTENDING THE
PROSPECTS OF EVIDENCE-
BASED EDUCATION

John Willinsky, Ph.D.

John Willinsky makes a compelling case for evidence-based education, a

framework to help schools benefit from education research. We have been

exploring how ,this framework, on a much smaller scale, might help educators

identify, evaluate, interpret and apply the most relevant research related to

new and emerging technologies. Presented in the Leadership section is an

overview ofAsk Smartypants!, a Web-based tool devoted to our exploration

of the evidence-based education mode/.
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EK-1-EMDIIIMG"-JHE FROgPECTS
cD!

John Willinsky, Ph.D:

he reasoning is straightforward. What's good for medicine should be

good for education. And what is good for medicine right now is the way physicians

are drawing on evidence-based medicine (EBM) in choosibg the most effective .

treatments for their patients. Checking with the best available evidence before

making a critical decision is hardly a new idea in itself. What has changed in

medicine over the la'st three decades is the
1

concerted effort to make medical

research 4iat speaks directly to what works best in clinical...practice readily ,

accessible and comprehensible for physicians. The potential parallel with e,ducation

almost leaps oin. Why shouldn't teachers be similarly assisted With the relevant

research for the educational choices they-face in their efforts to improve the

schools? ,

Evidence-based education would medn, for example, teachers selecting

reading programs for the schools that lead to significantly higher test scores than

other programs, based on a comparison of randomly assigned stuClents to each

program and to a control grOup.Evidence-based education would Mean teachers

opting for methods of teaching mathematics that consistently proved more effective

than other techniques with the target population. It would not guarantee that test

scores for students go up but would ensure that teachers were more likely to use

Widely proven effective educational methods. This should inspire, in turn, greater

public confidence in the schools. It should also foster a new appreciation for
. -

educational research, which has for too long been a source of disappointment, if not
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mockery, within education reform circles:"What do you think are the, two major

finding's on bilingual education?" ("Previou's stbdies are flawed and more research is

needed!")

, The public's and profession's skeptical regard for educational research

reflects a sense of intellectual Waste 4nd misied opportunity, especially when one

considers the sheer amount of research produced, most of it at*public expense.

The federal government's Educational Research Information Center (ERIC), for

example, now offers abttracts on more than a million education-related documents

and journal articles.' There must be a better way to organize the research process

so that it offers greater assistance to the principal reorganizing a school, the teacher

starting a new school year, and the child struggling with third-grade science

concepts.

When it comes to' narrowing the gap between research and practiCe,

evidence-based medicine is as good a 'candidate as we have. It is hardlyurprising

that an evidence-based approach to education has recently earned the endorsement

of the National Research Council (NRC) in the United States and the Teacher

Training Agency ,(TTA) in Great Britain, which is responsible for funding teacher
_

education in that country.2The Campbell Collaboration, launched in 2000 and-now

based at the University of Pennsylvania, has taken initial steps toward supporting an
-

evidence-based approach tc social issues, including education (more on this later).3

This is a good time, then, to Consider what it would take to support the

large-scale introduction of evidence-based education-into the schools, including

schools of education where teachers learn their first lessons about their trade. Yet,

introducing the ideas behind EBM into education calls for something more than

simply plug-and-play, to bOrrow software jargon: Curing' a patient is not,the same as

educating a child, but then research in the health sciences,,in scale and funding, is

not the same as research in education: Still, there is much for educators and

educational researchers to learn from EMI," including its recognized limitations, in

thinking about how we can improve the contribution that research can make to

education.
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E I ENCE-BASED INEDiCINE

Dayid Sackett, a pioneer in his field and director of the Centre for

Evidence-Based Medicine at Oxford's Radcliffe Hospital, has explained hOw EBM

emerged from the frustration caused by research demonstrating that doctors were

recommending nO less than 180 techniques in treating a common urinary watt

infection, as well as by studies that determined it was taking 13 years on average for

re-search-proven treatments to find widespread use by physicians.4The answer to

researCh's remoteness, Sackett felt, was to increase the physician's access to largely

clinical-trial research that bore directly on his or her medical practice. However,

the randomized clinical trial, representing the "gold standard" for EBM, turned out

to amount to no more than 2 percent of the medical literature. Spurred in part by

the success of EBM over the last 30 years, the number of such trials now exceeds a

million, Sackett estimates. These studies are further bolstered in EBM publications

by meta-analysis, cross-sectional studies of patient,records, follow-up studies, as well

as by some of the basic or pure research in areas such as genetics and immunology.'

The typical EBM publication presents physicians with carefully screened

research, specifically dealing with patient care in "an easily digestible summary

(average reading time is about 30 minutes) every 8 weeks?" EBM can be pointed in

its advice"One patient in I I will be prevented from dying or needing long-term

institutional care if treated in an organized Stroke Unit rather than a General

Medicine Ward"and in its specification of, for example,"the number of patienti

you need to treat to prevent one additional bad outcome (death, stroke, etc.).?'7 It

can also compare treatment costs against such measures.'

There are now software tools that support ,EBM, such as CATmaker that

helps physicians create Critically Appraised Topics (CATs) from online guides for

articles on therapy, diagnosis, prognosis, and aetiology/harm.' EBM publications also

invite physicians to add their own commentaries and experiences to the studies

presented. l gold-standard evidence in support of EBM's effectiveness in improving

medical practices has itself been notably absent up to this point, the gains from

using "proven efficacious therapies" on patients are well-established.'°_More
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recently, the EBM concept has been extended to best evidence medical education

programs that prepare residents, for example, to teach medical students."

However, evidence-based medicine is still in its formative period and has

been subject to critical attention. It has been seen by some in the medical

profession, for example, as shackling the very professionalism of doctors, especially

as it can be used by insurance companies and Health Management àrganizations to

turn a physician into "a dupe in a political game of health economics" by dictating

treatments on a strict cost-benefit basis.'2A second relevant concern has been

expressed over the very research questions asked and measures taken in gathering

the evidence. The point is well made by medical educator Frederic Wolfe, who cites

the eminent statistician John Tukey's maxim"Far better an approximate answer to

the right question, which is often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong

question, which can always be made precise."' Wolfe's own educationally relevant

examples of problem-based medical education get at the limits of the typical EBM

question. He holds that a research question, such as "Is achievement higher under

Problem-Based Learning than traditional [medical school] curricula (e.g., USMLE,

local test stores)?" would be more fairly posed as "Does Problem-Based Learning

lead to better problem solving and lifelong learning?"14 Certainly the answer will be

an approximation that will take years to attain, but it does a far better job of getting

at the quality of medical care than a test s\core.

It is not hard to imagine that evidence-based education could easily slip into

this tendency of letting a single achievement score decide the fate of programs that

are really about the long-term impact of educational values.The shortcomings of

the clinical trial's reliance on singular and immediate measures were first challenged

by AIDS activists in the 1980s when they exposed the shortcomings of encouraging

people to seek a "definitive" answer through clinical trials rather than helping them

to live with the uncertainty, as well as with the value choices that need to be made

with medical treatments.'5

This reliance on a single source of evidence, the randomized clinical

also has been challenged by health historians who rightly argue that their work is

no less evidence-based, no less relevant to decision and policymaking.' History, as
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liroader queStions that no one else does:' In her own work, she draws the parallel,

for example, between_the use and regulation 'of opium and tobacco a century apart.

But then another lesson that history offers is how shortsighted it is to focus

research exclusively on individual respontes to treatments, losing sight of the social

and eccinomiC factors that affect classes of people_and are certainly the source of

inequkies in the general state of Our kealth."

The narrowing of measures and the careful comparison of treatment

techniques may be necessary when facing a failing patient or, for that matter, a failing

clasS of students. Yet that does not mean that we need overlook other, less

instrumental, roles that research has long played in policy circles. Policy analyst

Carol Weiss, for example, has come to the conclusion, after-detades of evaluation

work in education, that "governments don't often use research directly, but research

helps people reconsider issues,,it helps thein think differently, it helps them
a

reconceptualize what the problem is and how prevalent it is, it helps them discard

some old assurriptions, it punctures old myths. It takes time and reconceptualization

before research actually leads to a change in policy:" The slow impact of this

knowledge on people's thinking, which only gradually leads to-changes in policy and

practice, may have been disconcerting to David Sackett when it came to saving

people's lives, but democracies tend,to work politically in this way. And Weiss uses

the vital link between activism and research in the women's .movernent as yet

another demonttration of how knowledge afforded by systematic hiquiry can

motivate and inspire people in that educational sense, both' as feminist researchers

-and as democratic citizens.

UT=EIM EDUCZ6MOIKIAL

Clearly, much can 'be learned from evidence-based medicine's achievements

and critiques in moving from the assessment of medical treatments to analysis_of

teaching methods. Any application of this evidence-based approach to education,

however, needs to work from the major differences that exist between the two

research enterprises themselves. For example, the Cochrane Collaboration, which
--

is dedicatect-to developing EBM in the field of health, has assembled carefully
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indexed databases of some 250,000 clinical trials, reflecting the geowing support for

this research. By comparison, education has a dearth of such studies for various

reasons. Experimental conditions are more difficult to maintain in schools than in

clinics, difficult in part due to the shortage of research funding. With the budget of

the U. S. National Institutes of Health now exceeding $20 billion annually, the

funding for medical research far overshadows the support available to education,

with the budget of the U. S. Office of Educational Research and Improvement

currently at $700 million.'9

The more telling issue lies in how the research is conducted. While most

of NIH's research funding goes to basic laboratory research, when it comes to the

study of medical practices, the clinical trial is recognized as the best way and is

known as the gold standard. This is not the case in education. Apart from the

difficuky in meetin8 the funding demands of such elaborate large-scale studies, many

educational researchers and teachers feel that what is most interesting about

teaching and learning goes on outside of what,experimental approaches can capture

utilizing test results. At issue in these different research approaches to the study of

teaching are the very nature of learning and the play of values in education.

We tend to see health in a far simpler and straightforward manner

(although news coverage-of diet, exercise, and lifestyle 'choices ensures that health is

no longer simply something one only thinks about when faced with illness). In

response to our very different ways of seeing education (between, for example, skill

acquisition and personal growth), educational researchers have developed and

adapted a great variety of research methods for investigating teachers' practices,

including action research, phenomenology, and critical ethnography, to name a few.

Educational research has long drawn on the full gamut of the social sciences and

humanities. It has adapted the methods of anthropology, economics, history,

linguistics, literary criiicism, philosophy, political science, psychology, and sociology, as

well as taking up the newer incursions of feministracial, gender, and cultural studies.

The very richness of analysis and understanding that is available, the very play 6f

tensions and challenges across these methods, and the positions taken by

researchers within them, make critical contributions to our understanding of

education and the evidence that bears on that understanding. To think of
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constricting the focus as a way of-redeeming the value of educational research ,

would be terribly shortsighted.

Rather than encouraging peOple to think that educational research is about

determining "best practices" 'in son.* absolute sense of, say, psYchonnotbr efficiency,

people need to see- what is,best in relation to fulfilling agreed-upon educational

values, including the value of education as a topic of ongoing publicAeliberation.

Education is as much about vaKres as' outcomescand how the child comes

to value learning is itself a critical outcome. It is as much a matter of children

coming to care for reading as it is about how they manage,todecode a specific text

at the end of the third grade. For all'of this stress on school accountability, there

can be no assurances that children's literacytest scores reflect on whether those

children have learned to see reading and writing as a way of engaging with the

World, whether they will write a letter to one who matter's, follow an election

campaign, figure out their niployment rights, or even enjoy a good book. The

philosopher would say that the skills we test are necessarl but not sufficient. The' ,

inspired teacher might say that education is as much about catching the wonder of

teaching as learning the day's lesson.

The broad range of research that is being conducted in edutation allows for

a quality of experience with language' and literature, numbers and science. k can

keep the basic skills frOm being mistaken as the'sole measure or, worse yet, the

very end of education. The challenge that we face with evidence-based education is

how best to organize the very range of this knowledge in a helpful way to provide
H

coherel acCess to this wide range of evidence, argument, andyalues. This range-

extends well beybnd what is found in the medical literature, though it is bUt a

fraction of the-size of it judging by the holdings of the National Library of Medicine,

with 18 million items, compared to that of the National Library of Education, with.,1

million itemS. 20

Now.clon't get me wrong./ If there is any lesson to be drawn from EBM, it is

that educational research should increase the number of randomized trials it
(,

conducts, as this is undeniably a valuable and underrep'resentedresearch technique.

Equally so, current efforts to create reliable directories of experimental educational
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studies need to be supported as a way of improving their cooi-dination and ensuring

eqüitable.coverage of student populations. But I differ on setting such educational

research as the gold standard.. Rather, We need to hold to this broader conception
-
of relevant-evidence when it comes to helping educators and others make decisions-
that affect the schools. It would be a disservice tO the very goals/of educatioh to

turn policies and programs as well as the-life of the classroom over to the strict

dictates of a statistically significant difference achieved in experimental trials.

In thinking about how children should be educated, people need to be able

to move beyond test scores to get a feel for life in the classroom; they need to see
,

how, for exarhple, science students make ethical decisions, just as'they need to

khow whether women have an equalropportunity to be scientists. This is why, in

thinking about evidence-based education, it is important to think about creating

better, more coherent access-to the whole range of educational inquiry:The large

and diverse body of evidence that educational research has produced already could _

do far more'tO 'Support public and professional deliberations over the educationak

value's that matter and the nature of schooling. It could do much_to inform and

stimulate people's thinking about education, possibly increasing their involvement in

the research process, as well as drawing researchers into greater engagement in this

public discourse.

For EBM,-the issue of providing physiciarks with access to the research has

Meant winnowing out virtually all medical research except the abbreviated and

compiled results of randomized clinical trials. While this offers great possibilities for

providing bhysicians with Wireless access to EBM Informatics in the examining room

during I5-minute patient consultations, I am-not sure this is the road we should take

with education. 'What ii,at stake is well represehted in Lois Weiner's stLicly' of what

educational research in the 1990s can offer'for the prep"aration'of urban teachers.2'

Her article surveys a wide range of relevant studies, which allows her to identify not
-

only particularly helpful studies in imprOving achievement, but also critical informative

thecketical work on the educational climate.that can provide participants with

insights into the larger relevant historical ideas and roles. Her approach enables her

to reveal contradictions between political and research agendas that have not

otherwise-become part of the public discourse around accountability. She conclud6"-
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that we need to understand how research, in this broader sense, can be made to

matter more in school reform and teacher preparation.

It is tempting to say that education has no bottom line. It is a social

process, involving adults and children, communities and 'parents, states and nations._

Education is as much a public discussion over what it means to learn to live

_ together as it is a technique for ensuring that interest rates are comprehensible.

Haying research determine how we teaCh our children does not become a

democracy, or at least does not become it ne'arly as much as research that seeks to

expand how we talk, think about, and act on the education-of the young. We do

not want teachers working in ignorance of the research. We only need to think

about research in a.moredarb I sayeducational light.

Decisions within education are concerned,- at times, with raising the

proportion of test scores.that are at grade level or better, but they are alsomade

with Much more than that in mind. And in thinking about system-wide educational

reforms, consulting a wide range of evidence makes-no less sense. Let us-create .

this.capacity for professionals and public to step back in time, examine changing

student demographics, review the political economy of school support, Move in

close, explore student work, or listen to how teachers are responding to\testing

preisures: This'isthe case, then, for increasing the prospects_of an evidence-based

education as a far broader, more educational, arid democratically engaged

develOprnent.

This begs the question of whether teachers, if not the public, Will have any

interest in their newfound ability to consult researchT -The evidence on teachers'

- interest in research is decidedly slight but not withoUt promise. For example,

Everton, Galton, and Pell found that among their sample of 302 teachers in the

United Kingdom, 96 percent "had seriously considered educational research findings

since first qualifying as teachers." Most of the teachers' exposure (67 percent having

consulted journal articles) happens through in-service programs, while 73 percent

were able to name an influential study or finding. The educators claimed that the

research did affect their thinking with half of them believing it led to improvements

in-their teaching behavior, and effectiveness. Not surprisingly, the educators may
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well have valued research that focused on the classroom, especially as it touched on

teacher-pupil interaction and evaluation, but tney also expressed an interest in

research that "helped them to design their own project; taught them to interpret

data; and enabled them to prepare research summaries?'"

This balance between practical concerns and more scholarly pursuits strikes

an encouraging note of increasing professionalism for teachers through greater ease

of access to the knowledge afforded by research, especially as it can be more fully

integrated wiih the other sorts of knowledge generated in educational settings. The

Everton, Galton, and PeH study also points.to how increased access needs to work

both ways, so that the primary issues for teacherssuch as mixed ability teaching

and pupil,disengagementcould become a greater part of the research agenda. It

suggests that evidence-based practice could well be met by practice-based

, researCh."

na9 QZ90DENC E-BASED 0Vg3UgVil FOR EDUCATION

Among the most promising of recent initiatives toward evidence-based

education is the Campbell Collaboration introduced earlier. The Campbell

Collaboration seeks to "develop continuously updated, multi-national systematic

reviews of studies on the effects of demonstration programs in the social and

behavioral sectors, including education." Not surprisingly, it is dedicated to

preparing for "practitioners, policymakers, educators and their students, and

members of the public" reviews of randomized field trials, but it plans to attend to

other sorts of research as well. The Collaboration also has established a Social,

Psychological, Educational, and-Criminological Trials Register after the clinical trials

databases used in EBM." This will assist researchers in pulling together the results

of various studies through meta-analysis techniques, as well as help to spread new

standards of assessment and evaluation, while affording public access to research

results. It will also enable gaps in the field trial literature to be identified, as well as

allow for the general state of field trial research to be evaluated.

There is alsb the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information Co-

ordinating Centre, which is at the Institute of Education, University of London."

Given its goal of "evidence informed policy and practice," it provides teachers,
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parents, and policymakers with systematic reviews of existing research, while

atteenpting to foster a research process that is "open to scrutiny, criticism, and

development; a research process that values and takes steps to encOurage

participation, at all stages, by anyone with an interest in education:" The Centre, in
,

_defining its review methodology, is clearly not as fixed on the clinical trial standard

as the Campbell Collaboration. Still, it requires Of its volunteer review groups,

made up of resear'chers and research users, an elaborate process' of surveying and

mapping the research in a given field with detailed analyses of key 'studies.

Both the Ca'mpbell Collaboration and the Evidence for Policy and Practice
S.

Information Co-ordinating Centre clearly representa valuable service to education

and research. Their review processes will increase she public and p'rofessional

presence-of educationaPresearchBoth-operateThowever, on-assumptions-about

the state of educational research that should be challenged in light of new

information technologies. They assume that considerable effort is needed to (a)

locate relevant studies, (b) identify and sort out different types of studies, and (c)

summarize and synthesize the results of the critical studies into a forrn that makes

sense for practitioners and policymakers. This means inserting aonsiderable layer

of labor and mediation between research and practice.

Given that efforts to establish a basis for evidence7based education are just

getting under way, it ms fair to raise the simple but po?verful question of

whether we need to build an elaborate mediating apparatus between research and

practice. Doesn't it make more sense to work instead vjith iniproving the
/.

accessibility and intelligibility of the research directly, so that it can better serve
,

\
those it would help?.. /0.,fter all, researchers are currently e)xperimenting with a wide

range of'new online scholarly publishing systems that include e-journals, digital

libraries, open access, and a
\

utomated indexing systerns, all holding the promise of

improving the ways in which this knowledge can be managed." These systems could

end up doing little more than simply speeding up the_publication arid delivery ofr(-----
rkesearch to researchersdesktops, or they also could be/

(
designed to facilitate,,

educavirs' and the,publies access to relevant evidence yvithouthaving to build in a
(.whole new layer of Mediation between research and practice. It is already ,

\ happening in medical
\
research, to stay with our principal pariallel. The federally
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sponsored MedlinePlus Web site has demonstrated how pUblic access to basic and ,

clinical trial medical research can be integrated into an information system that

serves patients and doctors.'

-So, while I lend my support to the Campbell Collaboration and related

initiatives, we need to do something more daring as well. I want to advance an

ambitious and enco-mpassing model for evidence-based education. This model
,

would take advantage of new,information technologies, as well as the-spirit of open-

access publishing that is emerging in the science on the Web. It would wbrk with

what 'now seems the'gradual, but inevitable, transfer of scholarly publishing to

electronic media, whether,organized by a research library or professional
,

assOciation: -Creating an effettive public and professional portal info ,educational
-

research will take considerable experimentation-and testing to create an effective

system and would necessarily require the cooperation of major educational

, research aSsociations, such as the American Educational Research Association,

federal government bodies such as the Office,of Educational Research,and

Improvement; and teachers' and administrators' associationS.

I've come to believe, after working on new.models for scholarly publishing

over the last few years, that we can build systems that could well serve an ,

evidence-based.approach to education for educators, policyrnakers, and the public.

It would require minimal mediation between research and p,ublic, as well as minimal

additional labor, while incorporating far wider access to research. Although my

own-work with the Public Knowledge Project is still_ at the stage'of testing

prototypes with users, the.critical componenfs for such a system now seem

apparent." A research publishing system that would support evidence-based

education for educators, policymakers, and-the public should-offer (a) a coherent,

public gateway to as much of the educational eesearch as possible; (b) a

sophisticated indexing system that enables the research to be linked not only to

related studies, but to critiques, overviews, and data sets; (c) a means of moving

back and forth from the research tO related materials on classroot:n practice's and,

programs, government policies, and legislation in-different jurisdictions, media

reports, and Organizations; and ,(d) supportive edutational resources, such as

summaries, commentaries, glossaries, reviews, FAQs, and instructional_ modules;
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which would as soón serve faculty and students as much as educators and the
_

public. We are clearly seeking ways of integrating research with; related orders of

information. In,this way, the sense and application of that resear,ch can be more

readilyfirasped, just as the ideas it raises can be more fully pursued and explored,
-

Whethep by studdht or faculty, interested prolessional, or the public (See Figure i).-

Related Studies
byTopic
Author
Citation
Sample

Method
Location

Active/Proposed

.Public Sites
Local .Programs

Government
radicial
Media

Agencies
- Online Courses
Funding Agencies

Er>

Overviews
Review
Synthesis
Meta-Analysis
Abstracts

A

Background
- Author

Citatio-n Record
Historical
Theoretical ,

-1 Methodological
Glossary ,

Research Materials
Data
Instruments
Source Documents

Discussions
Reviews
Commentary. .
Online Discussions

Figure I. Navigational Metaphor for Public Knowledge Portal. Ideally, indexing systems should _enable

users to move outward from the research to related resources, as well as to move from' the

resources to related studies. Adapted from kllinsky (2000).
-

This approach would lead to an online educatipnal research portal that

enables the user to actess relevant research on a given topk, while being able to

narrovv the search to the population study (age, poverty level, race, region, etc.), and
'1

to the research methodology (ethnographic, experimental, historical). ,It would

allow the user to dig into the data, to review the students' work, or to listen'to

lessons. -It would alert a user as to whether media reports or relevant legislation
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were available on a topic. Or beginning with the Media reports and at any given

point, a user could check related studies, a cited study, or debates over_ such

research in the literature.

Such a site could form a common public space for educators and

researchers. Imagine teachers not only adding comments to studies based oh their .

experience but posting examples-from their own or their students' work (with

permission) that bear on a given program. Teachers Would be able to increase their

own levels of accountability and professionalism by situating their own teaching

practices within the context of published studies. They would be able to request
-

participation for their classes in randbm trials, just as they might invite researchers

to work with them on questions of common cdncern. In this sense, evidence-based

educationWould be about collaboratively creating and sharing more of what is to

be-learned by systematic inquiry. It would be far less about submitting to thefl

evidence handed down from on.high.

This design would keep the site far more intellectually and educationally

alive than evidence-based databases. Thei-e would be commentaries and critiques,

backgrounds and overviews, all within the User's horizon of awareness. Such a

global system for educational research could-also be used to initiate and coordinate

new studies, to create continuing and-cumulative educatiOnal measures across a
_

wide Variety of communities. It could engender a far more dynamic r'esearch
_

_model, afforded by shared data and collaborative virtual workspaces, than exists

today in the educational research community

As ambitious as such an approach to scholarly publishing seems, it could be

a far less expensive approith to evidence-based education than the EBM model. It

would take advantage of new scholarly publishing systems, jUst as it would not _

depend, after all, on a team of trained researchers adding another layer of mediation

and meta-analysis onto exis"ting research resources. Rather, it would seek to uSe

new methods of organizing knowledge to take greater advantage of the full range of

educational research that already exists and would certainly continue to_be

produced. This refusal to limit the sources of evidence to clinical trials will mean

that the system does not necessarily curtail users'. exposure to ideas, as oppbsed to
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results. It would have a place for radical critiques, underrepresented voices, and

new conteptions of what, for example, constitutes critical issues like equality in

education.

There is no question that responsible professional educators must consult a

variety of sources before making critical decisions. This by no means discounts the_

experience and wisdom gained by teachers in.the schools. Thaewisdom nee& to

be tested and augmented, however, by the work of others who are devoted to

learning more about education through systematic inquiry. The democratic spirit of

this inquiry'also means attending to the eXception and dissenting opinion. The

research no less than the education itself needs to'be seen as part of a public

process that makes teaching and learning, whether of teachers and students Or

researchers and scholars, part of democracy'i deliberative spirii.

Rather than regarding evidence-based education as a way of rationalizing

behavior and governing the practices of a teaching professiorilhat is struggling with

the effects of social disparities that are well outside its making, we need to take

hold of the possibilities of increasing the public qualities of knowledge generally, as

both an educational and democratic act. Let us, by all means, increase and improve

access to all of the available evidence, but do it in a way that can expand the

opportunities for learning and exchange all aroUnd.
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PERVASIVE COMPUTING:
ENHANCING LEARNING IN
THE CLASSROOM AND
BEYOND

Bill Mark, Ph.D.

Bill Mark's look at pervasive computing will no doubt leave readers excited

about the not-so-distant future when powerful new systems will allow us all to

interact with our environment much as our beloved George Jetson did in the

1960s cartoon. While we, too, look forward to increasingly sophisticated

computational devices, we have focused our attention on two currently

pervasive technologies: the television and telephone. Together these devices

form the basis of a promising new communication service known as

PhoneChannel, presented in the Leadership section.
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I.

PERVASIVE COMPUTING:
HAMCiMCG LLgARHIIMG

__,ASSROCDM
Bill Mark, Ph.D.

ife is becoming more computational. Overtly,computational

things (laptops, handheld PDAs,_and so on) are wideskead in all -developed

coUntries. But the greatest growth---ind the greatest potential-4s in covertly

computational things: music players, autonnobiles,TVs, cell phones, cameras,

whiteboards, and practically anything else. As covertly computational devices

become part of our daily lives, and as they become more interconnected, they form

a new pervasive computing infrastructure. Access to'conventional computing in

our society has been uneven. Notably, schools in the United States have remained

computationally poor compared to many businesses. But in the perVasive

computing world, access may become more even. Foi- example, personal electronic

devices like music players and cell phones are increasingly prevalent among young

people. As these devices become more computational, they will constitute a

serious computational infrastructure wherever young people gather. Schools may
. ,

find themselves in the wave of pervasive computing, as students bring (or wear)

computation into the classroom and continue to learn-with it outside of the

classroom. But this will be only the beginning of a larger revolution in which

computation becoMes a seamless part of education, enhancing learning by providing

learners and teichers with new ways to interact and share knowledge. 'This article

focuses on pervasive computing for learning, exploring-the growing potential as
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pervasive computing advances in three waves: interconnected devices, smart spaces,

and augmented collaboration.

IrD=OM PIRCAMIDS (DP PERWOMWE CbMPUVIEkTa

We can already put computation almot anywhere.- Embedded computation

controls braking'and acceleration in our car's, defines the capability of medical

instruments, and r'uns virtually all machinery. Handheld devices (especially cell

"-phones and pageis) are commonplace; computational wristwatches and other

wearables are becoming practical; computational furniture and rooms are

demonstrable: Relentless progress in semiconductor technology, low-power design,

and wireless technology will make embedded, connected computation less and less

obtrusive.

Out relationship to pervasiiie computing will be different from our

relationship to., Conventional computing. Right_now peoPle think in terms of

performing explicit tasks on the computer: creating documents, sending e-mail, and-

lo on. With pervasive cornputing, this comfortable explicitness disappears. People

will do whatever they normally do: move around, use objects, see, and ,talk.-The

computation in the environment may be able to facilitate these actions; and people

may come to expect certain services, but they will usually pot be doing things on

the computer.

We see the beginnings of-this form of interaction with sorne existing

embedded computers. For example, an automatic braking system engages when the

driver performs the nOrmal action of pushing the brake pedal. The "automatic" is

significant; the computation is implicit. Braking simply works better (most of the

time), and people do not care how. Currently such invisibly compinational-,

interaction is extremely limited. We allow it only when pur intent is unambiguous

and when the computer can clearly do the job better than we can.___In order to take

advantage of pervasive computing, we must greatly.expand this form of interaction.

Implicit computation will be available everywhere; we need to figure out how to

-leverage it. When we do figure it out, it will have a profound impact on most

aspects of society, including education.
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Children are constantly learning. In classrooms, learning is usually with

respect to some formal expectations. Teachers find ways to address the, highly

individual capabilities and learning gaps of their students with respect to those

expectations. Outside of the classroom, learning is usually more informal. Pervasive

computing offers the ability to integrate these learning venues, bringing the

curriculum Outside of the classroom, bringing informal learning into the classroom,

and delivering the insights of teachers and learners-to other teachers and learners

in real time, during the, learning experience.

A recent report points out that learning is most effective when four fundamental

characteristics are present:

Active Engagement a combination of experience, interpretation, and

structured interaction with peers and teachers

Participation in Groupf the opportunity not only to. imitate others, but

also to discuss the task and make thinking visible

Frequent Interaction frequent opportunities to apply ideas and receive

immediate feedback on success or failure

Connection to Real World Context appfication of underlying concepts to

real problems'

There are many opportunities to introduce these characteristics into the

learning environment, some dependent on technolov, others not. But pervasive

computing offers a unique way to enhance the learning experience by expanding the

learning environment, both physically and socially. In particular, pervasive computing

offers students and teachers new forms of interaction with the physical world and

with each other. Consider, the following vision of classroom-and-home education

(see Figure I).
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Students enter the classroom with personal notepads or other

computational devices. These devices are automatically networked into the

clissroom's innate computational facilities, which might include electronic

whiteboards and other displays;the school's knowledge store, and the Internet at

large. Students at home due to illness or other reasons, outside on field trips-, and

so on, are similar:1y linked in. All of the coinputational devices unite in forming an

environment that is an active participant in the educational. proCess.

The teacher begint a discussion of the day's material. The students

respond, take notes, and point to images,on paper, notepads, or, the whiteboard.
_

Much of the- learning experience is embodied in the spoken iriteraction, and the
_

environment,captures that intiraction in or=der to leverage it for enhanced learning.

This is not a matter of recording and playback. The environment creates an
,

brganizedinformational digest or context fi-om the discrision. Based on its'

understanding of that context, it participates_in the learning process, making

proactive suggestions of relevant information and guiding students using pedagogical

approaches chosen from previous experiences, in this and other classrooms. The

teacher initiates most of the classroom interactions, sometimes delegating

continuing interaction to the environment, fluidly rejoining from time to time.

For example, a particular student interaction pattern might cue the

environment to interact_with a student or group of students according to a

pedagogical scenario that worked in similar situations. Under guidance from-the

teacher, the environment may link in other students with similar learning gaps and

students who have mastered the material o.join in the interaction. The teacher

may give the environment'the responsibility for guiding the students through the

- material and giving them feedback, on its own or in conjunction with the teacher

and other students. At the same time, other students-may be lobking ahead or

reviewing learning interactions from Their dass or others.. Students may work

individually or in groups, ddpending on the;material and the work styles of the

students and teacher: Much of the interaction with the environment is bothspoken

and visual, carried on through the students' notepads, the whiteboard, and other

. display devices.
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During_and after school, the students interact with their personal eldctronic

devices outside of the classroom. Most of this interaction is for entertainment, but

the devices are used for homework as well. Some of this interaction usesJthe.
device itself, e.g., students,learnirig about measurement could capture video of and

time their progress through a hallway. Other interaction is with the pervasive

computation embedded in the environment, e.g., querying structures to determine

Students enter

the classroom

1' with personal
,

notepads or

their age and constituent materials. The pervasive environment is alsola proactive

part of the interaction, initiating int6raction with students as they pags near releVant

objects. These interaCtions Could be planted by leachers, but could also be ,

opportunistic, as computation in the environment notices the electronic devices of

patsing suidents and interacts with Cliem based on stored inforMation_ about the -

day's classroom experience.

'NC

^-

, I \

re-

Figure I: Classroom-and-home educational environment
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It ishard to

escape the

proliferation of

personal
_

electronic

devices. Cell

phones are

ubiquitous,

even(in some

countries,

especially)

' among

children.

Pagers are

prevalent

among

professionals

and sonie

children.

Tne students go,home with their devices, turning the dinner table (for at

least part of the time) into an extended mediated classroom. The devices,can

interact with other devices in the home, or simply use their own audiovisual

capabilities. The dinner table discussion cif "what we learned today," is enhanced by

the context of the student's interactions during the day, perhaps annotated by the'

teacher during class. Parents' and siblings' comments are integrated into the lesson

plan and_brought back to schocil to be shared with others,

VEEtM (MIDCT S:VELLAS) = CgMECITE,ED OMWOCES

It is hard to escape the proliferation of personal \electroniC deviCes. Cell

phones are ubiquitous, even (iri some countries, especially) among children. Pagers

.are prevalent among professionals-a\ nd some children. Both cell phones and pagers

are rapidly gaining in their capability to handle electronic mail. Personal Digital

Assistants or PDAs are ako a rapid,ly growing category,.most often used for address
. _

book and calerldar functions at this point, but with other applications, including

educational software, becoming increasingly available. Cell phones, pagers, and PDAs

are converging into a singl'e device that *ill be used for communication and

personal notepad functions.

-These converged devices will represent an evolutionary step between

computers and the "smart objects" that,will come later (see next sectiOn).

Computers are general-purpose devices that can perform a wide variety of

functions. Smart objects are physical objects that haVe been giverf computational

capability, but whose functioni. derived from and constrained by the original object.

For example, the brake pedal in many cars has been transformed into a

computerized brakirig system. The brake does- what it alViays has (stops theta* it

just does it better. It does not perform any other computational function.

The converged PDA/cell phone/pager will still be thought of as explilcitly

computational but not as a computen For example, a PDA is modeled on i pocket

notepad, a form factor that has been around for hundreds, or if iou count clay

tablets, thousands of years. In short, people are quite familiar *ith using a stylus-
_

like implement to record small amounts of inforfnation on such objects. In their

computerized form, these notepads provide some exended functions (e.g.,

6
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automated search; soon some speech recognition, e.g.,"Get me Mary's assistant:).

The PDA is not a general purpose computerit provides only a narrow range of

functions. But it is still Computational: people use it for what they view as explicitly

computational tasks (like autOmated search). The point here is that these devices

will be far more prevalent, and more prevalent across broader communities, than

conventional computers.

Devices have more impact when they are interconnected. Personal

electronic devices will become much more powerful when they can be formed into

flexible interacting groups, for example, the group of all of the personal electronic

devices-that'Are in a particular classroom or the group of students Working on a

particular science experiment. Of course, cell phones and pagers are connected

now, but they are not connected in a way that allows flexibility or promotes group

interaction. Cell phones are connected through a centralized switching network,

which works well for paired connections, but nbt for flexible groups. Pagers are

connected only through broadcast networks. Most,PDAs are not-connected at all.

But all of this is changing. Wireless connectivity is a major driving force for

PDAs and other personal electronic devices. Emerging technology and standards

will make classroom scale peer-to-peer networking feasible. A key advance is ad hoc

-networking, in which networks can be formed and changed based on the devices

that are within range and are enabled to participate.' For example, an ad hoc

classroom network can be formed among the personal electronic devices of

students as each one enters. The teacher's console, whiteboard, and other

classroom display devices would be standing members of the network. But even in

the absence of these devices (which will be slower to penetrate into classrooms), a

valuable network can be readily formed from the students' and teacher's personal

devices (which are proliferating).

This network can implement part of the visionary scenario in the previous

section, enhancing learning along the dimensions called out by Roschelle, et al. The

personal device network enhances learning by actively engaging_students in

information relevant to their lessons (e.g., introducing complementary information-
from outside of the classroom and leading students through the solution methods
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of their classmates or other students). T e device network also encourages

participation in groups, making it easy for students to interact electronically.'

based on shared problem-solving approaches. Frequent interaction is av_ailable

through.electronic interaction with the teacher, other itudents; the software on the

device, or a combination of all of these. Feedback can be tailored to individual

students based on the history of their work in a given area, as stored on their

person'al devices. Finally, connection to real wOrld \context is available' '

whenever students use their devices in other situations. For example, e-mail to a

friend could automatically bring upa geography lesson on a student's device; an

electronic purchase could lead to an interaction about arithmeticor budgeting.

. Connected devices represent a significant new potential for enhanCing

education, but they are only the beginning of the pervasive computing revolution.

They.are, after all, still explicit devices whose use must be learned and practiced.

In tke next phase, Computers will get out of the way., Instead of being seen as

explicit devices, they will become part' of the environment.

maiDoum m-imm cm= D@ mcams) = SGVECRN spa=
As computational tapability becomes smaller and requires less power, it

becomes possible to incorporate it into almost any physical object. Computation

starts to be more about spaces than devices. The idea of computation being Used

to create "smart spaces" can be seen as early as the 1960s work of Doug Engelbart

at SRI, which explored human-compuiersystems that could augment human

Capability. The Media Room developed by the.M1T Architecture Machine Gr-oup in

the mid-I970s explored the concept of users interacting with room-sized
1

computational environmenis.4 The result was a new human-computer interface

based on the combination of speech and gesture input and text/graphics output.

A decade later,-Mark Weiser and his colleagues at Xerox PARC were

\investigating a.different paradigm in which spaces consist of invisibly computational

) objects, Objects that embody computational extensions of their Originals (smart

Post-it notes, badges, pads, etc.),5 People_interact with these smart devices as they

move through their day. Unlike the Media Room, explicit interaCtion with the

computer is meant to be minimal to nonexistent. In the "ubiquitous computing"
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world envi`sioned by Weiser, people interact with computational entities pretty

much the way they interact with physical entities, not the way they interact with

computers.

As the technology of pervasive computing has improved, research in this

area has flourished, producing significant interactive environments based on these

earlier concepts. The MIT Media Lab's Things That Think project shares much of the

heritage of ubiquitous computing.' The Smart Rooms of A. Sandy Pentland and

colleagues have a similar point of departure but additionally create complex 3-D

information envirqnments that leverage human spatial reasoning capability.' Smart

Rooms and Pentland and Liu's Smart Car also focus on inferring human intentions

through their actions in order to provide enhanced interaction.8 Classroom 2000

brings the smart-space concept into the classroom, with automatic incleiang of

whiteboard and video imagery to lecture notes.'

s smart spaces evolve, people will not have to work through (or possess)

devices in ord e r to participate in computationally enhanted experiences. hey will

\do what they nor ally do, with _the computation invisibly making thi2gs better,

faster, safer, and so on. The vision scenario previously described, ill strates this kind
/of interaction: As stude ts move around, the computational wo Id proactively helps

them learn, alerting them \to aspects of the environment that e relevant to recent

lessons. Active engager4ient and connection to real wo Id context are

fostered in students' daily I ves throUgh the proactive involve ent of the smart

spaces they inhabit.

Enticing as the s art 'space world is, it has a majdr sh rtcoming: It ignores

the interpersonal interactio s of people in V-ie space, e.g.,"i general, the room

ignores spoken utterances fro the lapel microphones n specifically directed to
)

it:"° This is an important simpli g assumption that akes widesPread

implementation feasible within th next,10 years, butit also defines the smartness

of the space in terms of hu an-computer interaction: the ca ability of the space to

understand what people are trying to tell it. In fact, people will interact with each

other much more than th interact with the environment, r6 matter how smart

the environment is.
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Most of people's learning and knowing is c-onveyed through spoken

interaction with other people. Pervasive ccimputing environments must understand

natural speech and dialogue in order to bring this huge part of human activity into

the learning experience. This requires far more than recording speech for later

playback. People do not learn much by listening to transcriptseven ,if they are

wdl-indexed and enhanced with multimedia content. Such interactions lack the

fundain-ental learning-enhandng characteristic of active engagement. Id order w

enhance the combination of experience, interPretation, and structured interaction

with peers and teachers that active enkagement entaili, the pervasive computing

environment must understand-and-augment the-largely-spoken-collaboration-of-its

participants.

Speech is le The last several years have seen the mainstreaming of-speech

recognition technology, for both telephone interaction and dictation applications.!'

This speech technology represents a stunning but limited achievement based on

years of research. Much of it is restricted to (single) human-to-Computer

interaction. Understanding multi-person casual (or "natura7) speech remains a
\

research endeavor. There are many differences between hum'an-computer and

hurnan-human interaction:When people talk to each other in all but the most

formal settings, they have conversations. They use casual speech, with'all of_its

ellipses, disfluencies ("uhh," "umm," etc.), and topic changes. People slightly-overlap

each other's speech, especially if there are more than three people in the space.

Gesture recognition b(ecomes important because gesture is an integral part of_

natural speech.'The environment must also identify and track speakers'so that it

will know who is saying what to whom, identify references to objects and images in

the room, and spot and follo\wtopics through the shifts-and turns of an ongoing _

conversation.

In ordgr to,augrnent collabOration, the environment must go beyond

recognizing the speechlo integrating what is said into a shared-context for its

participants. -Context-is the representation of the information that is relevant to .
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the people and devices within the space. This.cOntext mint be a composition of

relevant information: Mere collection of information is of much lower value. In the

learning environment, collaboration is a multi-person (teacher-student[s], student-
\

student[s]) effort to create a shared context that represents correct understanding-
,

_

of a set of concepts. To the extent the computational environment understands the

collaborative interaction, it can help learners develop correct understanding. As

illustraied in the visionary scenario in Figure I, it'can expose them to pedagogy that

has worked in similar situations, connect them with other students who already .

have a correct understanding, find relevant information outside of the environment,

,and even point out conflicts with other parts of the context
_

augassviicm eIF UNE UMCIMG:7MEXEY
. .

.
, _

Pervasive co
I

mputing will affect education, perhaps in the ways and over the

times sketched above, perhaps in different ways over different times. In any case,
_.-

_

the evolution of the underlying technology will be a key driver in what actually

, occurs. Technology evolves. It is subject to the forces of selection in society:

economics, demographics, and behavioral norms and changes. The cOurse of this

evolution, like any evolution;is notoriously hard to predict. The outline in the

previous sections is just orie possibility, contingent on a large number of factors.'

Among these are some fundamental factors that will play a key role in-the

technology evolution. One, fundamental factor is.the exponential ratd of progress in,

,electronics and 'computatiOn. "Moore's Law"1/ is a characterization of the speed of

the advance of silicon electronics; there are similar characterizations of the speed of

advance in network technology and connectivity. The technology of the connected

device world (Near_Terin section) is in hand now (that is why, it can occur within
,

five years)._

Equally fundamental are the human behavioral characteristics that will shape
-

the evolution. The fundamental human habit of creating associations with physical

spaces ensures that pervasive computing will not homogeniie the world, e.g., we

will always have learning spaces. Human beings have a prbfound need to interact

with each other, especially using speech. Even in the near-term korld of connected

devices,-people use the devices-primarily for communication with other people.

5
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When computation becomes part of the environment, people will continue to

communicate with each other, and they will expect the environment to underStand

them in order to aSsist or augment what they are trying to accomplish.'Technology

will have to evolve in at least two dimensions to survive in this world.

First, the technology must evolve in ways that help peoplethink about and

interact with computational environments. If people utp computation in an

environment without being aware of an interface, what are they aware of? How do
_

they think about the environment? People will-need new, metaphors to aid-them in

"the coherent structuring of experience."' The easiest approach is to inherit an

existing metaphor. This-is the smart object approach: People think of the

computationally enhanced object very mUch the way they thought of the pre-

computation original (e.g., the brake pedal in an automatic braking system).

-

Another approach is to project a Metaphor based on sonie aspects Of physical

reality. People know that theyare interacting in a computational (or "virtual") world; the

metaphor helps them to learn and understand the worldngs of that virtual wOrld. The

desktop interfrxe (i.e., a computer, screen with Certain icons governed by certain rules of

behavior) would never be confused With 'a physical desktop. Nonetheless, people can use
-

the physicaldesktop as a metaphor forthinleing about how to transfer activities (arranging

documents', filing etc.) from their physical world to the Virtual desktop.world.

Finally, we can create a metaphor. Computation can be used to portray worlds '

that are outside our conventional conceptual system but that are understood by users in

terms of a self-cOnsistent Synthesis of known concepts. For example,yideo games and

simulations like SimCity create coherent world views that are comprehensible to people,

eyen though they are new to our experience. -

Pervasive computing environment's are real physical spaces, but real physical

Spaces do nOt do anything when people interact in them. People do not talk to physical,

spaces and expect them tO respond. Flow does the space show its reaction to an

interaction or notify user's that it has performed a task? How does the space know that

someone is talking to it? Science fiction authors have imagined a future in which people

interact explidtly with an anthropomorphic computer that controls a space (like the

infamous HAL 9000 of 2001 A Space OdysseyHor the ship-wide computational environment
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addressed as "Computer" in Star Trek P5). The pervasive computing environments of

science fiction have super-human interaction skills. People in the space assume that all of

their interactions with each 'other are understood and that all of their interactions with the

computer are properly interpreted aod dealt with.

The foreseeable future of pervasive computing environments will be much
-

different People's metaphors must evolve with the growing capabilities of the space and

with their increasing experience with this form of interaction. The automobile was once

very much like the then-familiar carriageonly without the horse. The "horseless carriage"

metaphor was an important evolutionary steppingstone. In the future, the horseless

carriage metaphor could further evolve into a "driverless car" metaphor. PervasiJe

computing metaphors could similarly evolve as an extension of smart object metaphors:

from a smart shopping list that manages itself on a PDA, to a smart refrigerator that

manages the larder, to a smart kitchen that manages the family's meals. The smart shopping

list starts out as a straightforward inherited metaphor from the real shopping list. The

smart refrigerator is a conceptually easy next step. From there, the "mom-less" kitchen

seems comprehensible.

From a future historical viewpoint, people will be seen as having ceded more and

more responsibility to pervasive interaction environments. But from the point of view of

the people interacting in future pervasive interaction environments, things simply work that

way. Talking to rooms or nodding to refrigerators will seem entirely natural. The

metaphors of the past will seem quaint Whoever thinksof a car as a horseless carriage?

The challenge is to continually improve the technology while maintaining

appropriate metaphors to guide people along the way. Augmented collaboration will be

very limited for many years to come. The metaphors need to help people create and

maintain the appropriate notion of the partial competence of the space.

The second dimension of technology evolution involves understanding real human

interpersonal speech. As mentioned in the previous section, this is a research problem

(which is why augmented collaboration is at least 10 years off). The fundamental problem,

as artificial intelligence researchers have long known, is that it requires a great deal of

detailed knowledge to really understand what people are saying. We commonly observe

5 6
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A reasonable

near-term goal

(one that still

requiree

signifiant
research)' is a

pervasive

computing

environment

that uses

information

extraction

techniques to

map spoken

interaction Into

an externally

provided

context like a
,

lesson plan.

, a

that it is extremely difficult to understand what people are saying unless we have some
. ,

, /
knowledge of what they are talking about.

Decades of Work have gone intio understanding the structure of language, and

there has been substantial progress.'6 Nonetheless, the challenges that remain are daunting.

This is not to say that we cannot progress until we achieve the entire solution. One

evolutionary approach is ,to set the goal'at only partial understanding of the information.

For example, information extraction aims to understand key elemennot -necessarily all, of
,

verbal information, much like skimming a body of text'' A reasonalile-near-terrn goal (one

that still requires,tignificant research) is a, pervasive computing environment that uses'

information extraction techniques to map spoken interaction into an externally provided

context like a less& plan. The space will not understand-everything that is being said, but it

will greatly enhance the interaction of the people in the space.

Another evolutionary approach is topic tracking. Following.the threads of a

conversation is essential to understanding Multi-person speech.'8 Conversations move

among different topics, even within a focused task Conclusions about a topic may follow

after several intervening topics have been discussed. One or more speakers may or may

not "get.their say" on a particular topic;which is often an irriportant fact for mediation and

decision making. Enurherating all of the topics may be important for later information

extraction ("What did wetalk about yesterday?"), and so on. Topic tracking does not

require kill understanding of the conversation, only recognition of key phrases and some .

understanding of the rules of human dialogue (e.g., how a subject is introduced and

reintroduced). A good topic tracking system can recognize the fundamental structure of

thrconversation, even if not every word is understood.

Finally, there is response generation.. The computational environmeht must be able

to hold up its. end of the:conversation. A natural assumption isthat the environment ,

should join in the conversation verbally, but that approach has two-problems. The first is

that synthesiiing natural speech is extremely difficult Anyone who has dealt with
_

synthesized speech% aware that current technology produces stilted, hard-to-understand

speech. The second problem is that a spoken response is not always best. For example, in

the first scenario in this article;a group of students is working on a problem in a classroom

'that contains Other students. The best way to convey a response to that group is not
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necessarily to generate speech: Depending on the content tci be conveyed,graphics or text

might be a better option, To present thegestalt of a complex situation, speech is rarely

best. ("A picture is worth a thousand words:')

Fortunately, unlike human beings, computational systems are readily able to choose

among and instantly prodUce responsesin a variety of,media. As is often the case, this

capacity for variation is an evolutionary advantage. Even in the earliest phases of

development, the environment will be able to-produce some kind of useful response. As

technology irriprovements enable new capabilities, the environment will be able to increase

its repertoire, eventually including fully natural speech synthesis..

We can expect the evolution of augmented collaboration to start with topic-based

infori-nation extractidn and move along a path..toward an ever more complete

understanding of human interaction. ResPonses generated by the environment will eVolve

from the largely visual to a fluid combination of spoken and visual informati&r, based on the

: content to be conveyed, tke characteristics of the environment, and the needs of the

intended recipien4.

comclumoks

, Pervasive computing will enhance education by seamlessly expanding'the learning '

environment beyond the classroom and by offering new ways toactively engage learners

with the environment, their teachers, and each other. The focus of this article has been on

the synchronous impact of this new world,i.e., the impact on learners during the time they

are involved in the learning interactions. It is worth noting that this is only part of the

potential impact, and it may not even be the most important part. ,

An interesting and far-reaching aspect of pervasive computing is the potential to

capture and organize the information that is relevant to people as they go through their

liVes---including their education. Ai diScussed in the Long Term section, pervasive

computing environments will begin to.develop contexts that embody the informatron that

is created and used by their pafticipants. These contexts will be compositions of the

subject matter that was discussed, the external materials that'were referenced, and

_eventually the spokeninteraction of the people in the environment.
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In educatiOnal settings, these contexts will embody what people have learned as ,

children and then later as adults. A context will become apersonal resource that-grows

with and belongs tiyan individual. A person will refer to a context to refresh his or her

Memory to selectively share his or her knowledge in group activities, and perhaps even to

use as a portfolio when looking for a job. Morn exciting,.contextsto the extent

individuals are willing to share thembecome a resource for communities and sciciety as a

whole. The entire experience of children learning to read in a community could become a

resource of the schools, available to proactively coach new learners and train new teachers.

The day-to-day interactions of teachert could become a resource for the,teaching

-community and for curriculum developers.

Pervasive computing will be a revolutionary change in the way computation

intersects society It is up to all of ys to make sure that the Change is for the better.
,
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THE NEXT 'GENERATION
INTERNET AND THE
SCHOOLS

Louis Fox, MA. and Ron Johnson, M.S., M.A.

Louis Fox and Ron Johnson present an interesting and nontechnical overview

of Internet2 from the early days ofARPANET to the newly launched internet2

K20 initiative. Mr. Fox expands this discussion in the Leadership section and _

provides insight into some of the more innovative applications currently

under way.
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THE NEXT GENERATION
INTERNET AND THE
SCHOOLS Loui; fox, M.A. an4 Ron Johnson,

heievolution in computers and telecommunications networks and

die accelerated rate of this growth, along with the global exploSion in knowledge-

and ready access to powerful communications tools, are creating unprecedented

changes in business; 'commerce, government,- science, health care, and education.

NeW jo'b, new industries, an explosion in entrepreneurship, new modes of

community building, increased learning opportunities, ease of accest-to-timely -

information and global markets; and the ability of an e)hended comnnunity to

interact closely across space and 'time: all are dividends of this revolution in

network and information technology and the remarkable underlying Internet

culture of change. Yet the fruits of this Information Age are out of reach for many

in our nation. This gap, the "digitaliclivide: threatenslo continue to cut off soine -

populations from new opportunities. Access to new forms of education, good ion,

medical and health information, communication, and the chance to participate in the

affairs of the broader-society may be denied to them. For some citizens, technology

brings the promise of inclusion, opportunity, Wealth, and better health; for others,

greater isolation and continuing poverty. Many look to our K-1 2 schools to bridge

this gap.

America's schools are the doors to participation in theinformation Age for

all children; however, schools have been slow to embrace these new technologies

with the related culture of change and opportunities they represent This article
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will explore, some of the opportunities and.challenges presented by the Next

Generation Internet, in.particular the effort known as Internet2, and by the Clash of

school and Internet cultures. It also will look at the need to realign school

technology adoption and deployment models to,take advantage of new (and

existing) Internet technologies.

_

A note of caution:,Predicting the future historically hai been work best left

to prophets and oracles, or to their modern day cOunterparts, economists. That

said, our schools must endeavor to prepai-e students for a future they (and we) can,

at best, only dimly imagine:Thus, in this article we will limit ourselves to

observations that stein from actual,instantiations of prornising technologies, some in

experimental or "alph," stages. And so our view, where we strayfrom what is

known,.is toward a possible, seemingly probable, future and necessarily "through a

slass darkly:'

ku:va umm bkriEnGkav22,-

The current Internet, sometirnes referred to by its technology commUnity

as a "thirty-year overnight success:' has its roots in,the 1960s as special'interest

projects of a small band of university-based computer scientists and researchers. In

1969, the U.S. Department of Deferise's.Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

--established ARPANET, the forerunner of the Internet. The ARPANET network,

along with a research and development process, connected computer scientists and

computers at the University of California at Los Angeles, the University' of

California at Santa Barbara, Stanford Research Institute, and the University of Utah.

Within a fewyears, many other educational and research institutions connected to

the network and became engaged in "Internet-related" research arid development.

During the 1970s, developers created the architectures and protoeols used

to enable largely independent computers to talk to One another via an open and, ,

compared to the proprietary aliernatives, highly-scalable and extensible network. In

1970,ARPANET hosts started'using Network Control Protocol (NCP), the first

host-to-host protocol. By the mid-I980s,Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
I

Protocol (TCP/IP) had become the dominant protocol in .the research and
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education worlds. It is now the lingua franca of nearly all computers and personal

digital assistants (PDAs) in the world.

In its infancy the Internet was quite a forbidding place for thre uninitiated.

Those who used the Internet (mainly computer expe`rts, engineers, and scientists)

had to understand and work in esoteric computer programming dialects. Users had

to keep in their heads a'revolutionary new set of architectural assumptions about

an unprecedented level of connectedness and interdependency among hardware,

software, information, and users.

The rapid growth of theinternet (and the Internet tools and capabilities we

have and use today) was in great measure not so much a result of the root

technologies themselves as it was and is a result of what is often called "Internet

culture." For example, in sharp contrast to other approaches, the developing
/-

Internet standards (here the word "standards" has a Much different meaning than

that of a rigid agreed-upon dictaie) and protocols, along with other basic

documentation and related tools, were shared with any and all, freely and openly,

along with a standing invitation to participate in further' development of standards,

protocols, and tools. Nfore important, the Internet standards, protocols, and tools

were (and remain) a dynamic product of a broad and Open community process

where the ultimate tests are not formal agreements and specifications or votes.

Instead, the true tests are rough consensus, both in the development process and as

evidenced by real-world adoption, and working code (i.e., proven workability and

interoperability in the Internet and among the overall Internet technology mix).

The power of this open process that sustains such standards and protocols, coupled

with the explosion in participation that'the open Internet standards approach

provides, enabled rapid evolution of core Internet technologies and the quick

emergence of network-oriented applications. Newsgroups, listservs, shared access

to files, and, foremost, electronic mail all emerged as viable and popular applications.

Progress was remarkable. The ARPANET grew to encompass 'more

research institutions. 'tile unique open Internet standards and the de facto

development paradigm of "rough consensus and working co'Cle" enabled broad

participation in the development of the Internet.

1
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By the\ mid-1980s, overt 1,000 hosts were.connected to the Internet. But

running a quasi-production network to link all manner of research and education

institutions-was outside the s-cope of the Defense Department. In 1986, the
,

National Science' Foundation funded a new network foOused-at first on providing

wfdespread access to five U.S. supercomputer centers. This new network, called
, __

NSFNET, alsó was based on TCP/IP tedlnologies. It became a Cornerstarie of the

global Internet that evolved from ARPANET. The four researcn sites of the.original

ARPANET evolved into hundreds and then thousands of higher education and

corporate researCh NSFNET sites. This enabled the participation oi thousands and

then tens of thousands of developers and implementers who collectively

accelerated the expansion of the toolkit and content of the Internet. By.1990, over

100,000.computers around the world were connected to the Internet. (Its original

matrix, the ARPANET, was,decommissioned that same year.) '

' With the emergence Of user-oriented and "friendlier" e-mail tools like Pine

and Eudora, Nivhich were based on Internet standaids and developed in accord with\
the l'nternet principles at universities, along with powerful and nonproprietary

message handling protocols (like POO and IMAP), and better, more liuman-friendly,

easy-to-use connectivity tools like NCSA Telnet (which allowed users to connect

PCs and Macintoshes), and user-oriented interfaces for listservs and newsgroups,

the Internet rapidly opened uR and engaged a much broader community of users

and contributors.

Perhaps the most significant Internet event of the 1990s was the creation of,

the technologies of the World Wide Web (WWW). In a key- development,Tim

Berners-Lee and scientists affiliated with CERN (Geneva), the European Centre for

High Energy Physics, established the protocol based on hypertext that makes it

possible to connect-tne content on ihe Web with hyperlinki. Then, in 1993,, ,

developers at NCSA at the Universiti of Illinois released a Web-browser called

Mosaic, allowing,computer users to N-iiew files on the World Wide Web more easily,

files that include graphical elements as well as text. With the stage set by pervasive

'e-mail messaging capabilities and the broadly extended connectivity provided by the .

NSFNET, the addition of the World Wide Web caused the Internet to become
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broadly useful and to engage a critical mass of users. These developments set the

stage for the rrias,s popularization and commercialization of-the Internet.

By the end of 19,94,-the Internet had truly arrived. The NSF and NSFNET

cornmunity actively sought vehicles for "privatizing" the Internet and more actively

bringing it to the world outside of research institutions and development,

communities. As a result, there was an explosion of private companies contendirig

to provide Internet access to individuals and institutions. Similarly, a growing

number of institutions in the educational 'sector (K-I 2 schoolS, colleges, universities;

libraries:and museums) begin to be connected and to contribute to this globally,
1

linked communications network and warehouse of information. The "privatization"

of the Internet reached its recent apogee by-the late 1990s as innumerable

companies rushed to estahlish an online presence, products, and services. The

recent global stock market downturn has led to a "shakeout" of Internet businesses

where Only the strongest 'companies have survived.

Most business and technology Jeaders agree that this recent economic

phenomenon is just a consolidation phase; the Internet will, continue to play a

significantfeconomic and social -role ih the tv.ienty-first century, perhaps like

railroads, or the steam engine, or the technologies of mass production did earlier.

Today, in,fact, nearly half of all U.S. households have Internet access.The number is

even higher in tanada and in SCandinavia. And the_rest of the world is catching up

A

pven as the Internet expands,from computers to PDAs, to next generation cell

phones, and to home and business appliances. In,the end, this remarkable

phenomenon is at least as much a product of the organizational and social

innovations of the Internet culture as it is of the power of the core Internet
d

technologies themselves.

Meanwhile, today's'Internet -=the commodity or'commercial InternetHas

recognized a number of limitations. At the same time numerous opportunities and

new possibilities have emerged. Somechallenges, like the inability to provide

workable "quality if service" or end-to-end performance guarantees needed for

applications such as voice telephone calls (which have strict and demanding

constraints dictated by the necessary' requirements of the human ear), were outside

5
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the scope of thQ Internet's original design goals. Challenges, such as dealing with

tomorrow's gargantuan amounts of traffid, numbers of users and sites,' and

requirements for Internet addresses, are the consequences of unanticipated success.

'Other newsbut challenging opportunities, like the delivery on demand of real-time,

,nnovie-quality, high definition television (HDTV) or e'Ven firms over the Internet, are

the product of extraordinary progreSs in a wide array-of technology industries that

are now convergent with the Internet's, evolutionary path.
,

--

Since the mid-I990s, the _Internet and Internet technologies creators have

been Planning to_update and extend these technologies to address those limitations

and challenges. There are a number of typically overlapping and cooperating groups,

including the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the University Corporation

for A'dvanced Internet Development (UCAID), who have been working with the

Internet research community to move beyond the current commodity Internet
f

technologies to create the "Next Generation Internet" or'NGI!="capabilities.' The

major U.S. test-bed and focus-of development and deployment for the next

generation of Internet technologies and fabric is Internet2.

Internet2 is a consortium, led by more than 180 universities, niany áf which,

along with inciustry ,and goyernment partners, are the institutions and individuals

who created the original Internet. The purpose.of Internet2 is to develop and .

.deplOy advanced network applications and technologies,thereby acceleraiing,the

creation of tomorrow's Internet capabilities. -It, is important to note that this

partnershipand the ensuing development cycle from research and development,

----to partnerships, to privatizations and, ultimately, to technology transfer and

commercializationis being deliberately, and significantly accelerated in Internet2.

The primary goals of Internet2 ire to (a) create a leading-edge network

capability for the national research community, (b) enable revolutionary Internet

applications, and (c) ensure the rapid transfer of new network services and

applications to the broader Internet community. With the latter goal in mind,

Internet2 has launched abd will lead an Internet2 K20 Initiative to extend advanced

networks, applications, and services to the rest of the education community. Unlike

the first generation Internet, which took pearly three decades to reach the
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mainstream education community and public, the goal of this initiative is to bring

innovators from across all education sectors to the table.

The Internet2 K20 Initiative will engage K-12 schools, colleges and

universities, libraries, and museums (and their government anFi corporate partners) /

in the development of partnerships and collaborations across a wide range of areas

that leverage Internet2 technologies and networks. The Initiative will focus on

programmatic and content efforts that are likely to facilitate teaching, learning, and

access to educational opportunities for the broad education community and its

constituencies. Potential areas to be pursued include advanced content

repositories; advanced applications; middleware collaborations; advanced network

services; broadband; anci related research, evaluation, and information sharing. The

following is a description of examples of these efforts and the technologies that will

support them.

THE INTERNET2 K20 INITIATIVi: BAC,KGROUND

- As many in the higher education technology community are aware, there is

a staggering array of often opposing or diverging perspectives, interests, beliefs, and

aspirations within K- I 2 and higher education that relate to the potential uses and

misuses of technology in education. In the views of some, technology is a catalyst

for the reformeven die transformationof education. For others, technology is

an essential tool for improving access to education. At the other end of the

spectrum, there is the view that technology is a distraction or even an evil force.

We also are aware of the involvement of an amazing number and kind of often

powerful and sometimes feuding organizations, societies, academies, associations,

agencies, movements, special interest groups, unions, publishers, corporate entities,

foundations, and Other brganizations. Local, state, and national levels in education,

educational change, and in many forms of "ed-tech": none are exempt.

Meanwhile, in education and, elsewhere, over-promising, unrealistic

expectations, magical thinking, unintended consequences, scope creep, diverging

goals, too many cooks, excessive complexity, rigid bureiucratic approaches, or lack

of focus are fatal flaws that often undermine technology initiatives. The majority of

leaders in the technology research, development, and deployment community
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recognize that often technology hasn't lived up, to its promises. Even so, they

continue to bqlieve in the power of networks and technology to sometimes

transform. They are impressed by the many instances where technology has

significantly enabled, enhanced, and extended areas such as health,care, government,

commerce, science, and education.

In the education environment, however, there often seem to be special

cultural, organizational, and economic irripediments to bringing technology into K-I2

schools and cIssrooms. The deployment Of the Internet's remarkable "relationship"

and "publication" technologies to enrich and extend the degreo and quality of

communication and participation among students, teachers, and parents poses

unique challenges. Many U.S. schools are not yet even on the road to significant

implementation of previous generation Internet technologies. Proven tools with

proven benefits such as pervasive e-mail and listserv(rer'nain unimplemented or

even unplanned in many districts.

A decision was reached by the Internet2 community to extend access to

Abilene, the Internet2 national network backbone, to the broad educational

community and thereby engage innovators from all sectors of education in the

development and deployment of advanced network services and applications. This

consensus evolved through conyersations among various Internet2-related councils

and groups and discussions among Internet2 memb&s. This decision, however, was

neither rooted in broadly shared-goals for, or exuberant optimism about, reforming
_

or transforming K-I 2 education (or even higher education!), nor was it based on

widely\shared desires to join forces with groups with such aspirations.

Instead, this invitation was shaped by Internet2's goals, which are intrinsically

technology related, and which would be best-served by enabling Internet2 member

institutions and "connectors" to bring the many innovators and innovative schools

who do exist in K-I2 (and in K-20) to the table. These are innovators who share

interests in and commitments to advanced networking, content, services, and

applications. Many in the Internet2 community believe that an important lesson was

learned from previous networking and technology experiences (e.g.,World Wide

Web). That lesson is that big payoffs come from getting tomorrow's technologies
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(and often preferred, open standard-based versions) into the handsbf as many

innovators and sectors as quickly and as "connectedly" as-possible. This tinle, with-,

-the Internet2,K20 Initiative, it seems possible to bi-ing in the broader-education

conimunity Much sooner. Innovators across the educational spectrum could,be,

invitedto engage in initiatives involving Internet2 technologies, without over-

promising, overextending, or lOsing,focus of its advanced technology missions.
,

The approach developedto connect the broader edikation community. td

Internet2 is through a process called "Sponsored Education Group Participants"

(SEGPs). The new SEGP-prokram is intended to allow expanded access to Abilehe

for,State and regional education networks through sponsorship by Internet2

university members. State and 'regional networks may indudé nonprofit and for-
,,

profit K-20 educational-inStitutions;Lmuseums;libraries;art-galleries;dr-hOspitals.

These are entities that would require routine Caollaboration on instructional, cliniCal
,

and/or research projects, services, and content with Internet2 membeIrs or with

other sponsored participants. The program began in early 2001; and, as,of

September, there were already fourteen state K-12/K-20 networks/p/articipating,and

passing traffic o\nternet2. An additional twelve states hage expressed interest and
_ . / -

, it appears that by the end of the 2001-02 academiC year, the/ re may be as many as

\twenty-five states participating as SEGPs. If'so, that will bring an extraordinary

, number of K-12/K-20, museum, and "library innovators to the table and enable a
..,-

sweeping rah-ge of diverse initiatives. The eYentual result yvould be very brdad
I

participation across ai la\rge number of schools and districts.

The fundamental Internet2 K20 issue remains l'ow to achieve Internet2's
,

goals of rapid technology creation, diffusion, transfer, and evolution. These goals are
\

the defining criteria fOr determining Internet2's relationships and roles in Internet2
i

'

K20 initiatives and partnerships. School technology leaders and Internet2/
innovators agree that a well-conceived and ,realistic approach to K-20 can, be a.win,

for both the Internet2 incl_the K-20 communities.

,
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NTERNET2 GM® OM VIXIg PLAN

Broadly stated, the Initiative has six goals: (I) to bring innovators in K-1 2,

community colleges, universities, libraries, and museums into appropriate regional,

national, and international advanced networking efforts, creating new "workgroups"

where warranted; (2) to develop mechanisms fo'h enabling quick, pervasive technology

diffusion and transfer; (3) to create mechanisms for timely communication across

educational sectors and regions; (4) to leverage and propagate Internet culture ("rough

consensus and working code" involving a diverse range of parallel independent efforts)

.along with education, private sector, and government partnerships; (5) to get interested

and capable SEGPs connected and properly engaged in existing workgroups and

projects; and (6) where there is interest and realistic opportunity, include appropriate

experiments in-learning and education and help enable experiments involving

innovative deployments of advanced technologies in education at SEGP sites.

Among the many activities of the Initiative, relevant state and national special

interest groups are being formed in areas described below:

content actively seek out local resources and support (e.g., in music

[ethnomusicology and music education], documentary film, animation arts, local

history, photo archives, course materials, etc.)

learning courseware, curriculum repository, and access projects

video: H.323 and future interactive video and multimedia technologies, digital video,

low- to high-end video multicast, and the convergence of oridemand video and

broadcast

scientific apparatus and other broad application areas which could be shared

across educational communities

middleware, enhanced portal, and "relationship-ware" deployment and partnerships

advanced 12 server technologies, caching, and co-location

IPv6 deployment to remove some key "legacy Internet" limitations
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SEGP representatives and colleagues from their key constituencies

(colleges,K-I2,schools, libraries, museums,,etc.) Who are interested in participating

in die work of the Initiative began meeting in late summer 2001. Initial meetings

_will be used as a springboard for sharint ideas and shaping projects and for the,

development of ari outline of the first-year agenda for the Initiative; with

refinements coming from Initiative participants during the academic year.

Simultaneously, and throughout the year, as more state and yegional netWorks

choose to participate, the Internet2 project directors will 'meet in each state or

region with interested stakeholders to-determine how to engage.innovators from

all education sectors in the work of the Initiative.

The internet2 community is working within the folloWing framework and

goals for this Initiative:

An Internet2 working group, called theinternet2 K20 Initiative, will be the
,

mechanism to facilitate coordination efforts of qualified parties whoire

interested in exploring educational uses of 12-technologies across 'and

throughout K-20. Coordinati6n efforts will-include a variety of approaches.

Included will be conference calls; engaging outstanding K-20 innovators in

ongoing Internet2 efforts; and the establishment of communication framework,

which might include video arid ,telephone conferences, regional workshops and

meeting's, as well as the creation of- speciah interest groups, at the scate, regional,

and natiOnal levels.

The primary means for-engendering K-20 participation in advanced networking,

services, content, and applications efforts can be' via participation in existing

internet2 workgroups and initiatives. This approach will be the initial focus of _

,

the Initiative:
,

Where new and ateractive Internet2 content, application, or service-related

-Ideas emerge from the Internet2 K20 Initiative that involve new workgroups or
7

-_projects, they will be added and supported as Internet2 efforts, as will ideas and

initiatives that arise from Internet2's education or research members and
)

partners.
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Where there are Internet2 mission-related advanced technology content,

seryices, and/or applications initiatives under way in K-20 or other celated
_

communities, Internei2 will pui-sue efforts to Coordinate our respective efforts
,

as appropriate, using the Initiative to do so. For example,,there may-be interest
,

in engaging K-20 ihnovators in Internet2's arts and humanities initiatives.

Internet has no ekpertise in significant educational reform or-transformation,

nor in the uses of technology outside of the- reiearch University community.

Consequently, it will not attempt to play the program leadership role in-
-

conducting such efforts. Internet2 will, however, eagerly pafticipate in and lead

technology components of such effortS- where participation supports significant

Internet2 technology and technology diffusion and transfer goals. Internet2

goals for the K20 Initiative are (a) to enable innoYators in education and in

technology to have access to and employ our next generation -technologies in

their efforts and (b) to ensure that innovators in education, museum, and

library communities employ internet2 technologies as their development

platform whenever appropriate.

Internet2 will encourage a strong research and evaluation component in all

projects and initiatives, especially those where there are learning, clinical,
. -

organizational, or social claims or -consequences.

The K20 Initiative can assist the SEGPs and other education cominun%

collabórators to establish efficacious and appropriate mechanisms to capture

and conimunicate the knowledge generate'd by and from initiatiVes, inhOvators,

and experiments. The K20 Initiative will work to disseminate'such knowledge

in the research, education, and technology communities.

K20 Initiative partners will investigate the creation of purpose-built, Internet2-

, sponsored K-20 conferences and workshops to help facilitate understanding of

Internet2 opportunities and to stimuilate and sustain -coordination 'and
-

collaboration among K-20 Communities and other intereited parties.
,
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Thd advanced networking environment of Internet2 has enabled the

creation of revolutionary Internet-applications. However,-these applications often

require network characteristics not generally available on today's cOmmodity

Internet, such as high bandwidth levels, multicast, latency (delay) control, and jitter

(variability in delay)'control. Eventually tnese new technologies and capabilities-will

be deployed throUghout the global Internet- In the méantime, innoiatórs/from all

sectors of education will have an opportunity to deploy, experiment'with, and

develop new applications or take exi'sting application to new levels of cap,ability.

Here af-e a feW examples of current applications being developed and tested on

Internet2.

DIGITAL VIDEO,

The Internet2 Digital Video Initiative (I2DV)-is a national, higher education

video network service developed to provide icapabilities and to support scalable and_

easy-tose applications to deliver live or stored streaming and interactive high-

"quality digital video. The term "video" includes traditional' vid,eo and also

-simulations, animations, virtual reality rho-vies, iMages with aulio sound tracki,

- remote control of microscopes and other instrumentation, and other types' of

digital media objeCts. Digital video is expected to play a major role in applications

that will change how we teach, learn, collaborate,,and.conduCt research in hither

education.

,

Currently, many (not all) of the applications of digital video on internet2 are
,

prototypes, experimental projects, and conceptual designs rather than supported

production services. One interesting and real-world project and collaboration is

the ResearchChannel, which, among other innovations in digital convergence,-,

_provides a pioneering,combination of a real-world broadcast.television channel (as

seen on the Dish consumer DBS -network and various CATV systems nationally)

with TV-quality on-demand video (www.researchchannd.com).

Beyond cleveloping the technologies needed to deliver live or stored

streaming digital video, the Internet2 Digital Video Initiative is working on ways CO, .
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-gather, stOre, and establish a means to license and distribute content for courses,

informal lectures, documentaries, and videoconferences among Internet2 member

institutions. This Initiative greatly erthances and expands capabilities for producing

and distribuiting highly specialized digital video content.

ADVANCED VIDEOCONFERENCING (H.323 AND BEYOND)

H.323 is an International Telecommunications UniOn (ITU) standard for

interoperability in audio and videoconferencing over Internet Protocols (IP) as well

as Internet phone and voice-over-IR Other standards exist as well, namely the IETF

Simple Initiation Protocol (SIP). These are umbrella standards that specify

mandatory and optional requirements in several areas to enable a complete "call"

or communication 'sequence.

The goal of videoconferencing on Internet2 is to create an environment

,yvhere one can truly interact with others without the barriers of distance.

Videoconferencing can be delivered efficiently to one viewer or to multiple viewers

simultaneously if it is being transmitted over a multicast-enabled network.

Videoconferencing can be used on a single desktop or in a room-based

environment and can be scheduled or left open 24 hours a day for drop-in use.

Participants can be xisualized in different ways, including showing the current
, !

speaker on the screen or having all participants' persistent presence appear in a box

on the screen. The I2DV Videoconferencing Subcommittee of Internet2 is planning

to develop an information exchange that would allow participating organizations to

gather and make available information via the Web about videoconferencing work,

experiences, and available resources at the various sites.

Currently, there is little security associated with videoconferencing. Much

work needs to be done before there will be appropriate authentication,

authorization, and privacy services for videoconferencing. Further,

videoconferencing is very sensitive to packet loss. Quality of Service (QoS) "fast

lane" treatment on-the network is essential (more about QoS follows).

Implementing QoS across autonomously managed networks is still in the
,

development stages.
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There are important social issues associated with videoconferencing as well.

ye-to-eye contact is diffic,ult due to the separation of the monitor and the camera,

whieh -can lead to the disconcerting feeling that_occurs when Someone you are

talking to looks over your shoulder the entire,time. Work is being done to embed

cameras into the monitors to help align participants' eyes. The future of

videoconferencing may be in the development of tele-immersion, a technology that_

cámbines videoconferencing with virtual reality, transcending the iritrinsic limitations
-

of the camera.

REMOTE INSTRUMENTATION

Many scientific instrur'nenti can be connected to Internet2 an'd operated

remotely.

The UniverSity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill lias devel\oped the

NanoManipulator. This application allows long-distance remote control of a

scanning-probe Microscope. The_viewer observet objects at-nanometer scale as

three-dimensional images. A haptic, or force-feedback device, allows ihe viewer to'

"touch" wflat he or she sees. www.cs.unc.edu/Research/nano/

4

Tele2vator is a computerized excavation backhoe that can be remotely,

operated over Interhet2 hig.performance netWorks. Because of its size and

potential criticality of operition (e.g., in haZardous rescue situations),Tele-vato`r

requires a high-level of sophisticated two-way feedback, including adequate depth of

s vision-provided via high-definition stereovision.

www.internet2.edu/resources/infosheetvidecipdf

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's Bugscope project is an

educational outreach program aimed-at K-I2 classrooms:The project provides a-
,_

i,

resource to classrooms so that'students can opirate a remOte scanning'electron
,

-microscope to image "bugs" at high magnification. The mi, croscope is remotely

controlled in real time_from a classrbom computer over-Internet2 using a VVet;
N

browser. http://bbgscope.beckman.uiuc.edu/
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VIRWAL REALITY

Virtual reality (VR) is thesiMulatibn bf a real or imagined environment that

can be experienced visually in the three dimeniions of width, height, ahd depth and
_

/ /
thatmay also provide an interaciive experience visually in full real-time motion with

sound and, possibly, with tactile-and other forms of feedback. Basic elements and

ideas-of VR were in place in the 1980s, Ink it took the "advancement in affbrdable

computing power in the l 990s to bring VR closer to reality.

The siMplestfoiM Of virtual reality is a 3-D image that can be explored
, _

interactively at a personal computer, usually by manipulating keys or the moute so

that the conteht of the image Moves in some direction or zooms in or out.

Current Internet2 research on virtual reality is centered on tele-immersion.

TELEIIMMERION

Telé-immergion' is a new telecommunications medium that Combines

saspects of virtual reality and videoconferencirig. It enables people to, interact in real

time as though they were in the same room, even though they may be separated 1?),

time and space. This new resource provides an opportunitylor the-full integration

ofVR-into the everydiy work envirOnment arid-goes beyond the limitations Of

videoconferencing:-Ratherthan merely observing people.and their immediate

environment from one v\antage point (a camera is locked into portraying a scene

from its own position), tele-immersion environments convey multiple images as

moving 'sculptures that appear in the virtual space between users without-favoring-a

single point of view. Users can manipulate objects as though they were working, , -
_ .

--
models..

tele-iMmersive environment, computers recognize and track the

presence and movements of individuals and objectt and_then permit them to be

projected onto realistic, three-dimensional screens. Seen through a pair of

polarizing glassess, the screen dissolves, into windows, revealing, for initance, other-
,

offices with other people who are looking back at the user.
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, In tele-immersion', physical and-virtual environments appear`united for both
,

input and display. This new paradigm for human-computer interaction is the
,

ultimate synthesis of networking and'rnedia technologies and, therefore, represents

the greatest technical challenge for,Internet2. If a computer network can support

tele-immersio6; it can probably support any other application. Tele-immersion can

,be thought of as the nextlogical step in the, developmeht of virtual reality. Jaron

Lanier, often ClesCribed as the father; of virtual reality, is the chief'scientist of the

Internet2 National Tele-immersion Initiative.

HiGH-FIDELITY Alli;10 AND' BROADCASTING

The ability to transmit streamirig real-time high-fidelity, audio and video

over the advanced Internet2 network allows technologies_usually associated with

-^

the sciences to add exciting new dimehsions to the arts and humanities. Internet2

networks provide the kind of real-time, high-quality audio and video that, for the

first time, enable distance coaching at the highest levels of musical performance, as/
well as Offer the possibility of remote orchestral job auditions and performances -.----\with remote collaborators. This type of interactive, high-fidelity audio is not

_ _

possible over the ommercial Internet due to bandwidth and/other quality-of-
/

service limitations which have been overcome with Internet2. Here are a couPle of

examples of how Internet2 is using its advanced networking abilities to further -

\high-fidelity audio and video broadcasting.

Established in 1987) under the artistic direction of Nficliael Tilson Thomas, the

New World Symphony trains the most gifted .graduates,of distinguithed music

programs for leadership positions in orchestras and ensembles around the

world. The New World Symphony, the first orchestra" to. becomc,an Internet2

member, will use high-performance networks topfferitt 85 young musicians
/-origoing access to'great teaching artists at major music schools and

conservatories across the country.

KEXP, a Seattle-bised noncommercial radio station,iin partners\hipjwith the

University of Washington and the ResearchChannekConsortium, transmits

arourid-the-clock uncompressed audio stream of its prograMming over the

Internet. Internet2 listeners receive the highest quality audio experience at a
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rate of 1.4 Mbps. Streaming uncompressed audio over Internet2 high-
.

performance networks not only represents the "gold standard" in delivering the

richest and the purest musical content but also demonstrates how Internet2

networks can distribute the work of artists in the highest quality possible.This

allows an audience to experience and appreciate music the way it is meant to

be experienced live.

ENABLI1M@ Vg@NC,9®LOGCPO

The following are examples d some of the underlying technologies being

developed to make the, previous exciting applications possible.

ARDE)10'07AM

The term "middleware" is used to cover a broad array of tools, information,

a'.nd what-programmers call "hooks" that help applications use advanced network

resources and services. Technology wags also refer to middleware as that which
-

doesn't want to be addressed either by those who provide the infrastructure or

those who write the' applicatioris. _In reality, middleware can be thought of as glue

layers that provide reliable, standardized,support services like authenticating users

arid authorizing them (or not) to use specific applications or have access to certain

resources. Indeed one common application of middleware is to provide the

common services and information necessary td allow applications to restrict or

enable access ("log on") to certain resources.

Relatively straightforwardthough still exceedingly complex to design for

any shared environmentmiddleware such as authentiCatiori (are people or

programs who they say they are?), authorization (what is he, she, or it allowed to

do?), and the directory services needed to keep track of users, resources, and any

rules that may apply to them) coMprise essential elements of any shared network

computing infrastructure. Other services, such as cooperative scheduling of

hetworked resources, enabling secure multicast or interactive video or object

brokering (matching requests with providers for relatively high level services, such

as databases, format, or protocol conversion) are major Middleware preconditions

79
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for many applications and services sought by the research and education

communities. These include a number of innovative applications.

Broad aclOption across education of certain standardized middleware fabric
<

is a key requirement for addressing the needs of the education community for

cariabilities like.user-friencffy, but broadly shared and highly cost-effective access to

libraries, music, and other intellectual propertjf;for use of widely and safely shared

interactive services; and for workable and properly protected wide-scale student

reCords access and transrniSsion. To attain these possibilities, Internet2 middleware
.

muit be, as a practical matter, interoperable between applications, among campuses

and other educational' institutions, and the wider Internet. This effort will not be

successful if individual groups or institutions build their own internal versions or

middleware and then try to patch the pieces together. Instead, we need tools,-
policy franneworksand standards that are reasonatily common (again, as in "rough

coniensus and working code") across institutions. Attaining this level of
-

cooperation is as important an aim of Internet2 as is the development of the tools

themselves: It is in endeavor that parallel's the deNiei-oprnent and evolution,of the_

Internet and earlier Internet technologies.'

IPvó

-Over the next few years, conventional-computers will be joined on the _

Internet bya miriad.of new device's, including palmtop personal digital assistants _

(PbAs), hybrid mobile phone technoloky with data processing capabilities, smart

set-top boxes with integrated Web browsers, and embedded network components

in equiPment ranging from office Copy machines to kitchen appliances.

,

Internet Protocol version 6 (also referred to as IP next generation or IPng)

is needed because the Web will run out cif addresses by 2005. The-current

- technology, known as Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4), supports just 4 billion

addresses, not nearly enough to copF with the explosion of new devices that will

connect to the Internet and need addresses.

With the long haul in mind, IPv6 has been outfitted with an enormous 128-
-

bit addess space (IPv4 cyrrently supports 32-bit addresses) that should .frovide
(

- -
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globally unique addresses for every conceivable variety of network devices for the

foreseeable future (i.e., decades).

But IPv6 is a big package, and addressing is only the most visible component-

of the, work. IPv6 also attempts to deal with critical business requirements-for

more scalable,netwo4 architectures, improved security arid dataintegrity, auto
,

configuration, mobile computing', data multicasting, and more efficieht network route
-

'aggregation at the global backbOrie level.

In May 2001, Cisco Systems announced it will supPort IPv6, and Microsoft

could have IPv6 support ready by next year Despite the benefits -of IPv6, many
,

organizations may continue to use. IPv4. Network Address Translation (NAT), which

requires only a single IPv4 addressIor an entire network, has prolonged IIN4's

lifetime indefinitely. However, new classes of devices will only be able to use IPv6.
-

-. Since IPv6 and'IPv4 can exist simultaneously on the commercial Internet, this will

not really create a netwoi-king problem. Many of the answers td questions about
_

the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 will de- pend upon how Microsoft integrates the '

,new protocol into its softWare applications.

IP MULTICAST .

'IP multicast is an important \part of Internet2 as it enables one copy-of
,

digital information,_usually high bandwidth real-time audio and video streams, to be

.2 received' by multiple computers at the same time (somewhat as radiO and TV

programs are broadcast over ainkaves). Prior to implementing multicast, all traffic .

an IP netWorks was unicast: one user requesting files from one source at another

Internet address.- For instance, in a videoconference, copies of-the same data are

unicast to the number of receivers present. With IP multicast, one copy of the

same data, sent to a group address, goes to one router, which. then sends it to

multiple receivers. IP multicast results in significant-bandwidth sayings across a

network.

In 1994, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) set up what is called the

Mbone or the Multicast Internet. _Since most IP servers on theInternet are not
,

ccinfigured to,support the multicasting part of the IP protocol, the Mbone was set
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.up to form a network within the Internet that-c-ould transmit IP multicasts. One of

The strategic goals of Internet2 is to support native multicast, instead of relying on .

the Mbone overlay of multicast tunnels. The Abilene-backborie routers have native
)

multicast enabled.

QUALITY Of SERVICE (QoS)

One of the primary goals of Iriternet2 is to support the research and
,

education missions-of universities through the development of new advanced
\ -
networked applications. The commercial Internet Cannot provide the necessary end-

to-end performance assurances heeded to run these applications over a network.

\Quality of Servic,(QoS) refers to the capal;ility of Ahetwork to provide

better service to selected network traffic.-The type of QoS deployed on Internet2 is

known as "differentiated service." This' means that certain advanced Application data'

packets Will get preferential treatment over other pipes of traffic.

The current routert operating on the Internet treat all packets as equals. If-,

th6re is network congestion, the router drops packets indiscriminately: The Internet2

QoS-enabled routers are configured to give advanced application packet traffic priority;
t

however, there are still no abiolute guarantees that packets will not be dropped during

congested p'eriods. While the high-capacity Internet2 linksAre rarely congested, it is'_

still ifnportant to deploy and to test QoS capabilities, since .eveh high-capacity links can

suffer instantaneous congestion, and, therefore, the 'occasional packet loss.

QoS Across autonomously managed hetworks is still very much in The

development stages. This is an issue for maintaining high performance acro.ss not only

a single wide-area backbone-but.also multiple backbones and enterprise netwOrks. Of

course, campus and other networks heed to be upgraded to contemporary network

standards in ordel- to participate in these QoS development and testing efforts:

VOICE OVER IP

Voice Over IP is-a general term for the technologies that use tne Internet

-Protocols' packet-sWitched Fonnections to exchange voice, fax, and Other forms of
%

- 'information that have traditionally been carried over the dedicated circuit-switched

,
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connections of the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). Rather than, voice

traveling in the traditional circuit-committed protocols, it is converted into discrete

'packets of digital information and sent Over the Internet using IP.

The challenge of Voice Over IP (VOIP) is to deliver voice, fax, or video

packets to a user in a dependable flow with minimum delay. Much of IP telephony

focuses on this challenge. Internet2 is the ideal networking environment for VOIP

because it gives precedence to VOIP packets over other applications when or if

there is congestion on the network.

MaTO-Ene PERFORMANCE

Internet2 member universities have gained access to high-performance

backbone networks. Now, under certainconditions within particular, regionarand

local network environments, faculty, researchers, and students can experience the

full benefit of this infrastructure in the development and use of advanced,

applicadon

However, too often many developers and campus network us rs experience

a gap between the potential of the national high-performance networking

infrastructure and their\ Wn experience when they use the net4rk to accomplish

their work.

The goal of the Internet2 End-to-End Performance Initiative is to create a

predictable and well-suppoted environrrient- in which Intern t2 campus network

users have routinely succe sful experiences in their development and use of

advanced Internet applica ions. This is accomplished by focus' g resources and

effcrts on improving perfo ance problem detection and re olution th'roughout

campus, regional, and national etworking infrastructures.

D INTERNT CULTURES: TOWARD
INTEROPERABI [bIN

I --.-

The authors strongl believe that the organization, a
I.

chitecture, and culture
.. s

of technology and its role in a school matter fundamentally21hey can have a

decisive effect upon the a ity of a system or school to leve e technology for
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change and for support of its core missions; and they often define, circumscribe,

enable,-or impede. In general, they. can.shape the approaches tci all probable uses of

technology in any part of that institution. Technology infrasucture and

architecture (whichirequently dictate or reflect the.technology "culture" of an

institution) condition the possibilities, nature, and likely success of a district's Or.;
school's technology initiatives. If the core institutional technology architecture and

Culture are not well-oriented to a mission, function, or applicationlike teaching

and learning, or open and free communications, or an academically-oriented (rather

,than-administrative) e-publishing infrastructurethen pursuit of that missidn,

function, or application area Will be more difficult than if the technology

infrastructure were aligned with this area.

Unfortunately, in"many systems arid. schools, administrative systems and

'administrative telecommunications remain the sole technology focus,and drivers.

Building,the technology organizaticin and architectilre on adrninistrative stems'

tends to create an environment that is centrally controlled, procedure and-process

driven, and best suited to running a bureaucracy in hign-control and accountability

modes. Alas, such relatively inflexible centralized examples of technology

management and architecture, combined with an administrative focus, Make it'

harder to stimulate, discover, develop, and evolve applications, technology, and

content that enhance learning, teaching, and communicating. Centralized,

administrative-oriented systems, structures, and philosophies are not particularly
-

attuned to or supportive of the neetls and priorities of learning and teaching. They

are structured to manage traditional projects and resources effectivelY, not to

encourage broad experimentation with (and use of) new technology, independent

action', unstructured collaboration, distributed participation, broadly interacti;ie

communications, or_ collaborative communities.

The_main point is that such centralized processes are not well.disposed to

nurture the powerful technolOgy innovation and adoption forces of the. Internet

technology and culture. In fact, they are often in direct oppositibn.

The eVolution of Internet technology itself and many of the great success

stories in bringing Internet and other technologies to bear in efforts to change and
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enhance teaching,,learning, research, business, and health care are the products of a

much different model with a different set of tools and philosOphiesf Internet

approaches are based On stimulating and enabling diversity-of innovators and

implementers to work in parallel with only looseand, in many case's, no formal_

,coordination. Open, evolving, community-owned Internet standards are the

'Ultimate tests of interoperability, and critical mass adoption is often the main

mechanism of coordination. It seems that in K-1 2 we will need -to achieve similar

levels of effective participation, creativity, energy, and diffusion to tackle the

challenges we face.

Internet technologiei and' cultures also rely heavily on decidedly Darwinian

approaches to evolve the technology and,its implementations. Instantiations of a
_

technology typically are seen as serving a calculated evolutionary purpose as

vehicles for finding and figuring out what does and doesn't work and for achieving

necesiary adaptation by the technology to, at least,.survive in a critical 'mass nuMber

and/or a yariety of environments. Ir Internet industries and cOntexts, the often--,
used process is to drive evolving technologies, applications, and content to as many

desktops and servers in as many local environme- nts as. possible. This is done best

with mechanisms requiring minimal local human intervention:

Indeed, frequently what works best in tile continuous evolutionary crucible

of the Internet is configuring the technologies themselves to fit into or auto-adapt

to many contexts. ,E-mail, browsers, listservs, network,deployments, and Web-

servers are all examples of this. These are all cases where important progress

comes by evolving the technology so it-works in the maximum number of contexts

with the least need for _broad organizational processes and structures. To be sure,

there are often standard models_or a set of "best practices" for impleinenting and

managing the technology, but these are primarily guiding and facilitating rather than
-

driving forces. But even where it is people, not technology vectors, who spread a

new idea, adaptation, use, or form of technology, it is an evolutionaryrather than a

central planning and coordinatingmodel that drives and informs technology

progresi and new and improved uses of technology. Capturing this kind of

dynamism and evolutionary progress seems CrUcial to generating sustained progress

in the uses of technology in K-I2.
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Another difference already mentioned between an "Internet model" and the

traditional technblogy deployment model (still prevalent in much of K-12) is that

the former looks for opportunities and mechanisms to make the technology itself

ifid/or its users the vehicle of its own expansion and extension, often with stimulus

from technology enthusiasts in a given locality. This approach has often proved to

be a better vehicle for achieving scale and pervasive numbers of instantiations than

the top-down, centrally controlled, organizational mechanisms favored by many K- '

12 and government sites. An example of the Internet approach is the way that Web

infraStructure Components are built so they are self-installing, self-extending, and

self-modifyingthat is, if you want to add streaming media to your Web browser,

the Internet does that automatically via downloads, plug-ins, and cookie information.

This is far more efficient than, say, a.specific institutional initiative or project to

modify or Update the code on every coMputer iri an organization.

In many cases, the Internet-approach is a better model and modality for )

technology and content deployment than is a structure based oh local entities'

mounting governing and guiding interyentions and traditional projects.' In this

regard, it may be that the relative paucity of successful and pervasive

implementations of simple things like enterprise-wide e-mail (for all K-1 2 teachers,

students, and parents) or universal e-publisbing capacity for all students (common

, elsewhere in education) is more the result of resistingor at least not

embracingthe normal and broadly su-ccessful implementation of these new

technologies than it is the product of schoorresource constraints. In the world of

Internet techriologies,"top down," high central control approaches rarely achieve

and sustain widespread deployment and evolving efficacious technology at network,

component, applications, or coritent layers.

This leads to another charaeteristic of Internet technology, industry, and

culture: perhaps radical, seemingly authoritarian, but sothetimes liberating and

democratic. Internet innovators seek, and the marketPlace rewards, technology that

is highly-scalable, extensible, broadly usable and, ultimately, desirable to end-users.

To a degree, localities, marketplaces; or sites serve as test environments where

Darwinian evolution and adaptation of those technologies take place. Indeed, at

times local governance and decision making are things that the successful
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technology needs to be able to overcome.This is often accomplished by the

technology being automatically adaptive so it self-modifies to fit into a critical mass

of environments. That is, the technology either evolves via update mechanisms built

into the applications themselves or at the hand of end-users rather than central

planners. For core protocols, the Internet industry takes the more heavy-handed

approach of working in a "take it or leave it, but you need it" mode. However, this

enables local deviation from top:down approaches with respect to those

applications built on top of the Internet's basic network communications capabilities

(or "Common Bearer Service"). Still, to the degree local variations work in the

evolution and diffusion processes, this is again an instance of the Internet approach

of rough consensus of a viable, critical-mass number of successful instantiations in

different environments, and working code, which means not only that the code ,

works but that it will also t t into, interoperate, and evolve with other instances of

the same specification or with related technologies in diverse environments.

The rise, accelerating evolution, and astonishing pervasiveness of the

Internet are remarkable phenomena. Some have characterized the approaches

which have achieved this success as "post-organizational": a model of change

predicated upon minimizing organizational, governance, and process entanglements

while maximizing the power and relative independence of those employing the

technologies.

The bottom line for us is that (a) to be more successful in deploying and

evolving technology in better support to key missions, we need to transition to

organizational structures, philosophies, technical architectures, and cultures that are

aligned with our key educational missions and (b) to reap the rewards of

technology, we need to orient our resources and structures to work with and to

leveragerather than work against and refractthe natural forces of Internet

technologies.

,More bluntly, we believe that in order to have an abiding effect on learning

and teaching technologies and initiatives, many states, districts, and schools will need

to make a frontal assault on their core inforMation technology architectures and

cultures. They must shift them so that their primary directives and approaches are
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to.implement technologies that support communicating, teaching, learning, and

distributed participation and that take advantage of the intrinsic, relatively informal,

and easy-to-use characteristics of most Internet technologies: The pathway to this

change really isn't to create additional segregated learning, teaching, communicating-
_

technology groups or initiatives. Such work-around approaches generally fail and

usually drive up costs. (There are many examples of this failed approach in higher

education, government, libraries, health care, and business, as well as K-I2). Instead,

"in the end, a successful organization and architecture for (and of) technology is,

typically one that is aligned with the learning and teaching missions of schools. It

must be oriented to an open, inclUsive, communications-intensive Internet culture

that enables and encourages independent and creative, though loosely

interconnected, actionaction with explicit goals of interoperability on the part of/

students, teachers, technologists, and schools themselves. School' technology

cultures that are based on principles Of independent action and interoperability will

be able tc; take advantage of the learning, teaching, and communicating capacities of

today's Internet and, equally important, will tie part of and contributors to the Next

Generation Internet.
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THE TYRANNY OF THE
QUANTIFIABLE

Jaron Lanier

Jaron Lanier, a pioneer of virtual reality, discusses the complexities inherent in

our quest to understand the benefits of technology in education. He contends

that despite the excitement surrounding digital learning tools, there is little

agreement obout how to best use them. In the Leadership section Ron Kriz

and his team from the University Visualization and Animation Group at

Virginia Tech have joined Tom Morgan and the Virginia Governor's Schools to

explore how virtual environments can be used effectively to enhance learning

in K-I 2 education.
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THE TYRANNY OF THE
QUANTIFIABLE Jaron Lanier
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ur era is characterized most fundamentally by its changing

technologies. Whenever and wherever we might hope to influerfce events by changes in

pOlicy or pedagogy, new gadgets are likely to come along that will 'recast ou'r efforts in hard-

to-predict ways.

s For instance, the introduction of e-mail, chat, and short messages system (i.e., SMS,

chat over wireless devices) has driven an upsurge in the recreational use of written language.<

among young people whose parentsomeaned on television, movies, and the telephone,

regarded the task of writing as more of an obligation, dictated L'iy work or school.

-
In academia, boththe sciences and the humanities have been reformulated by

encounters with cbmputers and in some similar ways. Computers have enabled softwam

tools to make some problems (ones that were at one time treated as being irreducible, and

therefore best handled by wizened intuitive individuals) into quantifiable and comprehensible

processes. For example, there is now considerably less guesswOrk in drilling for oil.

Computer analyses of oil fields have actually resulted in an increase in the available supply

when only an ever-worsening dedine had been predicted. It also has become clear, however,

' that not all compleXities are equally cornplex. For instance, we have improved our

predictions of the odds of a new oil well's success more quickly than we have improved our

ability to_predict the weather. By current standards, weather is considered a"Ehaotic"

phenomenon; we have studied it and other such phenomena well enough to believe that

some coMplexities will remain beyond us forever or at least for the foreseeable future.

- We will get better at predicting the weather, to be sure, but we will probably never
,

be as accurate as we would like. there are multiple reasons for this. One immediate
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problem is that computers are still rather low-resolution, slow decfices when measured

against the standards of weather. Another problem is that we can't measure the state of the

atmosphere at any, given time as Well as we might like.

For each such immediate limitation in our abilitieg, there is a more dramatic version

in the form of an ultimate question about the nature of computers: Can we build simulations,

that summarize the events of the universe well enough so that one subset of the universe

(arranged to be a computer) could even theoretically simulate a larger subset to predict

something like weather?
-

A second 'example of an ultimate question is whether it would ever be ever;

theoretically possible to gather enough real-world data quickly enough to satisfy the

demands of the weather simulation of our dreams. If we can'tgivethe computer sufficiently

good starting data, it cannot give us the results we hope for

The weather is one of a number of natural systems that most theorists regard as

sufficiently complex as to always remain beyond the reach of comprehensive and practical

reduction. We might be able to understand the dynamics of weatherWe might be able tic:.

predict how much the atmosphere will warm in the next century if we continue our current

energy Policies. We might be able to- predict whether it will rairi tomorrow in Poughkeepsie.

But we may never be able to predict if it will rain there next/month.

This is the nature of the sciences of complexity We are able to achieve useful

theoretical reductions at some levels of description and not at others.
S.

PA,S$1.1AG 1:11-):9 rxim LIIGCA4

Unfortunately, the humanities hate recently been provoked by metaphors from

computer science without being tempered by the harshness of empirical successes and failures.

Because our knOwledge of the intelligent and social aspe-cts of the human brain is so far beyond,

current science, we don't even knoW enough to get a clear negative result to an experiment

about something as 'complex-as education. If we understood the brain better, it wouldbe

easier to define what aspects we didn't understand. As it is, we can't even be articulate about

our areas of ignorance, so it is alrnost ineilitable that we pretend to know more than we do.

The central question in thecybernetically-excited" humanities should be,"Is the

human mind more like an oil field or more like the weather?" Political and academic forces
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seem to be increasingly inclined to see the human mind, particularly the young, developing

mind, as being more like an oil field: malleable, optimizable, predictable. And profitable.This

bias is seen in the increased emphasis on testing, the decline in funding for experiential

learning that requires equipment (such as microscopes or clarinets), and the Many stultifying

primary school textbooks now in use.

There are twg good reasons to think that human minds are more like weather than

oil fields. One is based on evidence. As with the weather, there are narrow frames of

description in which human behavior is fairly predictable and even predictably modifiable.

Although these are better known to advertisers and political consultants than to educators,

they nOnetheless do exist. It remains true, however, that human behavior is the least

predictable phenomenon we know. Many academic beliefs in human predictability were

allowed to stand for years only to fall after an initial empirical test.

One story is of the Stanford researchers hired by Microsoft to design simulated

"personalities" for computer software. The theorists'believed that consumers would be

helplessly and beneficially responsive to software that attempted to verbally dominate or be

dominated by the user. This idea resulted in productivity software oddly called "Bob" that

was "dressed up" as if it were a suburban S&M parlor. Needless to say, the result bombed in

the marketplace:but what is remarkable is that it was tried at all.

The other reason to believe that human minds are more like weather than oil fields

is a moral one. As we gain scientific insights into the workings of the human mind, it is

important that we not slip into a belief that minds are merely elaborate machines. The

founding documents of modern democracy rightly evoke arguments for the divine rights of

free human beings, because ultimately the rights and status of a human being cannot be

argued scientifically. We must rely on faith in some core of free will in a pelican or our

notion of society collapses. This faith is neither true nor false from a scientific point of view,

because it is a premise that cannot ultimately be expressed nor tested scientifically. It is a

small crime against our culture when the language of education and the humanities

encourage excessive quantitative assessments of individuals. Such small crimes did not begin

with computers, but computers have provided ai language that is stealthier and easier to

accept in many quarters.

Like two trains assingin the night, the sciences and humanities have reacted to

computational omplexity in almost opposite ways. The hard sciences have started to parse
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the world by how, easily various parts of it can be usefully'reduced. Some aspects of the

world are understood to be more like oil fields and some more like rainstorms.

017 CZKIIV gaLIDEMB withm comPUTEIR.S2

The humanities, alas, have moved in'the opposite direction. Education has come to
/

be increasingly characterized by "results Oriented" ap:proaches. What might seem to be a

borrowing of terminology and technique from the business world is actually a second-hand

borrowing from engineers and scientists. (I will refer mostly to the situation in the United

States, with whicli I am most familiar.)

This has not resulted in the introduction of radical new education tools nearly as

much as one might hope. Instead, it has more often resulted in new justifications for old

- ideas, precisely because these are more describable and-more easily integrated into fantasies

of predictability.. For instance, testing has been with us for a long time, but now testing is

applied to schools, teachers, school districts, and any other,unit of descriptiOnall done with

language borrowed from engineering. While there have been many examples of humans

-beinetreated as machines in educational, correctional, and medical circumstances since The

Enlightenment, what is new is the "tybernetic" systems approach.

Because people are so complicated that we don't e'en know how complicated we

are, we tend to treat ourselves with linear approximation. The core problem is probably
;

and economic. Societies don't like to devote a lot of resources to things that are

not understood..

So, in countries where education is well funded, it tendto be rigidly construed.

Bcamples,are Germany and Japan: both have excellent universal education and teachers who

enjoy status and live wellbut this comes at the expense of an overly linear education

model. I personally Would not have surviNied in the schoOls of either country hi the United

States, on the other hand, support for education is low. Teachers are poorly paid and have
_

little status. But the system is a little more open., Many successful adults remember having

one or two "magic teachers" who brought devotion above and beyond the curriculum to

'their work

(It should be noted that as I write thiL the Bush administration is trying to make

American education more rigid, linear, and bounded like the Japanese or German systems. If
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my theory is correct, America will start spending more money on education if these

reforms take hold, even though tilat is certainly not the intent at this time.)

The world as a whole probably benefits from the diversity of educational styles:

There's some truth to the cliclié that the United States has produCed a disproportionate

nurnber of creative and innovative people even in quantitative pursuits like engineering.

Because the linear Mind-set will aecept approaches that create the-illusion that a

problem is understood, it is easy to get people interested in putting computers in

classrooms. Even Newt Gingrich, a conservative An-ierican politician of the I 590s who was

famously cautious aboUt public spending, was excited about the idea of putting comPuters in

front orchildren.

VVhat usually happens W-hen this is tried is that policyrnakers face a rude surprise. If

kids are allowed to use computers creatively, the result is even less linear and harder to,

track, and therefore justify, than what was there before. If the computers are used linearly,

then they turn out to be more expensive than the old way of doing linear things. This is

because the whole lifecycle of a computer includes maintenance thdt a book doesn't need,

ancl'a book lasts longer. This has resulted in a sort of confused situation in which there's still

a lot of excitement about digital tools in schools, but no widely agreed-upori idea about how

to use them.

ONEEMER 4FI&G7 CMEESE

Since the benefits of comPuters in education are so complex that we rely On fake

measurements, it shouldn't come as a complete surprise that the costs of computers in

schools are often underestimated. The sd truth is that computers go bad as fast as cheese.

The uses that children are most interested inand that can be the most effective in most

educational applicationshappen to be just the things for Which the most up-to-date

computer is needed:3-D graphics, sound, color, display, etc: So schools are in the position of

making capital investments that become antiquated faster than any other item. School

computers have a reputation on a par with school food.

The usual way that technologies.are bundled for use in classrooms is as follows.

Software is written for some particular machines by a vendor. The specified machines and

software are-bought and installed at great expense by a schOol, often with special one-time
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funding support. After a couple of years the machines are quite obsolete by prevailing

standards, and many of them cease to function correctly. It quickly becomes hard to find

personnel to maintain the machines, as qualified candidates are motivated to learn about

newer machines and to seek better pay elsewhere. Existing machines fall into disuse and

then the whole cycle begins again.

Sadly, the length of time that it takes to develop software is sometimes longer than

the period in which it is genuinely useful (although it may remain in use for a longer period

of time). What is most frustrating is that the true and full costs of a generation of

educational software are almost always grossly underestimated. It is also probably true that

educational software usually has a briefer period of relevancy than anticipated.

This is a confounding paradox. Recently there flave been campaigns to have

businesses donate obsolete computers to schools in exchange for tax write-offs. This is

worse than useless because it is inordinately expensive to find a way to make use of

assorted and slightly but not quite compatible', old machines that are inherently dull.

Young people wantand indeed need the very latest computers. The more

recent a computer,the less it is merely a text processor and the more it is a potential

simulator. In this way, computer power directly maps into educational paradigms. This

observation should rightly be seen as problematic by advocates of underserved populations.

There is no question that underprivileged kids depend on schools for many items that are

not available in the home, often including food. It is unreasonable to expect these students

to have access to computers at home.

Instead of trying to finance an endless dispiriting money pit, there is an alternative

that should be tried. It would not be easy, but it's worthy of consideration.

Every year and a half or so, a new digital medium design coupled with a cultural-use

pattern emerges suddenly among teenagers and young adults. This takes on giant

proportions, sometimes dwarfing all other media usage. It then starts to slowly fade. Some

recent examples, in reverse order-of their appearance on the scene, include SMS, Napster,

Doom/Quake, chat, e-mail, and personal Web pages. These are the collaborative examples,

but they are joined by equally impressive, though more proprietary, experiences such as

PlayStation 2 games.
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Traveling in poor areas in the United States, and even in muck Of the urban Third

World, I am struck by the widespread availability of consumer electronics. Video games,

satellite TV, and Other gadgets find their way to,many places th-at lack sufficient potable water.

We should be leveraging the gadgets that kids are-choosing for themselves, all over

the world. Edu cational materials should have been flowing over Napster before it was shut

down, for instance, and subjects should be taught thrOugh prevalent devices such as the

PlayStation. We should have an early response team that charts digital 'trends, and we should

. act quickly to harness new trends as therappear. There are two profound challengei to this

idea. bne is that some businesses might not-agree to have their products used for
,

- education. It might take some years but I believe the case must be made that consumer
,

electronics and popular distributed software proYide the ONLY means to reach the

exploding populations of underserved young people, especially those 19 the develOping

world, quiCkly enough to provide them with educational options. Therefore, there are

prof6und Moral and strategic arguments for this approach that speak to almost.all people

and companies concerned with thefUture. The second challenge is creating edutational

situations and content well enough and rip-idly enoUgh on quick chafiging hew forms of

digital media Here, I think the answer has been'proyided by ThinkQuest, a pnogram in which

students around the world and from many cultures collaborated to create very high-quality

educational content for their peers, motivated by a scholarship contest. Kids, especially the

leading-edge kids of the very populations we are the least successful at serving, provide the

only adequate labor supply to create their own educational materials. Yes, there are

businesses and individuals who would dislike the idea of kids being authors, but the need is

so great that I hope they can be convinced that there is room for all approaches.
r

Although -this thumbnail sketch is not an adequate response to the problem, I still

maintain that leveraging the technologies of popular culture is likely to be both better and

, cheaper in thelong run than periodically filling schools with out-of-date computers. And
, -

while/it might seem easier to view,new learning technologies ai if they are yet another

, unpredictable summer storm:in doing so, we overlook signs that might enable Cis to use

technology effectively in schools. In short:young people's ravenous appetite for interactive

games and media-related products remains persistent and will probably continue to fuel the

development of affordable consumer electronic's and media We should view this as'an

opportunity to ensure that these technologies and media are effective learning tools.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
JEANNE MORENO

Jeanne Moreno is Vice President and Chief Information Officer, Citrix Systems, Inc.

Mary Baker and Nancy Barba, district administrators for Broward County Public

Schools, Broward County, Florida, were asked these same questions during their

interview. Their responses appear in the Leadership section.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
JEANNE MORENO

/

Jeanne Moreno is Vice President and Chief Information Officer, Citrix Systems, Inc.

he trend toward wireless communication seems to be advancing although not as

cjuickly as some would like. In your opinion, what barriers impede widespread use of Wireless

technologies?

JM:There are two categories of wireless technology. Each has its own

iMplications for education. There is a wireless Local Area Network (LAN) that allows

users to be connected to the network.as they move throughout a campus. Users Could

be in a hall during a speech or a lecture; they could be in an individual lab; they could

even be in the cafeteria eating lunch. The wireleis LAN 'requires antennas or stations

scattered throughout the campus. Anyone with-a certain card (laptop or deviCe) could

connect to the LAN. That's probably the most likely solution for a campus or an

educational facility. I haven't been in a school, at least in South Florida, that cloesnl have

K-12 connected to a LAN.

The wireless technology that much of the world refers to is that-which is

delivered by a type of voice or telephone technology by dialing in to a number.

Companies such as AT&T and Sprint support this technology. There are other, .

companies asfwell. Basically, through a'connection to an intranet and after authentication
c

through security software, students could tap into the Internet or e-mail-or whatever;

they may need. This wireless technologiis not as advanced arid probably not yet

appropriate for-eduCation.
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:Tell me more about how you see wireless LANs used in K-I 2 education:

JM: I would say students could be 'connected with wires through the third grade.

But in South Florida, we see fourth graders using laptops to complete homework and to

communicate. (This is especially true in the private school system.) As laptops become

more prevalent, wireless technology becoities more important. It is very, very difficult td

go into-older school buildings and.hardwire communications into an open classrobm

where desks are not secured to walls or ceilings. So, I think wireless technology will be

very useful as laptops and handhelas increasingly find their way into schools.

10.0.: The long-predicted demise of traditional textbook's has not occurred. Why do you think this

is so, and do you think it will still-be the-rase-10 years-from-nOw?

J111: I think most of as use the Internet for daily activities. Some use it to find

sirpple information like telephone numbers, maps, or stock prices. Others use it'for

more complex tasks like research. Students already use it to research. Would:they useit

for textbooks? I tiiink that's a natural extension. In the private sector, businesses I

already ship products with electronic mediai4tallation guides, service manuals, etc.

Electronic media for textbooks will materialize.

The recent court case\involving Napster has raised the public's awareness of intellectual

property rights and safeguards for materials in electronic form. What is,-the impact of intellectual

property issues on innovation in technology product development?

JIM: I think the model for music is different from the model for the rest of the

world. Most of us have to make our living by selling our products, and I think music just

jumped ahead of the game. We at Citrix deliver our product over the Internet. We have

- found 'ways to ensure that our products ire license' and that we are paid appropriately

-for the product. I think the technology exists to safeguard materials. Companies have to

make sure products are deployed that way: I'm not sure why Napster thought they

could distribute somebody else's material without a licenseThe more difficult

component has been the licensing mechanism that allows them to be used in an

-authorized, licensed, orpurchased environment. Music didn't have that. Songs became
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electronic media without it. I think the companies who develop the electronic textbooks

have to make sure they include a license key in the product.

0 :When people first started talking about the digital divide, they referred primarily to the

disparity in Internet access between the wealthy and the poor. But people are now talking about

other divides among technology users, such as gender and geography. How does industry

address this issue?

JM: I don't believe there is a gender issue. I think within schools and industries,

Internet access is Internet access. I don't think access is gender specific in any way or

form. I can't imagine where it would be. Geographically, there are always places in the

world that are ahead or behind others. Europe is more easily adapted to a wireless

environment, because the land mass area is rather compressed. In the United States,

there is a great deal of land between major cities. Wireless that can be activated

anywhere in the United States will probably take a great deal more time to deploy, so

there will be differences in technology. I think anyone who needs one could find an

available PC today. Even.from a socioeconomic standpoint, there are PCs in public

libraries and other public sources.

0 :The gender issue I'm referring to is the perception that some software progrums are written

\ primarily with a male in mind or with a female in mind. For example, competitive games

appear to be designed to have greater appeal to males.

JM:That's also true in board games. There are board games that appeal to one

gender or the other I'm not sure that the electronic world would be any different.

0 : Well, do you see technology as dividing people in any way at all?

JM: I think there is ease of access in the United States. Community centers are

deploying PCs to give children the opportunity to do their homework or to give adults

the opportunity to research on the Internet. I think it is the Internet that has exposed

the world to electronics, and the Internet is readily available for those who need or want

access to it. I don't think there is a divide here so much as a choice to use or not use.

i
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0 : You have touched on the last question. There seems to be -a widespread assumption that

every child should have access to a coMputing device and be able to operute it In your view,

how important is widespread access and usage among school-age children? How realistic is it?

-'
JM: I absolutely believe that every child should have access at an early age. My

children are aged seven and nine, and they've been on computeri and the Internet since

they were two or three. They were using math games, reading games, and the Internet in

preschool. I can't imagine where they would be if they had.no access to computers

today. I don't know how competitive they Could be with the rest of the world. So, I Say

every child should have the ability. I'm not sure we can put it in their hands They may-

have to reach out to find it.

One access and usageproblein'that schools face is equipment The effectb;eness

of technology Is heavily dependent on the software installed on the computer itself. So

'often, schools must use older computers, making it nearly impossible to run (the

applications and programs they want or need directly from the PCs. The programs are

sometimes so large that they either don't fit or don't run properly. At Citrix, we strive to

help school systems by allowing any ncleviceto attach itself to a set of-programs or

applications using a server farm. Our technology allows them to use the thinnest device,

the oldest device, or the biggest device and still have access to needed programs. Any

device (desktops;laptops, handhelds, etc.) is "served" the application from the server

farm, meaning the program is not actually stored on the PC.

0 :Thank you,Jeanne, for your time and your insight Is there anything else you would like to add?'

JM: I think we fear chan'ge more than We fear technology. We fear grabbing on

to it and maturing with it. It seems easier to let technology pass us by and then complain

about it
_

Also, the concerns of the educational community are different froth- those in the
Ic

business world. We no longer talk about things like ethics, plagiarism, and divides. It may

be surprising, but those topks aren't oh the forefront anymore. We addressed them a

long time ago. In the business sector, we either change or get left behind:
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Offering the unique advantage of electronic speed
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I am pleased to share with you the inaugural issue of INNSIGHT,

an ahnual publication focusing on promising new and emerging

technologies and what they might mean to the future of K-I2

schools. My team and I spent a great deal of time thinking abOut an

appropriate title for a publication that would provide a forum for

ideas about how technology mightJn the not-too-distant

future, impact our classrooms while providing a glimpse of

what is currently possible. ,IN *SIGHT, then, is intended to be
both the presentation of thought-provoking articles by

individuals who discern the true nature of some key

technologies and the presentation of related work

currently under way in schools and classrOoms, work

that demonstrates that these ideas are in sight of

mainstream education.

We at AEL are proud to hold a national

leadership designation in educational technology for

the U.S. Department of Education's regional

educational laboratories. IN *SIGHT is an important

vehicle for 'our leadership efforts, and we are

committed to helping educators understand and plan

for the purposeful use of new and emerging

technologies in schools.

We believe that vision,and leadership are

inextricably linked, and we hope our publication \
conveys this belief. Perhaps no one understands this

concept better than M.C. Escher, and we are grateful

to Cordon Art-B.V. Baarn Holland for permission
to use Escher's Fish and Boats to express this idea
so beautifully.

Dr.Tammy . McGraw

Chief Executive Officer
IAETE at AEL

mcgrawt@iaete.org
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Pictured from bottom to top: Tammy McGraw, Editor in Chief Krista Litirdette,

Managing Editor; Cdrlo McClure, Senior Wiiter; Virginia Seale, Copy Editor;

Sara Marchio, Copy Editor; and John Ross, Web Producer. Not pictured:

Mordell Raney, Executive Editor ond Richard Hypes, Art Director .
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LEA.DERSC=OPP

PAPER AND PIXELS...IN
SEARCH OF THE ULTIMATE
TEXTBOOK

Tammy McGraw, Ed.D. and John Ross, Ph.D.

Tammy McGraw and John Ross explore many of the issues surrounding

electronic textbooks and offer one approach to developing and delivering

electronic instructional media. In the Vision section, Walter Koetke provides

additional insight into how instructional media can be customized to meet the

individual needs of learners.
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PAPEk AMIDJ PEZ-ati060M
SEARCH OF TYLIIITZliGvaTIE
TEXCF-CDCD Tammy McGraw, Ed.D. and John Ross, Ph.D.

ew resources are More prevalent in schools than textbooks; yet, in many

cases, textbooks inadequately address the needs,of students aria teachers.

Outdate-d information-is common due to the nature of textbook adoption cycles,

and the iriformation is often ill-suited to curricula and assessments. Printed

textbooks containing inaccuracies often remain_ in use for six to eight years and

literally pages of forrections are being posted to publishers' Web 'sites. John
,

Hubisz, commenting on a recent study of 12 physical science textbooks most
- .

commonly used in middle schools across the country, states,"What I found was
,

I:iorrifying: None of the booksnot a single onewas deemed adequ-ate by nine

primary reviewers and a host of other experts who offered comments. Each

contained hundreds of factual errors, as well as experiments-that couldrft possibly

work, and-diagrams and drawings that represented impossible situations. One cann,

laugh at the silly mistakes, siich as the equator going through Texas. Far more

serious are the i-outine garblings of' basic science: misstating Newton' laws; -

claiming that no solid substance can cdntiin a plasma; and on and on:"

Textbook development is driven by market demand, and it can be argued

that states with large student populations have the greatest impact on fextbook

development'. Some states, such as Texas and Maine, are experimenting with

replacing textbooks with laptopcomputers; however, this does Incit eliminate the

ri4
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need for quality instructional media.' Equipping every teacher and child with a

laptop computer to actess the World Wide Web still falls short. With its vast

resources, the Web can be burdensome to teachers already strapped for time,

making it difficult for them to search for the most appropriate information and

media for their students.

Laptop computers_are not the only solutions being proposed to alleviate

these problems. Another possil;le replacement for traditional textbooks is the e-

book=a single-purpose device that displays reading materials in ways similar to

traditional books. Several e-book devices are available including the Franklin

eBookMan, goReader, and Gemstar eBook. They range in cost from $125 to $600.

Steve Ditlea suggests that the proprietary file format inherent in many e-book

devices makes them a less-attractive option.' Furthermore, the titles available for

many e-books are not particularly well-suited for K-12 classrooms.

Not all suggested replacements for traditional textbooks are based on an

electronic device to view digital content. Others suggest that the solution to

outdated textbooks is to make them customizable at the district or even the

classroom level. Classwell Learning Group, for example, is partnering with Kinko's

to offer schools custom-made resources geared to meet the needs of individual

students. Using online tools and content supplied by Classwell, teachers can select

and organize materials into custom workbooks for students. The workbooks are

printed and assembled by Kinko's and delivered to the school.'

Gilbert Sewall, director of the American Textbook Council, offers another

aspect of customizable publishing to consider. He warns that local pressures could

affect sensitive issues such as evolution or the depiction,of Columbus. Parents

could request a particular treatment of these, topics within the scope of

customization, creating difficult circumstances for schools and districts.' The

content of the curriculum then becomes much more fluid and subject to

treme
1

ndous variation across schools, raising many questions with regard to scope

arid sequence as students transfer-from schools to other schoolseven within the

same district.
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Clearly the idea of meeting the individual needs of all learners is appealing.
-

Customizable publishing, at least on the -surface, seems to make it postible to do

this. It is important, however, not to diminish the role of the teacher in selecting ,

-
and organizing the content prior to publishing. Teachers have long supplemented

textbooks.with ancillary-materials because they recognize that a one-size-fits-all

approach is not effective. The content selection and organizaticih of materials take
.

time, and this still becomes the primary responsibilii of the teacher.

' Policy is slowly beginning to reflect changes in instructional materials. Over

the last few years, 21 out of 22 adoption states have expanded the definition of -

instructional materials to include tech-nology-bascl produtts. Howeverjew

legislators have followed the lead of states such as Texas, which has revised laws to

allow die purchase of laptops, software, or Web,based resources in lieu of

traditional textbooks.' The adoption process has traditionally examined materials

that would-hot change-over time. That is, the printed book would be adopted for

use in schools for a predetermined number of ye-ars, and thoSe charged with the

adoption wotild not worry) that theielected textbooks would appear

sigrcit<cantly/different in a matter of days, Weeksior Months. One of the MoNst

. iipects of e ectronic-booksthe ability to be updated quicklynow

become a signific nt prob em in the adoption process.

Historically, the adoption pro ess has been/an attempt to ensure that

childFen-receive appropriate-and accurate information in schools. Students wer7not called upon to make a determination abouthe usefulness or accuracy ftheir--- 7 /textbooks, alihough many would undoubtedly offer their commenTo'ay that has\ \ / /-7 / / /
changed. Teachers must elp stUdentslearn how to locate andiasiess inforytion
)from)the Web, thus mpoweringliii-den tbiiileat exterd, to( deermine the-./appropKiateness or aCcuracy of information. Teaching students to locate appropriate7 7 \_,__

information is not as easy as it might seem. Currently there are tirre than 2-billion7pages on the,Internet, with-apprmoxiately 7.3-million new pages being added daili.7

Even the best sea ch engines re neve information that, without the skills to assess

..--------accuracyrcould mislead students. Students will no doubt encf:iiinter many opposing//
viewpoints on,the Web and rnust be able o interaCt pritically with that infOrmation.
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Policy iss.ues are not the only area of concern. New funding models must

be considered. For example, subscription-based services, rather than one-time

purchasei, are becoming more common as are licensing agreements that allow

companies to use content from major content providers in delivering electronic

textbooks.-As is the case with the traditional textbooks they would replace,

electronic textbooks -mit be aCcessible to every student.. If the Web is part of this

solution, then access at home becomes another issue.

Many intellectual property issues associated with electronic publishing are

unresolved at this time. Authors and publishers of printed books have clashed over
-

the rights to the electronic format of printed books. Recent lawsuits suggest

publishers' growing concern over this issue.8 Textbook publishers, well aVvai-e of

Na'pster's assault on the music industry, are also cautious- about the release of dieir -

content in digital form.' Digital rights.management companies are_ poised to assist

publishers in protecting their content Rovia, for exam-ple, securely stores digital ,

books on the Web.' Other companieS are protecting digital content in a variety of

, ways in-cluding setting the content to self-destruct after a specified period of time."

Public domain titles, such as those written by authors NiVhdi have been deceased for

more than 70 years or docuMents supported by federal tax dollars, are mOre

readily available given that intellectual property disputes are not a factor.".

Other legal issues abound. For example, users of printed books can Itian

them to a friend or resell them. This is not necessarily the case with electronic

books. The Seyboldi report, according to Stephanie Ardito, suggests that: "Sharing

titles is difficult, and resale is impossible.. The underlying economic model has more

in comrnon=with a pay-per7view theatrical perfo,rmance or sporting event than with

print p`ublishing. While good for publishers, the mOdel will Create plenty,of

problems for readers and librarians."' Michael Looney and Mark Sheehan suggest,

however, that digital rights management (DRM) software and electronic commerce

; have-been the catalysts for the recent surge in e-book interest.",

It would seem that one major benefit of electronic textbooks is the savings -
that should result for schools. After all, traditional text printing and storage costs,

. alone are significant to school districts. Even customizable books should.result in

^
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From a school or

classroom

management

perspective, there

is a major reason

to refrain from

replacing print

media: the printed

, book is reliable

even when

technology fails.

savings) For example, McGraw-Hill Primis Custom Publishing's:tool, Primis Online,

enables users to view the materials in color online, yet they can be customized in
-

black and white.' It appears, however, that the economic benefit will not be I

immediatelji apparent. Andrew Odlyzko" points out.that publishers claim that

switching to an electronic format can save at most 30 percent of the coSts (those

related to printing and mailing) though he suggests .that electronic versions of

established print journals are no less expensive than the print version cif the same

journal. He also suggests that publishers do not generally speak of savings, but of

additional co-sts they bear in producing electronic publications. The issue o, f cost

comparison is so complex that it is difficult to predict when or. how these savings

will be realized.

From a school or classroom management perspective, there is a major

reason to refrain from replacing print rnedia:The printed bOok is reliable even when

technology fails. Bandwidth requirements, equipment maintenance and support, and

network stability already weigh heavily on schools. Greater reliance on'electronic

media must be considered in this context.

In the midst of the grov4ing electronic textbook industry, knperceptible
;

digital watermarkinga technology most often associated with copyright

proteCtionoffers a viable alternative to the solutions presenthd in/this article."

At the present, e-books dO not appear to be replacing print media but rather

supplementing it, indicating that print-based textbooks are likely to remain

dominant in classrooms for some time.'8 The continued use of textbooks is riot

necessarily undesirable. McKnight, Dillon, and Richardson state,'We have had

nearly 500 years' experience of using printed textbooks, and they, not only support -
,

a wide range of applications, but users also have such a strong mental model of-
th'eir generic structure and organization that they can successfully adopt an equally

r

wide range of usage strategies."' They further suggest that while hyperfext can

support activides that would be difficuk, if not impossible, to aCcomplish with

printed text, we must be Sure that these capabilities are used in pursuit of valid

'learning tasks. "It is not sufficient that we can browsea million Plges on our

desktop, or link 100 articles together for rapid retrieval at the click of a mouse

button: such capabilities are only important in terms of their utility to human

I NPe I OH T1 2001 I.VOL. 1 ILEADERSHO 12 1 1 7



learners. Yet there are feW signs that most learning scenarios require such support,

and little knowledge on how we might best provide it in terms of usability, even if it
-

were required."

There is much to be learned about how to best use the technologies

available to us to support teaching and learning. Shneiderman contends that

exploring vast holdings of information has become increasingly difficult as the

quantity.and diversity of the information has grown." He suggests that while the

computer is an effective tool for searching this information, it is far from ideal. He

points out that novice users are often impeded by cumbersome user interfaces; and

new approaches must consider how all 'students, including those with physical or

cognitive limitations, will benefit from the approach to textbook design. Clearly,

design and adoption of any electronic textbook solution should be based on non-
_

biased research and should carefully examine issues associated with their use in

classrooms. For example, Jakob Nielsen suggests that individuals read approximately

25 percent more slowly from a computer screen than from a printed page, and yet

schools are adopting handheld devices at an astonishing pace.2' To achieve screen

resolution like that of a printed page, 300 dpi displays would need to be used, an

unlikely option given the expense of these high-resolution displays at this time. It is.

likely then that handheld devices will be used without consideration of this

limitation.

According to Steve Ditlea,"At some point in the future, however, e-books

and print are bound to diverge. Lurking amidst e-publishing today is the notion of

multimedia books that seamlessly incorporate hypertext, sound, and animation." "

Eryn Brown suggests, however, that there won't be an electronic book business

unless someone creates a model that makes the publishing business want to

participate." Assuming this is true, a logical approach to designing the dominant

instructional media for classrooms might be to begin with.what McKnight, Dillon,

and -Richardson describe as our most successful information technologythe

printed book."The Institute for the Advancement of Emerging Technologies in

Education (IAETE) has developed a prototype interactive textbook using the digital

watermarking technology commercially available from Digimarc.
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Digimarc MediaBridge technology creates an imperceptible digital

waterma}k Consisting of XML-ba§ed (eXtensible Markup Language) coding

embedded in a graphic or other media element. With the aid of an optical reader

device, such as a digital Camera conneCted to a computer, Digimarc MediaBridge

software reads the watermark, activates a standard Web browser, and delivers the

user to a specified Web site. The Institute is exploring digital watermarking as a

means to supplement print media with current, up-to-date information delivered via

a safer, more efficient Web environment. It is important to note that this interactive

textbook is an extension of text information: Any function now possible on the

Web, including chat, interaction with experts, data visualization, simulations, and

virtual reality environments, is plausible within the context of the 'interactive book.

IAETE has selected a widely adopted middle school science textbook as a

basis for the prototype. Coniider the following sCenario. Tftlically, static

information is organized and presented in a familiar textbook format (drawing ulon

known use metaphors): Using a portable, wireless, handheld deviCe with a digital

'camera, supplementary information in the form of audio, video, or other

N5.B IGHT1 2001 'VOL. 1 LEADERSHIP 14
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multimedia-based 'digital formats is dynamically linked to the printed page with an

imperceptible digital watermark, creating an interactive learning environment of the

most currentreliable, and 'accuirate information possible in a learning community

that_stretches 'far beyond the geographic boun-daries of a classroom, school, or

community. For example, students exploring the immune system use information

created by content experts_such as the National Cancer Institute or the National

Institutes of Health. They view videos to better understand the experience and

need for using an iron lung and listen to interviews of survivors of major epidemics.

Sti.klents visit the Howard Hughes Medical Iristitute online-and participate in a ;

virtual lab simulation to better understand the role of antibodies. Studenti studying

, AIDS and-HIV use real, up-to-date data provided by the Centers for Disease

Control (CDC) and the AIDS Education Global Information System (AEGIS) for

their own,_analysis and study.

The iriterattive textbook is more than a gateway to Web-based content. A

graphical palette containing icons embedded with digital Watermarks provides quick

access to a suite of learning tools that allows the students to apply concepts and

practice skills. For example, a student,can instantly check for understanding by

pointing the eamera on a wireless handheld device to an image representing,an

assessment activity. The embedded watermark launches a simple assessment,

whether a-series of text-based, questions or a simulatidn allowing the student,to

_ respond to a few quick questions while receiving immediate feedback. The teacher-
e

also receives information regarding the student's assessment and exploration of the

content. Differentiated instruction is possible as each child explores various layers

.of,content appropriate for his or hee'needs and interests. This palette of todls,

printed on the edge of the page, allows students to lau9ch additional applications
_ ,

instantly from their hard drives to accomplish such'tasks as editing a video clip,

creating aconcept maP, or entering facts into'a database.

Imperceptible digital watermarking is clearly an effective technology to .

-consider in this context. The MediaBridge "reader" software can be downloaded

free, the embedding process requires very little time dr expertise to accomplish,

and inexpensive cameras are widely available to read the watermarks. Images

embedded with an imperceptible digital watermark do not differ in appearance from

IN081011T1 2001 lycx I I LEADERSHIP15
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-
those found in traditional printed textbooks, and pages can be designed without bar

. .

codes, long URLs, or references tO CD-ROM source material: The watermarks

, contained within the images are invisible and provide access to unlimited electronic

resources from a familiar, unobtrusive interface.

-
'In short, this ipproach to interactive textbook design retains the most

salient aspects of print media while providing instant and corWenienvaccess to

dynamic content, assessments, applications, and communication tools. Unlike other

,electronic books, the interactive tex-ilmok developMent process does not displace

Well-established textbook.production methods. It is, therefore, more easily adopted

by the textbook publishing industry and those it serves.

There. appears to'be some-general migration to the creation of connected

-content. The Heller Report/5 recently_announced Harcourt's agreement with Digital

Convergence, maker of the :CueCat bar code solution. HarcOurt will begiri using

the bar codes in more than 80 textbooks this fall. While this is encouraging in

some ways, the widespread use of bar Eodes has some drawbacks.' Bar codes are

conspicuous and,lack the eleganCe of the visual interface afforded by imperceptible
,

digital watermarking.

As the electronic textbook industry continues to be defined, one thing is

clear: Electronic textbobks.are here to stay. Forrester Research has peedicted that

by the year 2005, 25 percent of the college textbook sales will be'digital./i' While

educators are embracing the electronic textbook, textbook producers are facing a

great responsibility to dc1N it well.'We believe IAETE offers a viable model. r
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ASK SMARTYPANTS!
AN EVIDENCE-BASED
EDUCATION PROJECT

Krista Burdette, M.A.,Tammy McGraw, EdD., and Christopher Cora llo, Ed.D.

Krista Burdette and her colleagues at IAETE present a summarY of their

efforts to assist educatois -in obtaining the most useful and current

information about new and emerging technologies. Their Web-based tool, Ask

Smartypants% was inspired by John Willinsky's work In the Vision section, Dr.

Willinsky presents his thinking about evidence-based education.
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ASK SMARTYPA
-AIN EVIDENCE-BASED
EDUCATION PROJECT
Krista BurdetteM .A.,Tammy McGraw, Ed.D., and Christopher Corolla, Ed.D.

NTRODUCTION

n this day of information overload, how can professionals keep abreast of

useful information about new and emerging technologies? -Amid literally thousands

of journals and trade magazines, articles are published at astounding rates. It would

be difficult forany professional' to skim every publication and nearly impossible to

read every article. V

,

_
.

This problem is not exclusive to education. Similarly, busy physicians likely..
do not have time to read every medical research journal, but it is important for -

/them to be aware of best practices and proMising treatments.\ The evidence-based

medicine model was developed by The Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine

(Oxford) and helps busy doctors make use of medical research in their daily

practice by providing twb -resources: Best Evidence CD-ROM and the EBM Journal.

The CD=ROM reviews research on relevant conditions, symptoms, treatments, and

diagnostic tests. The journal presents abstracts collected from approximately 70,
,

journals that were kreened by a panel of expert clinicians and deemed valid, as well

as clinically important. The journal drastically reduces the amount of reading time

needed to cull the significant studies from hundreds of journali.'

A similar effort recently began in the social sciences. Established in 2000

and named for a wellLknown psychologist, Donald Campbell, the Campbell
,

Collaboration is "an emerging international effort that aims to help
1

people make

" 4.
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and Knowledge

Management

Software, Inc.,

have partnered to

create a tool that
C

_will assist

practitioners in

find,ng research

and other

informition

relevant to their

needs.

well-informed decisions by preparing, maintaining, and promoting access tO

systematic reviews of studies on the effects of social and educational policy and

practices?'
(

,

Like the physicians mentioned previously, busy educators struggle to find
Itime to read-research and informative articles on,promising technology praCtices

) , . ..
and potentially valuable emerging technologies. To make things more difficult,

information about new and emerging-technologies is not always found in traditional

education journals, because cutting-edge devices arid practices, often developed with

oiher indu-stries in mind, may appear in popular or technical media first. Thus, even
,

after reading about potentially significant ideas or resources in' education or other

industries, educators and administrators are often left without a clear understanding

of how they can adapt 01 apply such ideas for use in classrooms, schools, arid ,

districts.

One good example is the perconal digital assistant (PDA). The PaImPilot

w'as introduced to the business community in 1996, but the technology is only now

beginning to find its way into schools and classrooms. Users can record, store,and ,

play MP3 music files; administrators can electronically sinchronize their calendars ,

and instantly check a student's schedule; teachers can manage attendance, grades, and

-seating charts; and students can use digital camera attachments or download math

calculators,from the Web.,These are just a few examples of how PDAs can-be used in

schools.3 Unfortunately, although a variety of technologies that hold tremendous

potential for educators and students are being used ,in other fields, currently, littlels

being done tO identify or adapt these technologies.for-school or classroOm use.

The Institute for she Advancement of Emerging Technologies in Education

(IAETE) and Kn6wledge ManageMent Software, Inc., have partnered to create a too'l

that will assist practitioners in finding research and other information relevant to-
,

their needs. Modeled after the evidence-based medkine paradigm, this Web-based

tool and review process is designed to assist practitioners in the identification,

evaluation, interpretaticin, and application of tke most relevant research related to
/

neiv and emerging technologies.
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The toolAsk Smartypants!is poWered by Deskartes, developed by

Knowledge Management Software, Inc. An important part of this complex multi-

neural network is the natural language proceising component. Knowledge

Management Software, Inc., explains,"The natural language proceis allows a

question to be asked in English (or any other Western 'language, as all are

supported). Deskartes will then extract the words 'from the sentence and create-a

pattern, which is then'passed into the Neural Network and creates the input

liattern."4 This process is paiiicularly beneficial to educators who may not have the

technology vocabulary necessarrto identify or find the 'information they seek. Fcir

ease of -use, the natural language process automatically adjusts for misspellings,

synonyms, and categories.

Although ease of use is important, the, real value of the tool lies in Web-

based access to summaries ot current literature and, inore important, it goes a step

further to include school and/or classroom applications to consider and possible

issues or challenges that mararise as a result of implementation. It is this feature

thaf differentiates this tool from other electronic:indexes.

MIEVINIC)ID

\
More than 1,000 journal titles have been collected to represent 10 content

areas: Aeronautics &Space Science, Biological Sciences, Business, Computer Science

' & Automation', Education, Engineering & Technology, Medicine & Health, Military,

Physics, and World Wide Web & -Internet. These publications were identified using

recommendation lists from prominent associations and organizations, in addition to
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HUMAN INTERFACE ENGINE
input questions in natural language

using text or spoken communications

Question E:=>

Users \

Solution
Learns to ensure

solutions become more

accurate with use

\
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Walt aim=
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TRI-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL ENGINE
takes the pattern generated by

the Huma; Interface Engine and looks for a match
in its Knowledge base of solutions

ist Dimensioh E>
Enter Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

Return results to

Human Interface Engine

To verify against

Context and Structure

3rd Dimension

Pass to Vector

Quantization Network

V
2nd ahnension

Enter Back Propagation Network

<===]

Illustration shows the Deskaites search process. Courtesy: Knowledge Management Software, Inc.

A
Magavnes for Libraries, a publication used by academic and public libraHes in

collection development.'

Using a modified Delphi technique, IAETE is assembling the publications ;

that provide reliable, valid, and useful research, as well as valuable information from

trade journals and popular titles about potentially useful emerging technologies.

.The modified Delphi group coinprises panels'of ekperts representing-each of the

10 content areas. Each member of every panel is asked to identify from the list of

journals those that provide useful information about new and emergiiig

technologies relative to his or her identified content group2The questionnaire,

requires merribers to indicate recommended retentions and deletions from the

original list of'journal titles. 'Members are also atked to suggest additional titles that

should be included.

After the questionnaires are returned to 1AETE, they will be analyzed, and

titles will be divided into categories: 100 percent consensus, 75 to 99 percent
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consensus, 50 to 74 percent consensusAnd under 50 percent consensus. A second

questionnaire will then be distributed to the panels that includes the titles receiving

50 to 100 percent consensus and recommended additions. The process will be

repeated. Once consensus is reached on the resource list, IAETE staff will arrange

for subscriptions to the selected titles and a Tier-1 Review Group will be identified.

The number of journals selected during this modified Delphi process will

determine the number of members in the Tier-I Review Group. (For example,.

there may be 15 members representing Education and only 5 members

representing Aeronautics & Space Science.) Each member of the Tier-I Review

Group will be responsible for monitoring assigned titles, selecting useful articles

from the publications, and composing summaries based on a template provided by

1AETE. Guidelines for selection and composition are under development by IAETE

and will be distributed to Tier-I group members.

Once the Tier-I Review roup has been launched, a Tier-2 Review Group

will be assembled. he members of the Tier-2 Review Group will be experts in/ /---\education who ha e h nds-on sch ol and/ r classeoom experience and who are

there y able to glean implications an revaluate t e potential impact for education/
f om the summaries comóletedb y the Tier- I eview GrouD. The Tier-2 Review

Group(.4)(1(eet qua erl o develop school and/or classroom applications for

consideration and to-identify possib

implementing the applications.

In 2002,, the nowledge base Wil e populated and the Web sit

ksmartypants.org) will be ully op7ational. Educators-w013 able to type a

I language question on the Web site o receive alist of ,ossi ly relevant

esearcF/reviews. Users will berasked io evaluate the use ulriess of the returned

review§:Through the user's response, the-software "learns" which reyiews,best

answer each questio. Using confefice ratings, future output is modifiedlo-reftect

enges that may arise as a result-Of

Olomaceet,
practitioners

begin

ea)
GO OIGIBMGG

WZG (3202E:11

conducted

IAETE,

CA9

era E9209

Tap cat°
u2eccosG3 cm:3

development

community.

'user satisfaction:on previous searches.

Questic s that are no usansWered to-the er's satisfactio rat forwarded via

e-mail to the site administrator, resulting in a list of question that are not be'

answered by current research. As a resu tlAETE plan w on usersiun swered
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- questions to shape future research agendas. As gaps are identified, research can be

planned to address that need. In essence, practitioners will begin to influence the

research conducted by IAETE, as well as the entire research and development

community.

-

In addition to this 'interaction, users will be able to discuss and debate the

applications ind their experiences relative to the topics at the Web site. In this way, a

closer alignment of research and practiCe will be achieved.

o R9-

While this model is not as Iiroadly based as the Campbell Collaboration, it is '

built on the belief that popular media, as well as empirical research, must be

considered when charting the future of emerging technologies in teaching, learning,

and school management. Furthermore, the application of technologies appearing first

in other sectors must be adapted for education. This model prompts users to

consider the potential value of these technologies in education.

Practitioners must .fie active participants in the design, application, and study
1

of new technologies for schools. This model offers easily accessible 'information,

provides a forum to share actual classroom practices, and enables researchers to

narrow the focus Of research to reflect the expressed needs of educators.

' Willinsky J. (2000). Technologies of knOwing A proposal for the humdn 'sciences. Boston: Beacon Press.

'The Campbell Collabciation. (200.1). About the Campbell Collabotution. http://campbell.gse.upenn.edulabouthtm.

O'Donovan, E. (2000). Small wonders (buyer's guide). Technology & Learning 21(3), 15.

'Knowledge Management Software, Inc. What is natural language? Frequently ikked Questions.

www.kmsofhware.com/FAQS/defauhthtm#q I O.

Katz,W, & Katz, L (Eds.). (2000). Magazines for Libraries (10th ed). New Providence, NJ: R.R. Bowker
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L'E&DERSHOP

COMBINING TELEPHONY
AND INTERACTIVE
TELEVISION TO
FACILITATE EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN SCHOOLS AND
FAMILIES

Tammy McGraw, Ed.D.,Jdhn Ross, Ph.D., Steven Greenspan, Ph.D.,

David Weimer, M.S.,Andrea Basso, Ph.D., and Soleil Gregg, MA.

Researchers at AT&T Labs and METE are working together to explore how

common technologies, such as the telephone and television, can be used to

provide an effective, affordable way to improve communication between

teachers and parents. The idea of pervasive technologies is the basis of Dr.

Bill Mark's paper in the Vision section.
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Tammy McGraw, Ed.D.John Ross, Ph.D., Steven Greenspan, Ph.D.,

David Weither, M.S., Andrea Bassp; and Soleil Gregg, M.A.

NTRODUCTIO

s education reform and accountability initiatives place

- demands on schools to help all students achieve at highlevels, schools are seeking

support from families to assist children in learning. Research has consistently

shown that family involvement in school increases student achievement.' Familie's

can, therefore, play a critical role in helping childrenand sciloolsto meet

performance goali. By working -together as partners, schools and families cdn

maximize efforts and resources to address barr'iers to learning and improve

children's chances for school success.2

The types of partne'rships that promote stUdent achievement require new

levels of cooperation and collaboration between homes and schools, yet many '

barriers prevent schools from connecting to families, particularly in rural and inner-
,

city communities. Researchers at AT&T Labs and The Institute for the Advancement

of Emerging Technologies in Education (IAETE) studied a possible solution

PhoneChannel, an innovative new technology.applicationto help schools reach

out to families in -rural Kentucky. Unlike other,technology solutions, PhoneChannel

maximizes two commonly,used tech'nologiestelevision and telephonethat are
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Most teachers

support family

involvement and

believe that their

jobs are easier

and that .children

-.learn more when

'families Work With

them as partners. '

-

;

prevalent even in the most economically distressed and geographically remote

communities. Furthermore, the learning curve to effectively use these tools is

negligible, and even_those citizens who grapple with basic literacy can easily and

effectively use the telephone and television. Working in-an underserved community,

the researchers assessed the technology's potehtial to improve home-school

communication and_to forge p'artnerships with families that help students achieve.

VINE OMP(DIMaNCE CDP MIKOIV OG:TU(911,WEMEG:74

Research has consistently demonstrated that family involvement in

children's schooling improves student achievement, behavior, attitudes toward

school, attendance, and school completion rates.37hese-findings are more

pronounced for children in low-income faMilies, where parent involvement can

afforcl children' the same achieyement advantage as those children having middle-

class status.' However, family involVement is often lowest in the very schools where,

children have the most to gain from, home-school- partnerships.'

I

\ Although some of the greatest effects of family involvement on achievement

have been found-when families support children's learning at home, many parents

do not know how to help their children learn." Teachers can boost this type of \

involvement, and subsequently student achievement, by sharing inforniation with

families about how to help children complete schoolwork and develop the study'

skilli needed for academic success.'

N.

Most teachers support family involvement and believe that their jobs-are

easier and that children learn more when farnilies 'Work with them as partners.' In

addition, teachers have higher opinions of parents and parents express more

satisfaction with teachers and schools when levels of family involYement are high.'

' Stu-dies show that frequent coMmunication with families about school programs and

their children's progress is one way that schools can increase,family involvement in

education both at home and at school.'

Frequent two-way communication has been identified as a characteristic of

successful school-family partnerships, along with mutual trbst and respect, common

goals, and shared responsibility, for students' learning." Likewise, school practices
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linked to successful family involvement programs include frequent anO meaningful

two-way communication between homes and schools, a family-focused philosophy,

written policies regarding family involvement, administrative support for programs

and policies, training for school staff on ways to involve parents, a partnership

approach, networking with community resoures, and program evaluation.'

To promote partnership between schools and families, policyniakers have

included parent involvement components in several federal education initiatives.

The Goals 2000: Educate America Act of 1994 added parent involvement as a

national education goal. Both Title I of the Improving America's Schools Act of 1994

and the 1997 amendments to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act defined

new roles for families intended to empower them to participate as partners in their

children's education. Despite such measures, however, family involvement remains

an elusive goal for many schools, particularly those in rural areas and inner cities

with high concentrations of low-income parents.'

OVERaDMIG BARRIgUag FAM01V ONVOL.WgGaKU

Despite the overwhelming evidence that family involvement is vital to the

improvement of student achievement, many barriers can prevent families from

becoming more involved in their children's education. Research has identified at

least six barriers to family involvement: (1) busy or conflicting schedules, (2) lack of

information about the school and how to assist with schoolwork, (3) cultural or

language differences, (4) transportation and child-care difficulties, (5) low parental

education levels, and (6) unsupportive school policies and practices.'4 Such barriers

not only keep parents from participating in school activities but also impede

communication with teachers that could help them to assist their children with

learning at home.

Many low-income parents feel alienated from their child's school, possibly in

part because of workplace demands.' The majority of working parents report that

they have too little time for their children, and 40 percent believe that they devote

too little time to their child's education." Both parents and teachers point to lack

of time as the main barrier preventing meaningful home-school communication and

family involvement in education. Parents are unable to come to school during the

+133
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day because they are at work, and teachers are unavailable to take calls from

parents because they are busy with students and cannot leave their classrooms

unattended."

Teachers in high-povecty schools perceive parents' lack of education as the /

second biggest barrier to their involvement in children's learning, a problem

corrimon to rural areas and ihner cities.'8 Lack of education not only affects parents'

ability,to assist with schoolwork but also can make them feel uncomfortable at

school and amplify social and cultural differences that impede coinmunication.
\

Some families-2-such as rural, inner-city, disadvantaged, and single-parent

face multiple and overlapping barrier's that together create vast obstacles to their

involvement and make partnership a difficult and complex venture for schools and

teachers'. Schools can help to overcome barriers to home-school partnerships by

reathing out to parents, especially those who are less likely to participate.' Studies

show that parents want to be informed about their child's schooling. They

, particuladyWint to know about ways to helptheir child at home; information
)about school activities, programs, and poltaes; how their child is progressing; what

2'teachers expect their child to do; and ways they can be involved.2° However, the/ /challenge facing schools is how to establish effective, ongoing communication withZ I

the/hardest-to-reaCh families. Best practices-for reaching all types of families
( /

include using a variety of commu es/nication strategiadapted to parents' needs (e.g.,7 V
telephone calls, audio- and videotapes, and personal contacd) and relying less on

printed-materials.'

In many areas of the-country, technology is helpjng-to-bridge the gap in

home-school communication by eliminating barriers of time and space.22 Phone
) ( ('messaging systems, homework hotlines,Web sites, and e-mail are some of the ways

that-technology is-providing families access to school information anytime, anyplace.Z VHowever, phone messaging systems do not allow direct communication-with a

child's teacher; and while-Web sites-typically post geneTal school information, most,

because of privacy concerns(do not yet provide informatitm about an individual

student's pr'ogress. Of these technology applications, onlymnail promotes-the type/
of meaningful, two-way communiCation,that encourages family involvement and
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builds successful home-school partnerships. Unfortunately, many families struggle

with basic literacy issues, inadequate keyboarding skills, and coniputer access.

Disadvantaged- families face greater: barriers to p-articipation because they

lack_access to the necessary ,technology. Although research shows that the digital

divide is shrinking, rural, inner-city, low-income, and less-educated families are still

less likely to own computers and to be ccinnected tO the Internet. For example,

only 4 percent of households with incomes less than $15,000 and no high school

diploma have Internet access compared to 80 percent for familiei with a college

diploma making over $75,000."
_

While new communication tools provide unprecedented opportunities to

connect families and schools, many solutions are not viable for some.individuals or

communities. In light cif limited access to advanced technology in homes, one

report suggests that--"getting an old-fashioned Telephone into-every classroom might

be one ofthe most effective ways to improve communication between families and

teachers." Although few teachers currently have telephones in_their classrooms-,

most have access to telephones in a teacher workroom, khool library, or school

office. Further evidence to support using the telephone to improve school-to-

home communications can be found in telephone penetration rates for private

residences, with 94.1 percent of American households reporting phone access from -,

home.",

LWIEVOIMEDDA, ;CDMILMUMEGAMOG:7

Telephories provide adequately for vocal conversation, but face-to-face

meetings also allow, visual communication and can be invaluable in creating oe

restoring trust. Recent technological advances in perSonal computers and -

telecommunications have decreased the expense and increased the functionality of

multimedia communication.

EXPRESSIVENESS THROUGH AUDIO AND VISUAL- MEDIA

Research on-audiovisual communication demonstrates the value of both

audio and video. However, of the two, audio is more important for most types of

communication." Indeed, studies of videotelephony indicate that improving audio

es1
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quality, while.maintaining a constant video quality, leads to perceived improvements

,in video quality. Conversely, poor voice quality can create severe communication

problerns."

Audiovisual collaboration tools on PCs are becoming popular. However,
.

most of these tools were desighed for business use, not households." Audiovisual

collaboration tools (both Ole software and ancillary devices such as Web cams and

microphones) are especially difficult for residential users to install, configure, and

use. Web cams often distort the movements of the speaker, and the resulting

abrupt changes in facial.expression can be disconcerting." Indeed, studies and field

trials of videotelephony have yielded mixed results." Although many people are

enthusiastic about the emotional valu-e of seeing one another, the same people-have

expressed concerns about privacy and the difficulties imposed by poor camera

angles,and visual distortions.. Many field trials of videotelephony show'reduced

usage over time."

However, some of the richness of face-to=face communication can be

achieved without videoconferencing. Several researchers'have argued that too

much attention has been focused on "talking'heads" and not On the other

conversational artifacts that can facilitate communication." Early marketing research

by AT&T and more-recent research highlight the importance of being able to see

what the other person is talking about:3? Sharing visual artifacts has been shown to

significantly improve conversational efficiency and satisfaction." The reason for this _

gain in efficiency is that shared visual artifacts allow speakers td more easily refer to

physical objects. (For example, they can point to objects and uie linguistic terms

like "this" and "that.")- Without the .shared context;speakers and listeners have

more difficulty establishing common ground and often have to refer to physical

objectsusing more abstract and linguistically complex descriptions. For,these

reasons, We believe that the ability to augment normal phone conversations with

shared visual-information would be value'd in pareni-teacher communication.

1 3
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NTERACTIVITY
COMMUN

OMQGORONOUS a,GOD
ICATION

ASYNCHRONOUS

Audiovisual richness is one dimension that is used to describe

communication. A second dimension describes the manner in which conversational

participants interact. In synchronous communication, utterances are heard as they

are spoken (or written) and responses can be swift. Face-to-face communication is

the prime example of synchronous communication. E-mail and voice mail lie at the

other extreme. The content is created long before the recipient receives it. (In the

case of Web pages, the recipient is usually unknown.) Research on this distinction

indicates that synchronous communication (e.g., face-to-face meetings) typically

contains less formal, more expressive language. Synchrony also provides

opportunities for real-time feedback, thus minimizing,misunderstandings and

demonstrating attentiveness. In contrast, asynchronous communication (e.g., e-mail)

allows greater control over content creation and archiving.35

ESTABLISHI
THROUGH

TRUST
Kla91140KEDIA

Audiovisual availability and synchrony influence what communication

participants can assume about each other. To communicate efficiently and

successfully, people must assume a common ground of world knowledge and

intentions." In face-to-face conversations, people use audio and visual channels to

establi,sh meaning and correct assumptions about each other's perspective.

Establishing common ground is more difficult when participants are not in

the same physical location. Telephones provide voice and real-time interaction but

no visual information. Two-way videoconferencing provides real-time voice and

visual exchange, but the visual channel generally provides a limited and sometimes

distorted view of the other's physical body and surroundings?'

Empirical research on common ground tends to emphasize the mechanisms

that establish reference to the physical and social world, and previously spoken

utterances." However, coordinated activities include emotional attunement as well

as mutual knowledge. Speakers and listeners -adapt to each other's communication

style, sometimes taking on the accent or jargon of the other." They learn to trust

,
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Interactivity

allows

participants to

attune to each

other's needs and

expectations,

facilitating the

development

of trust.

or distrust one ariother, develop bonds, and form expectations about social roles

and whether or not future interactions will be enjoyable.4°

Common ground and attunement are complementary concepts. Common

ground research tends to focus on the cognitive and linguistic elements of

communication, aria attunernent tends to emphasize the emotional aspects.

Attunement plays a role in the development of trust." Trust develops, in part,

through observable,indicators that the other person is trustworthy. Individuals are

, often considered trustworthy, for example, when they appear to ,be competent,

reliable, cOncerned about and attentive to the trusting person, and similar in

background or social values." Thus, a person can increase perceptions of his or her

trustworthiness by being_cooperative, showing solidarity with others, being reliable,

releasing tension through jokes and laughter, showing passive acceptance and ,

agreeing with others, indicating a'tterition Ecy asking for clarification, and giving

suggestions that imply the other person has autonomy:" Interactivity allows

participants to attune to each other's needs and expectations, facilitating the

development of trust."

PhoneChannel is a new communication service that allows a person with

access to the Internet to display visuals on a-digitakcable subscriber's/television

while the two are talking. (The concept works equally well with broadband,

wireless, and switched video over xDSL)'A user can "pdsh" information-from a

computerto a household TV. For example, a teacher might call a parent, ask the

parent-to tune to channel 77 on the household cable TV, and display a student's

schedule, projects; or homework on that TV It is also applicable in any service-

based activity in which an individual can expliin or talk through visuals, such as

providing support for step,by-step directions or supplementing English-base'd

directions in another language. See Table. I for an example call floW.

_1 3
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What the users do What hcppens in the telephone and cable network -

i IP a "Cable subscriber initiates a phone
V call.

Normal call set-up procedure

The other per= answers the
telephone. .

.

Nennai telephone call connection is created.

.

PC user launches client application,
...

-

... asks the TV subscriber to tune their
TV tn the PhoneChannel (e.g , "83").

The TV subscribeQ telephone number is used as an alias for the
cable or sitellite TV's network address; the call connection
provides an iMplicit authorization to allow communication
between the PC user and the TV viewer. (Whai there is no-call
connection, fUrther visual communicatiOn is denied.)

The PC user captures visual
information with the application using
a 'send* button.

The PhoneChinnel server is told te display the new imige on the
TV. .

.

L The sent image is displayed on the
p TV.
. ,

The image is sent through the IP network to the cable headend
with affirming information. It is then broadcast but is receivable
only by,the appropriate set-top box:

Table l"/An example of a PhoneCbannel call flow

PhoneChannel utilizes readily available household devices to augment

telecommunications with visual information. The telephone provides a channel for

conveying socio-emotional information in real time, thereby allowing attunements

to establish trust. The television enables the sharing of visual information to

establish common ground and increases trust by reducing uncertainty related to

task-orienfed information.

By using the television, multiple conversation participants can sit

comfortably while talking with others over PhoneChannel instead of crowding

around a PC. Unlike PC applications based on co-browsing, the parent in a

teacher-parent dialogue doesn't have to navigate a Web browser to find relevant

informatio?. Thus, it allows norf-PC.households to communicate with PC-enabled

schools or classrooms, while minimizing device complexity for the non-PC users.

Even in, households with PCs, PhoneChannel via television may be desired because

PCs are often situated on desktops away from the social center of the household.

-The application is robust enough, however; to be extended to PC-to-PC-

communication and other visual communication devices.
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PCACA:7ECM&MkgEll, RESEARCH-

The influence of:Phone Channel on communicatidn and interpersonal

relationships has been investigated in two laboratoiy studies of e-commerce. One

study involved real estate and the other catalog shopping. In both studies,

PhoneChannel was compared to other types of communication media. In the real

estate study, a real estate agent hired for die study received phone calls from study
,

participants who were in the process of looking for a new house. The real estate

agent either used PhoneChannel or just the phone to talk with die study

participants. Other study participants used a Web browser to search for possible
__

homes. participants were asked to select,several houses that they would like to
,

visit. After making their selections, they completed a questionnaire. Results

indicated that using a telephone or PhoneChannel led to greater ratings of trust

than using die Web. However, using the Web or PhoneChannel was considered

more convenient, fun, and- efficient."

In'theCatalog shopping study:participants -were asked'to select a blender as/ 1 /
a gilt/for a friend using one of four methods: PhoneChannel, a standard Web

browser, aWeb browser augmented with audio descriptions of the blenders, and-a

Web browser augmented with a window for real-time instant messaging (i.e., text/
based) with a sales agent.* PhoneChannel and instant/messaging resulted-in higher

CYratings of interpersonal trust than the other two Web condidons,,but using

PhoneChannel was considered more comprehensive and-efficient than using instantV
messagihg. PhoneChannel also was considered easier, more pleasant,,and moreV
engaging than using any of the Web browsers. Given these findings, it is likely tha

PhoneChannel will support efficient, engaging conversation and should encourage

trust betweew parent and teacii-6(relatiie to other forms .of coMmunication-at-a-//
distanee: By using/technologies readily available in most homes,lamilies are moreV
likely-to have access to thetools necessary for effective communication with

schools.

IMMO PINCDMECL6In,-IAMall

Instead of creatinga_network that integrates télephony and video,

PhoneChannel loosely couples the Internet, telephone, and television networks.
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Loose coupling means that they operate independently of one another but

'communicate status information through a shared database. Phone Channel uses_

the telephone ndmber as the logical address of a/visual display, in this case the'

household TV that i otherwise unassociated with the telephone network. The
,

telephone conversation is the authorization that allows the PC user to send the

visuils to the TV. This has three benefits: (I) it makes addressing the TV display easy

for the sender, (2) it prevents,nuisance callers from displaying anything on a user's

TV screen, and (3) it provides a secure connection so that interlopers.may not view

student data. The TV user must be willing to talk on the telephone and tune the TV

to the proper channel.

I. One person calls the
other end t hey begin
talking over the
Jelephone

2. ,While talk* pen=
with a PC (ie., tacker).

. starts PhoneCheinel'
APPlication;
composes or retrieves
image on PC screen;
end presses "send"
button;
commend is sent to

'digital set top box
(DST/3) end imegr is
sent to network server.

3: MTh receives .

command vie dete
network to retrieve
image nom e network
server, image is
displayed on TV.

ThoneChannel Architecture ,

Call Notification PhoneChannel Server
sesslon management
erntdistribution .

Conjoin Server

POTS line
cable
IP Signaling
Session Content .Session Content

111

( Diagram I

Diagram I sho,'Afs the architecture for PC-to-TV visdal pdsh for the

education trials. A teacher initiates a telephone call through a stariclard phone-
_

connection and pushes content from a school-based comp;uter__ to a Web site where

access is restricted to session members (the household). The PhoneChannel server

manages the session arid opens the desired communication channel once the, ,

teacher manually inputs the designated household phone number through the

PhoneChannel computer- interface. During the session, the teacher can push any
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digital information that can be displayed from the computer, including an electrOnic

student portfolio, an electronic grade manager, pictures, and Web sites. In addition,

through the use of a document _camera, the teacher can push images of three:

dimensional products or manipulate objects during the conversation, which can be

useful for working through homework problems or discussing concepts for

reinforcement with the parents. In diagram I, teachers in School A and School B

are running the application and pushing information to different set-top boxes for

viewing on two different households' TVs.

PHO HANKlgD,

The project described below was a pilot study of the Phone Channel

application in a school setting. Calloway COunty, Kentucky, is a large rural county in

the southwest part of the state thai has identified increased parental

communication as a goal for improvement, based on data gathered from parents.

Calloway County Schools employed Developmental Research and Programs, Inc., of

Seattle,Washington, to administer the Communities That Care Youth Survey. The

survey data was collected in October 1999, and the participants were district

students in grades 6 to 12. Results indicated that 43 percent of students live in a'

single-parent household as compared to the national average of 33 percent. In

addition, student households are widely distributed across the county, and distance

EDUCATION

is a significant barrier to successfully getting parents to the school for meetings and

conferences.

The pilot study utilized a teacher at each of two elemeritary schools, one of,

which is designated as a Title I school. Each telacher used the PhoneChannel

application to augment school-to-home communkations while still having the

option to comMunicate through more traditional means, such as written notes,_

phone calls, and face-to-face meetings. Np teacher was expected to eliminate any

mode of communication. The teachers in the study recorded their school-to-home

communications by type and frequency and were asked to self-report on perceived

quality and effect.

Several factors encouraged the successful deployment of the PhoneChannel

applkation in Calloway County SchoPls. PreliMinary'surveys of target classrooms
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When asked

whethev the

system was easy

to use, schoo0

clevsonne0 rapiied

that OV.the Goltevnet

'connection Its

,velliiarmie, the

system is yen/

easy to use.

,indicated that all student households had, at least one TV and all but one,had phone-

access, even in the Title rschool's households. All of the classrooms in the two
-

schools had telephone service. In addition, the teachers used computers in their

classrooms for initruction, lesson preparation, student management, or

communication on a daily basis. The PhoneChannel application required minimal

new technology competenciei:beyond teachers' existing skills. Calloway County-

Schools also use student portfolios that were easily,shared over the PhoneChannel,
,

application.

, The Calloway County Schools pilot_was 'a key step in the evolution of a

large-scale study in an educational setting, and lessons learned will be invaluable. In,

moving from the laboratory to the field, it was, important to negotiate and adapt to

Me realities of delivering secure information over a cable television infrastructure.

The realities of cost models and proprietary_system protocols were compounded

through,the neecrto transmit the PhoneChannel signal via two different cable

companies. Representatives from Charter Communications and MediaComm in

Calloway County worked with the researchers and developers to establish a

working solution ,to transmit information originating, outside the cable network to-

subscriber homes. Future delivery of PhoneChannel will owe much to this pilot

study, regardless of whether it is transmitted via cable televiiion, broadband cable

modems,4-ie 'Internet, or satellite.

- ,

The Calloway County Schools pilot study helped td establish some user

, perspectives on the types of communication that are effective when using the

PhoneChannel application. When asked whether the system' was ea-sy to use,

school personnel replied that if the Internet connection is reliable, the systern'is

very easy to use. In fact, one of the school technology coordinators who was going

to offer:technical support during one PhoneChannel session discovered' that the

teacher and home user in her school had actually gotten the system up and running

prior to her arrival. School personnel generally agreed that the teachers could run

the system on their own and could even do it from home computers.

While theOriginal intent of the educational application was to share

,

artifacts from' an electronic portfolio, school personnel involved in the pilot offered

.-
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(

, several common school-related activities that could benefit from delivery via

Phone Channel. These activities include discussing assignments with parents,

demonstrating progress, delivering, school-based ,reports such as report cards and

progress'reports, sharing discipline referrals, delivering and explaining homework to

absent itlidents, obtaining missing assignments, and holding parent-teacher

conferences. The District Technology Coordinator com'mented that three areas

where she saw PhoneChannel making the'greatest impact were supporting night

clasies, alternative school students, and especially homebound students. Teachers *of

the homebound work one-on-One and spend much of their time on the road
--

driving between homes. PhoneChannel would reduce travel time, which-could then

be spent on instruction._

-
The greatest difficulty inimplementing the system was finding time to

-.accommodate a PhoneChannel call. While the physical system worked well, parents

are still not home during the schoOl day when teachers are working. The 'existing

structure of the school day also does not compensate teachers for working outside

school, hours. Several solutiOns were provided, however, including trying to

schedule PhóneChannel conferences during teacher planning *times, installing,the

: system on teacher home computerit or school laptops, and inyestigating novel

scheduling practices. Some schools schedule half-day or part-day parent conference

days, but these still occur While parents are not commonly at hoine. lh order to
.

contact parents,not available during that time, schools could consider working with

employers to allow parents access at work or giving teackers release time. Then,

teachers could log comparable time on the system at night. All use would be

logged by the server, and actual time spent would be -very easy to corroborate.

During the trial, one feature of the system was discovered that had not

been discussed earlier. Documents that are pushed to a home are stored in an

archive. Home users Can view these documents from their television at any time,

;regardless of whether they are involved in a session. The archive, accessible using

- the remote control from the set top box, generated further suggestions for solving
,

the difficulty of scheduling. Teachers could push items to the student archive during

their planning period and then could-discuss the items at a later time when the

-
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parents were home. Teaalers could use just a phone, such as a home phone, at'

night t'o diScuss the archivdd items with parents. Another option is that parents

could view the archived documents at night and then discuss the documents with

the teachers during the day by phone only during a prearranged call, such as'during

the teacher's planning.period. Use of the archive feature holds great potential.for

increasing the effectiveness of the Phone Channel system and merits further

investigation.

The future of PhoneChannel.is'bright, While the pilot study relied on cable

,dissemination, a variety of delivery modes are possible in subsequent applications
_

including wireless transmission. PhoneChannel also has opened the door to a variety

of education-related activities that are not limitedsolely to traditional classroom

support. The common ground for communication established by PhoneChannel can

4ncrease trustworthiness during the conversation and has immediate application to

several scenarios. Based on this preliminary study, it appears that service providers

can utilize PhoneChannel to support adult and family literacy programs, English as a

second language (ESL) programs:distance-based and distributed learning and training,

and services for disabled users, The retail market too, can utilize the application to ,

disseminate timely and targeted information designed io better meet consumer,
,

needs. This unique application has breathed new life into two common technologies

that can now become powerful tools in education.
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INTERNET2: PUTTING
NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO
WORK IN THE SCHOOLS

0

Compiled by Louis Fox, M.A.

Louis Fox captures our imagination with his discussion of several projects

currently under way with the Internet2 1<20 initiative. To understand how it

all began, look at the article he and Ron Johnson present in the Vision section.
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nternet2 is a consortium led by over 180 universities, many of which, along

with industry and government partners, are the institution's and individuals who

. created the original Internet. The purpose of Internet2 is to develop and deploy -

advanced network applications'and technologies, thereby accelerating the 'creation

of-tomorrow's Internet capabilities. It is important to note that this partnership-

and the ensuing development cycle from research' and development, to

partnerships, to privatizations and, ultimately, to technology transfer and

commercializationis being deliberately and significantly accelerated,in Internet2.

The primary goals of Internet2 are to (a) create a leading-edge network

c/. apability- for the national research community, (b) enable revolutionary Internet
_

applications, and (c) ensure the rapid transfer of nev*i network services and

aPplications to the broader Internet community. With the latter goal in mind,
- .

internet2 has launched and will lead an Internet2 K20 Initiative to-extend advanced

'networks, applications, and-services-to the rest of the education community. Unlike

the first-generation Iniernet, which took nearly three decades, to reach the-.

mainstream.of the education community and the public, the goal of this initiative is

to bring innovators from across all 'education sectors to the table much closer to

launch.
-
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The Internet2 1Q0 Initiative will engage K-12 schools, colleges and

universities, libraries, and museums (and theiti government and corporate partners)

in the development of partnerships and collaborations across a wide range of areas

that leverage Internet2 technologies and networks. In addition, the'lnitiative will

focus on programmatic and content efforts that are likely to facilitate teaching,_

learning, and access to educational opportunities for the broad education

comMunity andits constituencies. Potential areas io be pursuecAinclude advanced

content repOsitories; advanced applications; middleware collaborations; advanced

network services; broadband; and related research, evaluation, and information

sharing. Some examples of these efforts, and the technologies that will support

them, are described in this article.

Internet2 is a test bed for the use of anew class of media objects in

teaching and learning. Internet2 experiments will help to inform thé.decisions of

educators looking for ways to take advantage of diverse learning resources within

their own communities and from other communities in the United States and

around the globe. The following examples were taken from twO states,Washington

and Missouri, and represent fOrward-looking projects, some of which predated

(and/or anticipated) the Internet2 K20 Initiative. Several of these projects involve

substantir partnerships with researchers and developers from the corporate

sector.

MOON FIDE1,0711 n.KID CEBRCVDCL\

KE ria
61PUICKII /WM P1011CT.

LIVE UNCOMPRESSED AUDIO FROM KEXP-FM
www.kexp.org/

KEXP-FM Radio, the University of Washington, and Experience Music

Project (EMP) in Seattle have formed an innovative partnership allowing KEXP-FM

to build on the station's current-format and to become an innovator in public radio

programming and technology. Seattle-baset1 KEXP 90.3 'FM; an eclectic,
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noncommercial music station, in partner'ship with the Pacific Northwest GigaPoP

and Research Channel, offers Washington K-20 Network listeners, and pow

Internet2 listeners, the opportunity to hear uncompressed CD-crlity audio of its

programming service over thte Internet. KEXP-FM is the first station in the world

to do this. This around-the-clock stream provides the listener with the highest
-

audio experience at a rate of 1.4 Mbps. Streaming uncompressed audio over

Internet2 high-performance rietwOrks represents the "gold standard" in delivering

the richest an'cl the purest musical content and also demonstrates how Internet2

networks can distribute the work of artists in the_highest quality possible, enabling,

more people to experience and appreciate music the-way it is meant to be

experienced, as close to "live" as possible.

DOS:7AL -WEIDE()

ResearchChannel
One bright Idea after another

RESEARCHCHANNEL
www.researchchannel.com/

ResearchChannel is a nonprofit consortium of leading research institutions

dedieated to building high-qualityinternet, cable, and satellite-based 'channels to

facilitate the communication of research information.

'-
-ResearchChannel is'pioneering new methods of Internet-based stre

laming

distribution of high definition television (HDTV) and better-than-broadcast-quality

video through ongOing collaborative technology experiments. One.of the major

goals,of the ResearchChannel is to use content, content creation, and manipulation

processes as a workbench to test materials for futur:e analog and digital broadcast

and on-demand multimedia offerings, thus providing an unusual opportunity to ,

experiment with new methods of distribution and interaction globally.

ResearchChannel programs feature informatiOn about a wide range ornew

and evolving scientific research studies and discoveries.These programs are
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Using very large

collections of
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Research Channel

and KEXP are

exploring methods
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demand that can

originate from
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or desktops, from

TV set-top boxes

or Internet radio

devices.

regularly recorded at research institutions, universities, and academies fdr

distribution to public and scientific audiences. ResearchChann,el broadcasts

continuously, premiering an average of 40 programs each month with subjects that
_

inchide a wide variety of topics, aniong them astronomy, aeronautics, biology,

bioengineering, computer science, medical and health iciences, social sciences, and

the arts. All programming is produc1 ed by leading inslitutions offering an

unmediated, highly credible source for information about research activities in

progress around the world. Programming exemplifies meritorious, telegenic

research, or peer-reviewed research in the context of broadcast-quality video.

Information is presented in such formats as research reports by leading scientists,

interviews with researchers, medical rounds, lectures, by university professors, major

conference proceedings, video news releases, and documentaries. This

programming in better-than-broadcast quality, and often with supporting multimedia

on the Web, is available to students, teachers, and classrooms participating in

Internet2's Sponsored -Education Group Participant program.

INNOX1ONS IN DIGITAL CONVERGENCE

The ResearchChannel and'KEXP experiments in on-demand video/audio

streaming and archiving proVide the opportunity to-develop the necessary/
infrastructure to understand and use high-quality multimedia images, video, and

audio objects. These experiments-include the networking and.computing

infrastructure as well 'as/the thought processes fdr finding, accessing, securingand

authorizing thuse of rich, new media resourceslor an audience that-is as varied asX
the types of video, audio, and interactive experiences that are_possible.

Using very large collections-of-high-quality video and audio,
f

ResearchChannel and KEXP are exploring_methods of responding to demand that/
can originate from personal digital assistants (pDAs) or desktops, from TV set-top

boxes or Internet radio devices. As scalable and reliable methods for meeting_this

demand are developed;these experiments make posQe new resources for

classrooms anywhere in the world.

(153
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Also, the Research Channel consortium is enabling the publishing of material

from many, sources into a consistent supported environment, whiCh in turn creates
5

infrastructure for publishing that can begeneralized.

DIMSURNMEMITAMICNKI

NEPTUNE:A FIBER OPTIC TELESCOPE TO INNER SPACE
www.neptune.washington.edu/

The earth, ocean, anciNplanetary scienCes are on the threshold of major

changes driven by rapidly emerging ideas and,powerful enabling technologies.

Historically, oceanographers have gone to sea in ships for short periods to collect'

data. Missing from this traditional approach has been crucial information on the

fourth ,dimenion of natural processes: time. Now, by combining advances in many

different technological fields, we have the ability_to enter, sense, and interact with
_

the total ocean-earth environment for long periods. ,The NEPTUNE Project can_be

a.key component in capitalizing on these new real-time, in situ approaches that will

create, a suite of new operational paradigms'in the, earth, ocean, and planetary

tciencesalloWing researchers to observe environments continuously and

interactively within a selected,.dynamic environment. Opportunities exist to couple

this scientific-technical revolution with entirely new-apprciaches to educating.

learners of all ages.
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[For the first time,
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NEPTUNE is creating a network of undersea laboratories that will enable

unprecedented real-time observations and experiments with changing earth-ocean

systems. By laying 3,000 kilometers of fiber-optic/power cable on the sea floor,

NEPTUNE will convert the Juan de Fuca tectonic plate and the overlying ocean to a

suite of more than 30 extended natural laboratories spaced about 100 kilometers

apart. This tectonic Plate, one of a dozen or so plates that make up the surface of

the earth, is in an ideal location in the. northeast Pacific Ocean off the coasts of

British Columbia,Washington, and Oregon, and' it offers a representative spectrum

of global earth-ocean processes.

In contrast to traditional modes of expeditionary science, NEPTUNE will

operite 24 hours a day, 7 days a,week, for a quarter century. Plans call for the

project to begin operation in 2005. Data from thelNEPTUNE network,will flOw in

real time via the Internet to land-based laboratories, classrooms, and living rooms

around die world. Scientists, students, decision makers, thid the general public will

interact with the NEPTUNE network to gain new_understanding of earthquakes,

tsunamis:fish stock assessment, marine mammal populations, metal and

hydrocarbon deposits, and human influences on ocean and climate systems.

This_interactive technology offers powerful educational potential and

provides a'wide range of new opportunities fo'r learners of all ages to explore and

investigate the,dynamic processes of earth and marine science. NEPTUNE's

capabilities, which include access to a wide variety of sensor packages and robotic

vehicles via Internet2, will be significantly more engaging than the pages of a

textbook. By capitalizing on real-time communication with an entire earth-ocean

system, NEPTUNE cciuld be used to develop fundamentally new approaches to

scientific inquiry and human creativity.

For the/first time, researchers and shore-based learners of all ages will

. participate.in detailed studies and experiments on a, wide area of the sea floor and

'ocean for decades rather than just hours or days. The system will provide real-time

flow of data and ifnagery via Internet2's high-speed netWork.to land-based research

laboi-atories, universities, and K-I2 school classrooms. It will permit reSearchers,

teachers, and students to have interactive control over remote robotic vehicles,
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sensors, and data instruments. The major bandwidth consumers (Gbs/second) from

these remote instruments' will be video (standard and high,definition) and high-
,

frequency acoustics. In addition,in order to efficiently manage and utilize the

unprecedented amount of data that will be generated and collected by the

NEPTUNE rietwork, a robust data management and archiving system will allciw

scientists and educators to access online NEPTUNE data in an efficient and

seamless way.
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Dendritic Cell on a black background by David Hunt

CELL 5YSTEM INITiATIVE
www.csimashington.equ/

The Cell Systeril Initiative (CSI) is "a. formati/e-stage, interdisciplinary

reSearch, and educaiion program being developed at the University of Washington.

CSI's long-term mission is to understand the dynamic information control systems

that operate within all living cells. In fulfilling its-miiSi6n, CSI will contribute over

the years to an increasingly comprehensive theory of the cell by creating predictive
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models that aid our understanding of the normal cell, as well'as our ability to

therapeutically attack pathOgens, canCers, and other diseases. The proposed
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systeM's biology effort requires the creation,of novel theoretical, experimental, and

pedagogical tools. These tools wilLevolve as a result of the fusion bf expertise in

biology, information technology, and micro-scale analytical technologies.

The creation of educational tools will be directed particularly at providing
_

easy access to information to peers, mentors, and school classrooms that fosters

collaborative learning anytime and anywhere utilizing Washington's K-20 Network

and Internet2. CSI plans to leverage the already extensive digital animation

technologies-to capture the phenomena of cell development, gowing for linkages

with hypotheses, experimental measurementi, and quantitative analyses. The

resultant venue for accessin&and expanding biological knowledge will be-made via

Internet2.

CSI's education mission is to create a virtual learning enviroriment that

enables learning through sophisticated use of available and Euture technologiei.
, A

Specifically,CSI will (a) integrate expanding resources and technology in a

comprehensive work environment, (b) create highly interactive learning tools that

make use of new technologies, and (c) link abstract representatiorito the data that

comprise the body of scientific research.

_MEW Cglif1,05SCIRAVITOMS AMID C©IMUEMU R,EDDC12070ROES

ANIMATION RESEARCH LABS PROGRAM AND A NATIONAL,
DIGITAL ANIMATION LIBRARY
www.cs.washington.edu/research/ap/arl.htm

The misSion of the Animation Research Labs (ARL) program is to advance

state-of-the-art animation through research,leaching, and computer-animated

production. It is an interdisciplinary undertaking of the UniVersity of Washington's

Department of Computer Science & Engineering and Schools of Art, Music, and

Architecture. The ARL is a place where-computer scientists, animators, artists,
_

musicians, architects, story writers, arid user-interface designers work together to

create new algorithms, systems, and tools for computer animation. They then use

these advances to create innovative and experimental animated productions,

inclirding interactive forms such as Web-based animation, games, storytelling, and

illustrations.for education. Over Internet2, videoconferences, exchanges of

1-5 3
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information, and projects with animation and graphics industry professionals and

researchers from around the world will help enhance the curriCulum for students in

the program, assist with research and story development, and provide workshop

opportunities for K-12, community college, and-university teachers and students. A

national consortium of groups in the K-12 commUnity engaged in creating and

studying animation is being formed ainong states participating in Internet2. These

working groups will-participate in many of these'efforts.

1

*f

In additicin; a new digital animation library will serve as a national and

international archive and educational resource of collections and catalogs of videos,

source materials, and digital arid animation techniques from all over the world. A

project sponsored by the Bellevue Washington) Art Museum is under way to

document the history of the media arts in the Northwest (a national hub for media

arts) over the past four decades. This research and the materials collected during

this process will provide some of the foundational materials for the Digital

Animation Library and the ARL. The University of Washington's tomputing &

Communications organization, University Libraries, and Department of Computer

Science and Engineering will collaborate to further develop th'is 'national resource.

Access to this vast collection of resources will be made possible through

-Washington's K-20 Network and Internet2.,

159
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DOIT: INTERNET2 ACCESS IND TOOLS FOR
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
www.washington.edu/doit

_

Since 1992, DO-IT (Disabilities, Opportunities, Infernetworking, and Technology)

has served to increase access to computer and Internet technologies for individuals with

disabilities to support their= participation and success in challenging academic programs

and careers. DO-IT has not only utilized the capabilities of Washington's K-20 Network

to reach out to individuals around Washington and nationally, but it has served to make

access to Washington's high-speed network more accessible to individuals with.disabilities.

through the development of enabling,programs and resources. The DO-IT program will

work to ensure that Iriternet2 tools and applications are fully accessible to individuals

with-diiabilities. As educational applications are developed for Internet2,,universal design

principles will be applied to those applications, as well as usability testing by DO-IT

participants using a wide variety of adaptive techriologiesc,To supiiort persons with

disabilities, DO-IT will also create programs thatlare not possible using current Internet ,

applications. For example, schodls in remote areas will be able to access sign language

interpreters via teleconferencing,to asist deaf students, enabling them to actively

communicate in classroom discussions. With the capabilities of Internet2c5ther

applications suCh as voice'recognition and video-basecitraining 'materials will be explored.

160
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IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

° VIRTUAL UW IN THE HI61-1 SCHOOL

Virtual UW in the High School builds capacity in rural

and urban high schools to access advanced academic
-00

resources and to offer Unii/ersity of Washington college-level credit courses to their

students. The program strengthens high
,
schbol curricula and creates a pipeline program

that,will help more students, particularly thoseirom rural or educationally underserved

districts, to directly access postsecondary education at UW.

For students, the program provides increased knowledge in 6-asic content areas

and interaction with UW faculty members. Teachers can'expand their own teaching and

learning through collaboration with UW faculty and researchers. When takingVirtual

?-

UW in the High School courses, students meet together at least once a week on-site

with a high school facilitator to ask questions and share their learning. Using

Washington's K-20 Network's advanced videoconferencing capabilities, they alio meet

periodically with a UW instructor, their on-site facilitator, and participating students from

partner schools. The UW's Catalyst Toolkit (described on the next page) also enables

'frequent online interaction and collaboration with OW faculty and students at partner

schools and access to course materials and resources based at the university. Initial

courses have been offered in geological sciences, foreign languages, collegellevel

composition, and mathematics., One of the great'benefits to uniiersities of such

programs is that, in areas such as foreign languages, a virtual college program allows the

university to aggregate enrollments from across a state or region (from high schools

and/or comMunity colleges). They. thereby broaden the curricular offerings to native

,university students, offering courses that typically could not enroll an-adequate number of

on-campus students. Many universities_offer-40 or 50 languages. In addition, by adOpting

a virtual college approach, more universities can offer curricula representing some unique

'expertise or Capacity and share this expertise throughout a broader geographical area.

Though time zones should be considered for courses relying on advanced

videoconferencing, in theory, geography should not be an issue at all, given Internet2

technologies.
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CATALYST TOOLKIT
CatatYst

www.catalystwashington.edu/

Commercial attempts to create Web-based tools- for. educators often
/

limit them

to a proprietary solution that cannot be customized_to fit specific educational contexts

and applications. The Catalyst Toolkit, created to me'et the specific teaching needs of

Washington educators, was designed to take advantage of the advanced capabilities of

Washington's K-20 Network, one of the first state networks to participate in Internet2.

Developed at the University of Washington, the CatalysiTgolkit is a set of Web:

based applications designed to improve student learning. Using only aWeb browser,: /

teacheri can quickly mnd easily place complex content on the Web and create online

learning acttvities to fit'specific teaching needs. The Catalyst Toolkit helps teachers meet

their learning goals and objectives by providing a set of applications that enable students

to communicate and collaborate online. No programmer or expensive training is

needed, and extensive online help is available to support teachers, anytime and anYwhere. '

StUdents can take quizzes and surveyS, participate in discussions, submit homework and

review each other's written work online using any computer with Web access. Teachers

can easily evaluate online-work and gauge student progress. With the aid of Internet2
..-

middleware tools, parents, too, can become more active participants in school

communities, corrimunicating with_ teachers and participating more fully in the academic

progress of \their children. Catalyst was recognized by EDUCAUSE for innovation and

received the inaugural Award for Teaching and Learning in 2000.

° Shadow
netWaiiiirace
- -11111K

SHADOW NETWORKSPACE _

http://sns.ihternetschools.org/

MOREnet, MisSouri's education network, is collaborating with the

Uhiversity of Missouri-Columbia's College of Education on a

project to accelerate the development of Shadow netWorkspace (SNS), an Internet-
,

based workspace designed for the processes of learning-by-doing and learning
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communities. In addition to enabling traditional frameworks'olonline instruction, SNS

supports student production, representation of knowledge, and sharing and collaboration

among students. SNS is distributed with an open-source license and...is available free. Schools

can install it on their own computers and thus own the SNS implementation. Called

Shadow because it follows students,wherever they go, a student's,netWorkspace is

accessible from any computer that has a connection to the Internet. The SNS provides

much 'of the functionality of a personal PC with the added benefit of being accessible-from

any computer anywhere vii.,the World Wide Web. Key attributes of SNS include an online'

file system,graphics editor and media processor, calendar, gradebook and homework notifier,

and chat and discussion forums. this application will be made available to support

collaboration aniong Abilene participants, and it will continually be enhanced with new

capabilities.

G7E27 C©MVERTV PCDR. 0 2. ta\G:71D CM.1,0122

FWENCY WITh INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

FLUENCY 141141-11 I F9RMATIPN TECHNOLOGY
www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/cse100/ '

Building-upon the recommendation made in the NationarResearch Council's

1999 study, 'Being Fluent with Information Technology, the University of Washington has,

created Fluency with Information Technology (FITness) to help prepare studentS to thrive

in higher education and the workplace. Computer literacy has traditionally meant
1

profciency with a few computer applications such as e-mail or word procesisng. Students

who are computer literate may be adept at using basic, existing applications, but they do

not have the fundamental understanding that accommodatesthe rapid changes in

information technology. To use computers effectively over time, students must become

lifelong learners, continually expanding their knowledge and upgrading their skills. FITness

helps students build a fundamental understanding of Information Technology (IT), inclUding

the ability to synthesize complex information, to express themselves creatively, and to

manipulate IT to achieve their goals. FITness_will soon be piloted and scaled up in

Washington K-12 schools and community colleges, with course resources and an online

version made available over Washington's K-20 Network and Internet2.
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TODAY'S YOUTH, TOMORROW'S
VOTERS

Today's Youtii,Tömorrow's Voters: Digital Discovery, Collaboration and

Understanding is a collaborative project between Missotki Education Research &

In 'May's Youth,

- lbmarroW's Votors,

fourth-grade

students, working

as historical

researchers and

sociologists,

attempt to identify

important social

issues facing

American citizens

as well as issues

fa-Cing the new,.

Education Network (MOREnet), Enhancing Missouri's Instructional Networked Teaching --.

Strategies (eMINTS), and the University of Missouri-Columbia's College of Education,

using resources of the Harry S.Truman-Presidential Library via Project Whistlestop and

Kansas City Public Television (KCPT). Today's Youth,Tomorrow's Voterswill harness the

power of Internet2 and leyerage the opportunities available through the Abilene-
..

sponsored EdUcational Group Participation Program, in particular multimedia and

advanced videoconferencing capabilities. Ideally, over time, Other pretidential libraries

will participate.in this project, making it a true national resource.

. In Today's 'fouth,Tomorrow's Voters, fourth-grade students, working as historical

researchers and sociologists, attempt to identify important social issues facing American

citizens as well as issues facing the new president of the United States. Through

participation in collaborative, synchronous, and asynchronous activities using Shadow

netWorkspace (SNS), students across the rption will have access to a wealth of online

historical information available in rich multimedia 'formats. Access to these resources will

allow students to gain an understanding of historical trends and .to develop hypotheses

and predictions about the futUre.

I '6
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1?)(DEV-ARZ 66'RIBLIZVOC)MOCK11:1P-WARE99

MYSCHOOL
www,myuw.washington.edu/

-Many commercial attempts to create customizable Web-portals that meet an

individual's preferences/ and interests have not met the needs of educators and students.

Hence, the University of Washington and several other leading research universities and

Internet2 participants, among whom are the authors of many key Internet technologies,

have developed education portals. The University ofWashingtim's portal, called "my1.1W:'

enables the broaduse and custom-tailored delivery of the technologies, resources, and

tools needed for UW learning and teaching spaces., mySCHOOL is a version of myUW

created-specifically for Washington's K-20 co- mmunity. The mySCHOOL 'education-

oriented Web infrastructure allows students and teachers to have fingertip access from

school, home, or anywhere they may be to their own personalized workspace with

private information and the powerful toOls they need for specific work This enables

diem to communicate, interact, share Materials, collaliorate, teach, learn, or advise much

more effectively.

Over Washington's K-20 Network, mySCHOOL will extend innovative teaching

and learning resources, sophisticated customizable information, messaging capabilities, and

broadband multimedia content to meet the diverse Ineeds of the K-20 commun4 K712

teachers will have access to many of the same electronic resources, information-access.

ools, and content enjoyed by UW professors or teachers at some private K-12, schools.
, _

The mass-customization and security capabilities of mySCHOOL, which make extensive
-

use of Internet2-related middleware, allow,schools and teachers to provide pre-
,

structured organization and access to the best, most effective, and-most relevant

materials for each student or group of stizlents. The mySICHOOL approach is one that

cin be generalized and extended to other Internet2 participants and schools.'
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EXTENDING THE USE OF
COLLABORATIVE VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS FOR
INSTRUCTION TO K- I 2
SCHOOLS

Tom Morgan, Ph.D.; Ron Kriz, Ph.D.; Steve Howard, M.A.;

Fernando das Neves, M.S.; and John Kelso, M.S.

Ron Kriz and Tom Morgan bring their respective teams together to share a

promising approach to extending collaborative virtual environments to the

K-I 2 learning environment. Jaron Lanier, a pioneer in virtual reality, provides

an interesting perspective on learning technologies in the Vision section.
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FOR [IMS---'RUCIICHI-CD K412
SCHO
Tom Morgan, Ph.D.; Ron Kriz, Ph.D.; Steve Howard, MA.; Fernando das Neves, M.S.;

and John Kelso, M.S.

WI%
NTRODUCTION

esearch on the development of virtual environments (VEs)

has been limited to date to universities due to the high, cost of equipment and high-

speed Internet access. Applications of virtual en-virOnments using Cave Automatic

Virtual Environment (CAVE) technology are numerous in medicine,'architecture;

military weapons systems, medicine, scientific research, and business training.

However, the cost of diis emerging technology has preyented the exploration of its

use to enhance learning in the K-I2 classroom. Virginia Tech's University

Visualization and Animation Group of the Advanced Communications Information

Technology Center, successfully developed the CAVE Collaborative Console (CCC),

an overlay of the Electronic Visualization Laboratory CAVE-simulator and Limbo.

CCC allows users at remote sites to interact in real time with each other at their

desktop computers and with users in the Virginia Tech CAVE. This article describes

the features of CCC software, what was learned from a pilot project using the

softwareto deliver a collaborative virtual learning environment to K-I2 students in

reinote locations across Virginia;and a perspective' on future development of

collaborative virtual environments for instrudion in K-I 2 schools.
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CAVE, A.117CAMA7C VDRUiDia\E EMWDRIONIU

Rather- than having evolved from video games 6r flight simulation, the CAVE

has-its motivation rooted in scientific visualization. The showcase event at

SIGGRAPH 92 advocated an environment for computational scientists to

interactively present their research at the conference in a one-to-many fOrrnat on

high-end workstations attached to large projectionN screens. Designed as a useful
.

tool for scientific visualizations, the CAVE Was,developed as a "virtual reality

theater" to support the desired environment. "CAVE," the name selected for the

virtual reality theater, is both a recursive acronym.and a refer=ence to "the_sirnile of

the cave" found in Plato's Republic, in whith the philosopher explores the ideas of

perception, reality, and illusion. Plato used the analogy of a person facing the back

of a cave alive with shadows that are his or her only basis for ideas of what real

objects are.

The CAVE, a multi-person, room-sizect, high-resolution, 3LID video and audio

environment shown schemati ally in Figure I. In the current configuratiOn,

graphics are /rear pr jected in stereo on cK-thr- walls and the floor and viewed/rth stereo glasses. As viewer w aring a position sensor ana stereo glasses./
move within its dis lay boun aries, the correct pers ective -and stereo projections

of the environment are updated by/a supercornputer; the images move with and

surround the viewer, which creates the experience-of "immersion>Hence, stereo
/ V

projections on the walls,aZnd-floor create 3- 'images that-appear to have a

presence,both i7ide and outside the projection-r om continuously, hile the-actual

walls and fiber surfaces effectively disappea . To the viewer with stereo glasses, th\ \ \ Z ---7 / 7
3-D image space appears/to extend to infinity. For example a tile pattern carybe

1 /
projected on o the projection-rolo r aria walls such hat the viewer sees a

continu'ous floor extendi g well outside-the bounda les of the roj tion roo\
_hree=dimensional objects such as<tables and chairs would appear to be present

both inside and outside t is-projection room. To the viewer, these objects are

"really there" unt ey try w- ouch them or:_walk yond the boundaries of the7
rojec-tion room walls, which have di appeared.



Figure I. Schematic shows the minimal configuration of a CAVE projection 'room and the location of

projector's. -

Specifically, the CAVE is a 10x10x9-foot projection room, made up of three

rear-projection screens for the front, right, and left walls,.and the floor where
,

iMages are projected through an open ceiling Isee Figure 1). Eléctrohome Marquee

8500 projectors_throw full-color workstation fields (1280x1024 stereo) at 96 Hz-

onto the screens, giving a 3,840 linear'pixel resolution to the surrounding

composite image. A computer-controlled quadra-phonic audio.system provides

realistic surround soOnd through four speakers located in the upper corners of the

projection room.- A viewer's head and hand are tracked with an Intersense 1S900

acoustic-inertial system. Stereographics' LCb stereo shutter glasses, the large

head-mounted glasses often associated with depictions Of virtual reality, are used to
,

- separate the alternate fields going to the eyes. Optical emitters surround the.

room and synchronize the shutter glasses in all directions.

Very fast graphics are required to gerierate stereo images to four

projectors, which must operate at 96 Hz (96 stereo frame's per second).These
(

,
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stereo images that are projected onto the Wafls and floor are created with a Silicon

Graphics Inc. (SG1) Power Onyx computer with 8-RIOK CPUs, 1.5 Gbyte memory,
,

and three Infinite Reality "pipes" with two raster managers per pipe. This high-speed

graphics system is realized in the SGI pipes and raster managers, not in the speed of

the eight CPUs. The cost of such a sytem, which cameasily exceed $700,000,

requires that such a resource be shared. In addition, educators and researchers at

Virginia Tech felt it was most important to develop the capacity to run the CAVE

applications on less expensive desktop computers. This link to desktop computers

was satisfied by the creation of the CAVE-simulator. The requirement of a link from

the desktop to the CAVE,also motivated the creation of shared virtual environments.-

H. -44444

.

°IOU

Figure 2. Screen capture 'of the CAVE-simulator running on a desktop' SCI Octanecomputer "Ron"
is shoWn as an "avatar" working from a computer with an IP-namé of "tensorsv.vt.edu." The White
lines simulate the boundaries of the CAVE projection room and provide a 3-0 reference of
participants who are working in a CAVE system.
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Fortunately, high-speed graphics are not needed on the desktop computer

to simulate the same 3-D scene-graph seen by a user-in the CAVE'projection room.

Hence, a desktop CAVE-simulator was created by the Electronic Visualization ,

Laboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois at Chicago that could run on a

desktop computer. However, fast graphics are still needed for moving through 3-D

scene-graph-s with a large number of polygons. Therefore, SGI ("UNIX")

workstations provided the necessary speed for larger 3-D scene-graphs. The

CAVE-simulator shown in Figure 2 simulates' the CAVE projection room boundaries

With white lines, and the user's head is simulated with a red sphere that has two

black eyes. Both the CAVE projection room SGI Power Onyx computer and the

CAVE-simulator desktop computer run the same executable software.

Because the CAVE computer and the desktop computer are executing the

same software, it is possible to link these two computers over the network into a

shared collaborative space using Limbo software also developed at EVL' Using Limbo,

the shared virtual environment is enhanced by transforming what' was just a

participant's head (displayed as a red head icon) into a full-bodied "avatar." An avatar is

the graphic representation of a participant and is familiar to many game players'. Figure

2 indudes an avatar called "Ron." Participants running the CAVE-simulator see

themselves as a red head and others as avatars, each with a head, torso, and-hand--not

as a red head.. Movement of a participant's head in the CAVE is tracked and displayed
0

in the CAVE-simulator as a torso with a moving head. Movement of a participant's

hand is also tracked in the CAVE and displayed in the CAVE-simulator as a torso with

a moving arm. Each participant attaches a headset with an earphone and microphone

so that participants can see and hear each other in the.shared virtual space. Standing

in the fully immersive environment of a CAVE, the CAVE user will actually experience

the other participant's avatar standing next to him or her and carry on a conversation

while pointing at and looking at objects in this shared space. To the user at the

desktop computer running the CAVE-simulator, the CAVE user is seen moving through

this shared space as a walking and talking avatar.
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While colleges and universities have developed applications for new

environments that utilize the CAVE simulator, the entry-level price, tag is prohibitive

for moit public schools. Widespread use of these powerful vittual environments in

primary and secondary education requires a less expensive utility. Educators and

researchers at Virginia Tech provided that utility with the development of the CAVE

Collaborative Console (CCC). The CCC is a software'application that enhances

collaboration by networking desktop computers, into a shared virtual environment

running a-CAVE-simulator. This collaboration-can include, but is not limited to, the ,

fully immersive virtual environment of a CAVE.
.

The CCC does not require-the use Of an expensive CAVE Projection room

system. Participants can collaborate using only desktop Computer§ running the

cAVE-iimulator and a low-bandwidth network. If partidipants set up a conference

phone call using speaker phones, it is possible to use a modem to track 'the

participants' heads and hands. Hence, CCC does not depend on high-speed

networks or connection to an expeniive CAVE running high-speed graphics. The

CCC can be used for desktop-to-desktop collaboration without a CAVE.

The CAVE Collaborative ConsOle (CCC) was first created by Kevin Curry

and Kent Swartz to enhance the existing Limbo software with "collaborative-
,.

awareness" by including "participant lists," "two-dimensional (2zD) radars" and

"three-dimensional (3-D), tidars" for each participant in the shared space.' This

effort started as a prOject in a class on computer-supported cooperative work and

continued with funding by the National Scien& Foundation (NSF) Partnership in

Advanced Computational Infrastructure (PACI) project. Early`developrnent of

collaborative-awareness in CCC\was the basis of Kevin Curry's Mister's Thesis.' As

an NSF-PACI. partner with the Unkfersity of Illinois,Virginia Tech's CAVE facility was

used to develop the CCC as a collaborative tool for both the CAVE and the

deiktop CAVE-sirnulator as part of the NSF-PACI Team-C on Enabling Technology:

Data & Collaboration. The CGC was further developed by Fernando das Neves,

John Kelso,,and Ron Kriz atVirginia Tech as a generic collaborative workspace for
_
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/

research collaboration and educitional distance learning. CCC was combined with

Atomview into CCC_atom to enhance research collaboration. In CCC_atem, multiple

users could view,ihterpret, and analyze, physics-based simulation models of atomic

structures.' The remainder of this article will describe how the CCC was used for

education and distance learning.

CYnDWOIW ICDE CCCg IRITIODUS DEWEIOPD 70IR
EDUCAUDgIRTI, IDOSIMHCE ILE&RMIMGN

With funding from the Institute for Connecting Science Research to the

-Classroom and in equipment grant from Silicon Graphics, Inc.; the CCC was

developed for ari educational project in collaboration with the Cehtral Virginia

GOvernor's School and Central Shenandoah Valley Regional Governor's School,

The CCC was developed on top of EVL's Limlio software. While Limbo ,

provided a shared space where participants could vieA% each other as avatars, there

was no provision to allow each participant to be aware of others' positions when

their avatars were no longer in the field of view. Also, Limbo did not have any

capabilities to coordinate actions among participating avatars.,

11-1 iriioi

. .
t

eOk

Figure 3. CCC session showing avatar location in participant list 2-D radar, and .3-D radar
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The need to know/one's position in the world relative to others became

evident after a collaborative session at Supercomputing"98, whe're researchers at

different sites met in a shared virtual space. Due to the extension of that space,

often an incoming participant couldn't see avatars either, because avatars were

beyond the horizon or occluded by walls and constructions. As a result of this

experience and a lack Of other tOols, participants had to rely on verbal

co-mmunication to discover common landmarks and describe,their relative position
,

to each other. Needless to say, this procedure was ximd consuming and frbstrating.
,

CCC adds three tools to support awareness: the participant list, the 3-D

radar, and the 2-D radar shoWn-in Figure 3.

The participant list displays names of the participants that are present in the

virtual world, plus the distance to each avata'r from one's current position.,

Every participant's name is a different color with the same color used in the

radars to represent that user.

The 3-D radarls an egocentric representation of the avatars in a shared/
virtual environment, where each participant is at the center of his/her radar,

and each blip represents-a different-participant in the shared 'virtual/ V /
environment. The-color of each blip is the-t-ame as the color of the

particiliant's name in the participant list/The positfon of the avatar

representations in the radar is cobtinuously updated as-avatars move
Z.

around the shared-virtual environment in any_direction.

The 2-D radar is a flat representation of the 3-D radar corresponding to aZ --77
projection on a hcirizontal plane of all the'avatar positions.We added the

2-D radar because many-people,found-it easier to/understand than the 3-D

radar. This/is because 2-D is a flat view; per'spective does not distort

_____--representation of distance as avatars move farther away ii-orn the-user.
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ccestamip Window =1 Limbo Controls

My name Is: rtrettaard &awes Models awareness &corder

I want to Vn?,/cl K> alone Follow a Participant... ctdoF1 rjpad inna World- arieL

collatoraling in world named: I lobo Yob` FolkiNbig arbaY
Ilfilp next re- Ctri+J
Jump to World Center Crele0

Share View Cld.0
Return 19 my own View Ctrii0
pig from CCC All4F12

Remoye fram Worid.. ChM/

litModels are Solid CUPM

Santa MariaConnecting to: 0 no one, I will be the seiver

<> computer named: Way_ Ctrielj

Ideconier

Running on: C> desktop 0 CAVE top COOS

condone CideC
Pause

CirleR

Ed Remove other people if they don't move for 5 f minUtes gp Radar Crele2

awareness

0 3D Radar C1rie3

Palicipants List CiderEStart the CCC

Figure 4. CCC GUI:,Startup, menu: Participants, Models, Awareness, and Recorder

CCC capabilities evolved beyond the awareness tools to support avatar
_

coordination. Participants can now share a range of experienCes:

Jump to another participant, so a group with a common activityscan quickly
'

gather around the activity organizer.

MO participants Who

are now seeing

through another

participant's eyes

osonain UE the.p0ace

theyl-WeVe before

the participant .

started to share's ,

view, Q.ETKOD the

participant returns

to his or her origina0

avatar.

Tether to another participant, so a more knowledgeable participant can lead a

tour through the shared virtual environment and_show.the most prominent _

landmarks. While a participant is tethered to a leader, he or she will follow the

leader wherever that leader goes, although the participant is free to detach at any

point or to look around while being led on a tour.

See through another participant's eyes ("shared view"). We discovered the need

for this capability while testing a distributed class, where the teacher was

describing a feature in a small space; it was difficult for many avatars to gather

around die teacher without interferirig with each other. Instead, we.allow all of

the students to virtually see through the teacher's eyes. When a-student requests

to see through the teacher's eyes, he or she sees, at the eye level, whatever the

teacher is lookingat. He or she cannot walk or grab objects in this mode to

avoid conflicts, although a participant can look around from the position of the

head of the participant he is connected to. All participants who are now seeing

through another participant's eyes rethain in the place they were befOre the

'participant started to share a view, until the participant returhs-to his or her

original avatar. A sign on the participant's avatar indicates that the participant is

not currently available for interaction.-
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Graphics Inc.

Although the CCC has yet to be formally tested, it had an iterative development

cycle in which software developers invoked the principles of User-centered design. New

_ features were evaluated by two groups:architects and teachers 'from the two Virginia

Governor's Schools. The latter were particularly involved in the design, since the CCC

, was distributed4o a chemistry class of high school students. In the CAVE, input is

performed by using'the wand and voice commands; however, both groups expressed the
,

need to be able to collaborate with the CAVE using desktop computers. We designed the

CCC to allow input ftom the mouse, keyboard, and a floating menu bar. All options, which

are available via voice and menu, are coherent in naming and fesults.

AlthOugh time did.not permit a formal usability evaluation,-it was observed that

very little training was required to teach-the teachers from the Governor's Schools how_

to use the CCC CAVE-simulator from a computer keyboard. Development Of the CCC

also benefited from the fact that users in the CAVE or desktop computers can work with

two separate input modes: either pull-down menus or voice-activated comrnands.

Because these two separate input modes work coherently, training participants to Mov-e

'from the CAVE to the desktop CAVE-simulator was made easier. As a result, we have a

community of C-CC users with a range of preferences and settings that work in different

.environments, including full immersion of a/CAVE, stereo displays projected on walls, and

standard monitors.'

DIEVtl,CV[111;CO &CC [10ER 03.= II 2 ti[14a,KICEE ua-zumuma PMJEC4
'7711=11WEIRULIMUa agUIMIMCM92, SCHCXDBZ

A commitment of the UniversityVisualization and Animation Group is to explore '

how collaborative virtual environments can be used to solve problemsassotiated with -,

distance learning, outreach, and,research across the state of Virginia. This cornmitment led

to a pilot project to demonstrate that users at the VirginiaTech CAVE could, deliver a

collaborative virtual learning envirohment to K-12 students in remote locations across

Virginia. The project was a joint venture between the Advanced Communications
,

InformationTechnology Center, the Virginia Tech Institute for Connecting Science Research

to the Classroom, the Virginia Governcir's Schools, and SiliCon Graphics Inc. The projett

had four objectives:,
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I. to connect secondary students at two remote locations via the Internet to the

Virginia Tech CAVE

2. to provide secondary students the opportunity to learn about and experience

virtual environments

3. to allow secondary students to collaborate actively with professors who are using

the CAVE for their research

4. to create and deliver a content-specific lesson to secondary students using a

virtual environment that allows the students at remote sites to collaborate

actively with each other as they investigate the subject matter

The project succeeded by connecting students at two remote locations in Virginia

and researcher's at the Virginia Tech CAVE via a collaborative virtual environment. The

path to success was certainly more challenging than expected! However, information

gleaned from the endeavor will be useful in extehding collaborative virtual environments

in the future t -12 education co munity A summary of obstacles encountered and

progress below b project objectives,ade is or niz

0 TO GONN CT
440eLOCATIONS VIA

@a9,
SECONDARY STUDENTS

THE INTERNET TO
TWO

THE VIRGINIA
REMOTE
Vg21)0

The two schools connected to theVirginia Tech GAVE were th Central Virginia

Governor's Rhool for Scienc Technology (C ) in Lynctib rg,Virginia, and the

Central Shenan oah alley Regional Governor's Schoo or Science and Techno

ille,Virginia. Cconectivity wasiger obstacle than expecte:LThe/C did not

K / 7
N.Kor_i_ik c-.1g through p xy se er, which many school districts use as lo -level fire I

i .
to provi 4 limited pr4ecti n for er networks nd to monito use. gpe ing the po

_onthe-proxyjyer degignated for use by the-CCC to communicate did ork./ \

__--- ..77ventUally, all SGI traffic was routed arou d the p oxy server. Under this arrap

,CCC was used to connect the o scho with the CAVE atVirginia Tech.

gY

Two recomrrrendations were derived from this experience. F-ns work mi.1St be

completed to allow the CCC to opera !thin nes-rks using oxy servers. Second,( 7Th

for this to happen, a programmer with extensive networlc.eiperti e must wor
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Because it is a tool

in the formative

stages of

development, much

,of the actual work

done during the

project amounted

to "alpha" testing of

the software.

CCC programmers. The level of expertise available in the field is not sufficient to deal with

the problems encountered. Although the T I lines available at each school provided enough,

bandwidth to(utilize the CCC technology, the network configuration pr-ohibited its use.

In order to attempt a collaborative CCC session, a conference call had to be set up

since the verbal communication is handled via a normal phone connection. Conference calls

were always iniiiated from CVGS, which tied up the schools' two phone lines for as long as

the session lasted. Extensive use of the CCC dictates that the sites have at least two phone

lines that can be dedicated to the CCC for the duration of the sessions. Speaker phones did

not work Well in the high school classroom, and talking on a handset meant only one person

could communicate at a time. No easy solution was apparent for this problem.

U© [Dmanna iTOIDMMUS 7ME CD EVUMITiTif laa,[fMo

,11:13(DUT ZKID-EMPEREIEKICE WrIDWUM1, EFAVilIMOKIMIRr.14S

The CCC proved to be a tool that has the potential of extendingthe collaborative

virtual environment found in the Virginia Tech CAVE to K-12 schools and other remote sites

at a very low cost. Because it is a tool in the formative stages of development, much of the

actual work doneduring the projed amounted to "alpha" testing of the software. This led to

many improvements that CCC programmers implemented:

fixing numerous bugs that caused the .CtC:to crash when it was executing on SGI-

02 desktop computers at remot sites

a binary version that can be clOwnloaded, which avoids havirt to locate files in the

appropriate locations and then actuafircompiling the CCC

a dialog box with a list of loaded models

the capability of "shared view"

the capability to jump to the middle of the virtual.environment if a user'gets lost

the capability to return models to their original orientatidn after moving them

around

the capability to choose whether or not models are solid or allowed to pass

thr.ough one ariother
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'With each.revision of the CCC software, a series of bugs was detected and

corrected when the version was utilized ori the remote SGI-02s. Although this type of

work was not envisioned in the proposal, the team feels that a lot was accomplished from

utilizing a user-centered design approach. The CCC is much more stable when it is used

in remote locations than it was initially.

It took a great deal of time for the high school students who participated in the

project to become familiar with using the controls to "fly around" the virtual CAVE. The

controls were awkward and difficult to master, particularly given the time constraints of

K-12 classrooms. Revision of the controls to make them more user friendly is needed,

but this leverof programming was-beyond the financial support provided by the grant

Another feature needed is the capability to load and remove multiple models at one time

while retaining the capability to move them around individually in the virtual environment.

Loading and removing multiple individual models during a lesson was a time-consuming

task that often prevented completion of a lesson in the K-I 2 environment
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The CCC provided the capabi[ity for K-12 students to collaborate actively with

researchers in the VT CAVE It is also,apparent that the CCC can provide the means for

students at remote sites to collaborate with each other on projects.
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Four lesson plans related to molecular structure of organic chemistry molecules

were developed. The team's experience suggests that development of programs for use in

the CAVE and CCC is_currently beyond the time constraints and expertise levels of K-I2

teachers. The molecules utilized in the lesson were generated via the VRML File Creator

for Chemical Structures.6 To use these chemical structures in the lesson, the following

steps had to be accomplished.
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Since the CAVE only supports "VRML version l" type files, all Molecules used in the

lessons, which began as "VRML version 2" models, had to be converted to

Performer Binary files (Pbf). The conversion process Was 'done by.importing these

files into a 3-D CAD software package and then exporting the files as .pbi. This

software was too expensive for the Governor's Schools to purchase just to convert

files. Therefore, all conversions had tdbe done byVT staff or students.

Since the lessons involved positioning the molecules in specific places in the CAVE,

the original model's coordinates had to be translated using Pftransform. This special

software was not available to the Governor's Schools, except at significant cost.

Therefore, all translations had to be done byVT staff or students.

The team was successful in developing the lessons. However, it was apparent that
,

development.of a more complex CAVE program would require full-time programmers. It

also was evident that to utilize the CCC at a remote site, a staff member must have a basic

knowledge of UNIX administration.

PUVUIM DEWEIWNMEG:74 (DP ,CCC CCC-IDOQMSOIRED

Virginia Tech's virtual environment software development team has been funded to

develop collaborative virtual environments, with an emphasis on shared design environments

by the Office of Naval Research (ONR):

Developing shared virtual environments to include a design environment philosophy

required creating a new "shared-memory" architecture that would include networked virtual
-

- environment devices. For example, a force feedback device allows participants to manipulate

objects in shared virtual environments with their hands. These objects can be 3-D

'molecular structures, where users at the desktop or in a,CAVE can feel six degrees-of-
,

freedom (6-D0F) (3-forces and 3-movements) assriciated with docking a 3-D-drug onto a .

3-D-protein. Another useful networked virtual environment device is a handheld pocket-PC

attached to a 6-DOF tracking device, which could operate in either the CAVE or CAVE-

simulator. The pocket-PC could be used to point to various objects in the shared virtual_

environment where participants could upload and download detailed information associated

with these objects. Such a device would extend the collaboration after a shared virtual ,

environment session:The pocket-PC could be detached frbm the 6-D0F device and the

information could be downloaded and post-procesied on other computers. Other devices
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used in virtual environments have been 6-DOF motion platforms, remote-site real-time

physics-based simulations, atomic force microscopes, etc.

This idea of including network virtual environment devices into a shared virtual

environment collaboration required a philosophical redesign of the underlying software

Application.Programming Interface (API) used in the CAVE and CAVE-simulator. At Virginia

Tech, the virtual environment software development team created Device Independent

Virtual Environment Reconfigurable, Scalable, and Extensible (DIVERSE)! To foster future

develOpment as well as virtual environment research collaborations and educational virtual

environment distance learning collaborations, the DIVERSE API was licensed GNU-General

Public License (GNU-GPL). GNU-GPL follows the saine development philosophy of

GNU/Unux, where over time, significant software tools ca- n evolve "freely" DIVERSE 1.0 was

released in January 2001 and runs on Linux and SGI-Irix operating systems. Future

development of DIVERSE with an OpenGL interface will allow participants to collaborate on

MS-Windows, Mac OS I 0, Sun Solaris, arid HP-UX operating systerns. With DIVERSE being

free, available, accessible, and running on a variety of operating systems, future development

of CCC with the DIVERSE API will resolve many of the issues previously noted from this

project, including reducing cost, reducing the complexity for user-development, and allowing

the CCC to operate on computers other than SGI.
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The development of collaborative virtual environments for use in K-I2 instruction

is in its infancy. The project team believes it is an area that holds pedagogical promise in two

,main areas:applications allowing students at remote sites to share in the development of

collaborative environments and content-specific applications providing students with a

context for learning. In both types of applications, the virtual environment should be

designed to support student learning from a cognitive perspective. The environment should

help students relate what they already know to new concepts and actively involve students

in the learning process. In other words, the virtual environments need to be designed to

assist students in assimilating new information 'into their cognitive schemas. lh the first case,

the team envisions a virtual "toolkit" that allows students in geographically remote schools

to collaborate on creating a virtual environment. Could students create virtual robots
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aVesigned to perform specificlasks in a virtual environment much like they mighi use Lego

Logo kits to build a model robot in their classroom? This type of 'application will provide

students with the opportunity to use the emerging virtual environment technologies as they

are Used in the professional world: to collaborate with thlleagues,to solve problems, and to

create innovative designs in a cost-efficient Manner. In the second case, virtual environMents

can providestudents-with a context for learning that affords them the opportunity to

connect what they. are learning with what they know.

Development of contextual environments should focus on topics that are beyond

the realm of the student's daily experience. For example, what if a virtual environment were

created allowing students to pilot a spaceship they could accelerate in real time toward the

speed of light? The program would allow studend to experience theeffect of the

phenomenon known as Lorenz Contractions in a virtuarOvironment Given that context,

more students might understand the conceptual and mathematical tenants of relativity

Another example might be a virtual environment that allows students to investigate weather

phenomena, such 'as, how thunderstorms form.

Based on our collective experiences arid lessons learned from this project, the

original CCC software development team aiVirginia Tech with the Governor's School

project participants are exploring opportunities for future funding to rebuild CCC using the

DIVERSE API. This project has been "a road less travelecr but it was rewarding.
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Curry. K (1999). Supporting Collaborative Awareness in Tele-immersion. Blacksburg,VA: Department pf Computer
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' DIVERSE. www.diverse.vtedu
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AN INTERVIEW WITH MARY
BAKER AND NANCY BARBA

Mary Baker is Manager of Emerging Technology, Broward County

Public Schools, Florida.

Nancy Barba is Director, Program Development and Alignment, Broward County

Public Schools, Florida.

Jeanne-Moreno,Vice President and Chief Information Officer at Citrix Systems, Inc.,

was asked these same questions during-her interview. Her responses appear in the

Vision section.
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Mary Baker is:Manager of Emerging Technology, Broword County PUblic Schools, Florida.

Nancy Barba is Director, Program Development and Alignment; Browara County Public

Schools;Korida.

I,
he trend toward wireless communication seems to be advanCing, although,

not as quickly as some would like. In-your opinion, what barriers impede widespread use

of wireless technologies in schoOls?

MB: I guess there are two variations of wireless. One entails going right to
,

the desktop, while the other extends applications to handheld technology. I think a

barrier in,edutation is the lack of testing for the effectiveneis-of handheld'clevices
,

with students (e.g., how robust they can be, the impact of screen size, and the ways

in which students with disabilities are.affe_cted). Another issue is money. The school

-systems_have put all of their financial resources into desktops that are connected to
_

jhe WAN'or the LAN. It's a matter ofgetting people to think differently. That's

wifere we are. It isn't talked about a great 'deal in education, because vendors are

still pushing the-desktop models.

*: That's interesting. I know sorne,students hat;e cell phones, probably-cit their desks.

'They are already wireless.
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MB:Without a doubt.
,

Then-there's the perception by some groups that
,

wireless is harmful "to the body. You know that splinter group is out there.
. -/ .

II: Have the security concerns surrounding wireless devices' been an issue in your district?
, . -

MB:Yes, they have been an issue. Actually they are looking'irito equipping

each school security officer with a handheld device. This would allow the officer to '

identify students by picture and to access students' schedules to know where they

'should or shouldn't be. I think administrative rfse of handheld'technology is
.
probably well accepted and doesn'tifave the implications of putting it in the hands

of the children. We are currently exploring administratime uses.
/

NB:We are also using handheld technology in our pilot to benchmark

assessment. Teachers can administer a mini-assessment on the Concept they are

teaching and find out immediately what students knoW and don't know.- The

teacher can adjust the teaching and learning process according to the results.
1

1I: The long-predicted demise of tmditional textbooks has not occurred.Why do you think

this is so, and do you think/it will still be the case/l 0 years from now?

//H7NB: In Florida, we adopt books every four;fiVe, or six years, depending on/ )
the-subject. I think they are moving to a-six-year cycle for all books. The state

provides money to the districts wlc--new book is up for "adoridon. Thus, in this

2002 schoollear, schools-6ould not be using any primary textbooks older-than

I 996.

We have been looking into electronic textbOoks. Although the technology
/

exists, it doesn'eseem to-he reachirt-K----12-quitkly enough. We have looked at/
various electronic book products, inclticling the V-Slate, Compaq's iPAQ, and Palm7 \
handheld devices. One issue is the-availability-6f the technology. There are-not

-----______ _

many electronic books available at this-time for grades 6 through 12. A secondV
issue is the Cost. The;'t-er:tbook-publrshe-rs do not appear to have worked out a---°. /
priCing_plan-yet. Publishers may get V.-or $4 per textbook for=the Writing of the

book. The printing industry gets-its share:The distribution industry alsO gets its/
nshare. That will be a challenge, because electroic deliver)), eliminates a vthole
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segment of workers the same way the automatic teller did with banks. Another

issue in Florida is a contract between the publishers and the state that presents a

problem for adopting electronic textbooks right now.

On the flip side, there is the issue of students carrying a heavy backpack

filled with large, heavy books. An electronic textbook would allow students to

access all their texts from one small, manageable device. There are definite

advantages and some disadvantages.

0 : The recent court case involving Napster has raised the public's awareness of

intellectual property rights and safeguards for materials in electronic form.What is the

impact of intellectual property issues on innovation in teaching and learning?

. NB: Currently, technology ethics courses for teacher education students or

in-service teachers are not required. There are no technology ethics courses for

students either. Although technology allows us to do so many things now, we have

not stopped to conduct a discourse on what we should and should not be doing or

why we should or should not be doing it.

That even goes for copyright. There's a section in our policies that talks

about copyright for teachers. I don't think otir teachers hesitate at all to use

something that's copyright protected if they believe it benefits their students.

Barbara Correll (Director of Learning Resdurces) has, done a very goodijob of

educating principals and teachers, specifying what they can and can't do. She's out

there explaining intellectual property rights, but I don't think people are paying

attention to it. They think about what's going to help the students. They think,"If

this is what I need, then I'm going to use it."

0 : When people first started talking about the digital divide, they referred primarily to

the disparity in Internet access between the wealthy and the poor. But people are now

talking about other divides among technology users, such as gender and geography. How

do schools address this issue?

138
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NB:We have around 250,000 students, approximately 30,000 employees,

and about 15,000 teachers. We are a large urban district. Florida uses county

districts (not city school districts)So some districts are huge. -Some 28 cities are

included as well as incorporated areas. Our mobility rate is 41 percent. Probably

35 to 40 percent of our students qualify for free and re's:axed-price lunch. There

ar'e a lot of "haves" and "have-nots" here. ,

,

MB:All students have access to computert.in school. We have provided

access to computers in community centers, libraries, and churches. But that's,

access. That is not the same as having a_cornputer in the home where a child can

use it any time he or she wants. This is the discrepancy between "haves" and "have-

nots." Horne access is an issue for us, but we hope handheld technology might help

with that.

In the 'school district itself; equiti is a priority. We have a policy and a

technology plan that establi§h minimum baseline technology in all schools. We have

access in all permanent classrooms. We have computers in all classrooms. I am not

.aware of any programs that address take-home technology for use outside of class.

NB: I want to touch on the other issue relative to geography and gender. ,

The state adopts a number of books, potentially eight or nine textbOoks in each

subject area. Then the district's adoption committees select two or-three that

could be chosen for; the district. Those state and district,adoption committees

eniure that the chosen textbooks are not biaseC1 against a particular gender or
_

culture. I don't think we've done that with software yet We have not really looked

critically at software like we look at textbooks. I think that is something that's

missing.
_

There seems to be a widespread astumption that every child should have access to a

computing device and be able to 'operate it. In your view, how important is widespread

access iand usage among school-age children?,How realistic is it?

NB: It's Vital. It iabsolutely vital for those students that are ninth/grade

and above. It's like having a pencil or pen. As students go into the world of work,

which is technology driven, they need to be able to-use techriology. I think it's
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extremely important for students in grades 6 through 8 and very important for'

students in preschool through grade 5. Young children learn technology quickly.

0: In your opinion, how realistic is the notion that students will ultimately have personal

access to some kind of computing devicehandheld or other?

NB: I think we are very close. Forget the schools for a minute, because the

schools camonly do as much as the available bond issues and dollars allow. I believe

the schools will struggle and will always be years behind industry for many reasons.

The biggest reason is money. But within a couple of years, I foresee the

communications industry (telephone or cable) providing Internet access with

handheld keyboards. That could potentially provide immediate Iriternet access to

every home.

0: Is there anything else you would like to add?

MB: I have a question or two for the staff at IAETE. I want to know what

happened to -virtual reality? It was on the forefront four or five years ago and then

disappeared. Whava wonderful educational tool.

NB:We talk a great deal about students and technology for students. Of

course, the teachers must be involved. The universities have moved heavily to

online training for students and faculty, but we really haven't seen much of that for

K-I2 teacbers. Broward County can't be the only district having tremendous

problems finding teachers, keeping them in the classroom, and finding substitutes so

that we can train our teachers during their workday. Alternative training

metho-dsonline training or electronic trainingare truly lacking for teachers. I'm

talking about content. You can find training about the brain, but there's no content

or strategy training available electronically Yet. Keep that in the back of your minds

at 1A8TE, because it is sorely needed.

ack
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It may be sooner th.an you think. For the remarkable new
Hughes TONOTONnow used for high-fidelitY transmis-
sion of maps and other naviptional pictures'to ships and
aircraftwill make possible 'face-to-face" telephone calls
to and from youir office or home.
- The TONOTRON is only one example of Hughes Products

leadership in research and development of- electron tubes
and related advances in electronics, such as transistors and
diodes. It is with products like these that science will bring
about the dynaniic electronics erain whieh you ill have
on-the-wall television, electronic control of factory pro-
duction, and countless other marvels.

HUGHES TOSiOTRON.

RELY ON HUGHES FOR SEMICONDUCTORS
...ELECTRON TUBES...INDUSTRIAL

SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS.

©1956, H.A.C.

As .one of the country's largest electronics reSearch and
m.anufacturing firms, Hughes Products backsits semicon-
ductors, cathode ray tubes, and industrial 'systems and con-
trols with a long record of technical accomplishments.
These include the "thinking" FALCON air-to-air-missile, and
the self-directing Hughes Automatic Armament Control
which is standard equipment on all Air Force interceptors.'

Undoubtedly there is. a .tiMe- and money-saving appli-
cation of Hughes electrOnic products to your Own business.,
A Hughes Products sales engineer will welcome the oppor-
tunity. to work with your staff. Please write: Hffghes
Products; Los Angeles 45, CalifOrnia.

rfflluelizs pilobucTs
1

A DIVISION OF HTGHES AIRCRAFT CO.MPANY

Engineers and Technicians -r-contact Hughei for exieptional career opportunities.
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